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PREFACE

\\-The four papers pieeerftd-here are quite differeat in their topics. Each
one, however, examines a situation that is important for strategic considera-
tions in this decade,and on each of these situations some confusion and diver-
gence in thinking has been evident. Also, each of the four papers treats the
facts,and the change or development of the facts,as one aspect of the situation,
and the prevailing set or sets of ideas about the situation, and the growth and
change of such ideas, as another aspect. Each paper then tries to show that
the imperfect lock on as between ideas and facts permits ideas to drift, or to
stand still while facts change.

The first two papers are related to nuclear warfare, one with specific
reference to the industrial effort that must underlie nuclear military power;
and the second with the implications of such nuclear military power at the
low.r end of its spectrum, i.e., in connection with tactical nuclear warfare
and .he paired concepts of deterrence and escahtion. The last two papers are
both concerned with the evolution cr development of the character of politics
as it reflects the development of keowledge of scientific or technological char-
acter, on the one hand, and, specifically, of political knowledge on the other..
All four share the emphasis on changeover time,and onthe hiatus between the
developmeat of changes in the facts on the one hand and changes in derivative
systems of thought or theory on the other.

Each of the papers is a little dated. Arrangements for their open publica-
tion involved varying delays. An effort to bring them up-to-date in data was
considered. However, the significant point of any cne of them would not be
affected in any essential. Hence in all but a few retails, and with some cutting,
they have been left in their original forms.

It is felt that they may have some value to a few reader:, outside the closed
community of Government agencies,and it is for that reason that they are made
available in this manner.

George S. Potte.
Chalr man, Ret•aerch C(>ncil
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PREFACE

This paper examines the structure and size of the industrial
cffort involved in producing nuclear materials for military weap-
ons and other purposes. The data presented and interpreted are
entirely from unclassified publications available to anyone who
cares to study the subject. It is also entirely concerned with the
US. Mr. Oscar W. Torreson did a substantial part of the work in
collecting the data for this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The writings on nucleur weapons and nuclear warfare presented to the
public since 1945 have been voluminous. They have covered the basic physics
with great clarity, especially In the excellent account given in, first, the Msmyth
Report."' The strategic implications and consequences of any full-scale nuclear
war have been examined and analyzed with vigor and sophistication. The litera-
ture has blown up into a mabs that can stupefy with its technical controversies,
its elaboration of varied consequenzes from varied assumptions,and thegrowing
tendency of the cognoscenti to quote each other in a manner that says to the
layman, "If you wish to understand my book you must read 100 others."

Withal, there has been one omission; little or nothing has been said clearly
that gives a sense of scale as to quantities of materials and weapons. One can
trace the lack from the starting point, the closely held secrecy as to the size
of "stockpiles." One can find it, however, also in some of the effects on the
argument. Quite learned men, assuming that the quantities are unknown and
unknowable, tend occasionally to draw conclusions that simply would not be
suggested if quantities were known. Thus the tendency of 'Writers, including
very prominent ones, to speak as if any nuclear power is one nuclear power,
without regard to quantity, or as if any nation having one or more atomic or
nuclear bombs can enter adversary negotiations with any other as an equal.
But atomic stockpiles are no more equal than navies are or used to be. Quan-
tities do matter, and quantities can be increased only by goirg through a series
of laborious and costly steps that take time and effort.

What the paper tries to show is simply how much of the picture can be
made clear by assembling and sorting out a rather small quantity of available
information. The object is not to arrive at exact quantities but only to establish
a general sense of scale and its significance.

GENERAL SCALE OF THE US NUCLFAR INDUSTRY

A fairly definite impression of the scale of the US nuclear industry is
indicated by the following data:

The procurement of uranium concentrates has now (as of the time of this
writing) reached a total of approximately 200,000 short tons (Stons), with 97,000
additional tons under future commitment. The concentrates are UO. containing
84.8 percent uranium, of which 0.721 percent is uranium 235. The Ud8 contained
in 200,000 Stons of uranium concentrates therefore would beabout 1l00metric tons
(MT). In the process of sepa.-,tion, a small fractior, of uranium enriched in
U" is prcoduced, and a vastly larger ft action of uranium depleted of the isotope.
Depletion from the natur'aal ievel cA 0.721 percent to 0.38 percent and to 0.22
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percent (and to intermediate levels) is indicated in Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) published information (Ref 2, p 26).

The cost of operation of the AEC devoted mainly to weapons production for
the past 11 years has been $5.3 billion for procurement of raw materials, $6.6
billion for the production of nuclear materials, and $4.3 billion for weapons
devr*.opment and fabrication, or 28.5 percent, 43.5 percent, ,-:d 28 percent,
respectively, for the total of the three items.

The production of uranium is not the whole of the nuclear industry;
plutoniunr, heavy hydrogen, thorium, and other materials are also involved.
The economic scale for these other items can only be suggested and this by
reference to data on plant investment costs, which now stand at $1.6 ',illion
for production reactors and separation areas, and $260 million for heavy water,
which may be compared to $2.3 billion for uranium separation plants.

The total US investment in the nuclear industry and its products now stands
at approx'mately $ 29 billion.

Some of the above itetsis deserve further explanatory comment.
The uranium concentrates procured were almost entirely from sources

outside the US before 1950, and continued to be predominantly from foreign
sources until about 1956. The first year in which domestic procurement ex-
ceeded freign procurement was 1961. (Data on uranivm ore and on concen-
trates of U1O8 are given in all the sources in short tons, while data for later
processing stages are given in metric measurement. The reader who wishes
to clarify this may find Table 4I in the appendix of some assistance.)

The US purchases of uranium oxide aid not reach a total of 100,000 Stons
until 1959. However, they reached 200,000 Stons during 1962 and will pre-
sumably reach 300,000 Stons within another 5 or 6 years (cumulative).

The electric power used in the diffusion separation plants is a major
feature of the requirements of the industry. The AEC report for July-December
1956 (Ref 3, p 389) states, with ref. .ence to the three gaseous diffusion plants,
that

Consumption of electric power in these plants amounts to approximately one-tenth
of the electric power prtAluced by all the electric utility companies in the United States.

According to Federal Power Commission data the production of power
by the public service power industry in I,56 was 600 billion kwh (excluding
Ocaptive" plants). Therefore, approximately one-tenth would equal approxi-
mately 60 billion kwh.

As an added comment, the procurement of concentrates reached only
10,440 Stins in 1956, but increased to 16,159 1-% 'he following year, and has
been more than 35,000 Stons in each year since then. It is impliod that the
input eithor could not have reached the full capacity of the plants In 1956, or
only during the last part of 1956, or that procurement of concentrates has ex-
ceeded the annual througliput rate, with consequent stockitg of a reserve. If
the throughput inrreased substantially after 19S6. the,' the ronsumptinn of power
may have increa",d also; Aherwise there must have beet corresponding im-
provements in the efl.ienrv of the proress. However. the lone arnd perhaps
imprerise figure of W0bllie n kw.S, appears firm for its time period, though
approxminutt and this in turn permits some further observations.
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The cost was stated its appeoximately 4 mils per kwh for a total of ;'bout
$ 240 million.

The capacity required would have been about 8.5 million kw, at 7000 kwh
year/kw installed.

The cost of plants was at the time about $115 per kw installed, and for
8.5 million kw, the cost would be about . 1 bil'ion.

Coal required, at 0.95 lb/kwh would be about 28 million Stons pe. ',ear.
This invites comparison with worldwide power statistic's. In 1961 only

eight nations had as much electric power producc-tion per year as was coasumed
by the US diffusion plants at the late 1956 rate.' This is shown in the accompany-
ing tabulation.

Electric power
Nation ({bllions of kwh)

US '479
USSR 310
Great Britain ]3's
Japan 125
W. Germany 116
Canada !13
F•rance 7-1
Itly 6(

Only five more countries had as much as 29 billion kwh production in 1961, of
which mainland China had an estimated 29 billion kwh.

The amountt of uranium devoted to peaceful purposcs rather than to mili-
tary purposes appears to have been small. AEC shipments during 1962 (Ref 2,
p 218) amounted to 196,000 lb of eni iched uranium hexafluoride at a value of
$29 million-, which in terms of the price libt 'Ref 2, p 26) c-rr-sponds to an
enrichment level (if 5 per(ent uranium 235. Tuis indicates a content of 3000
kg of UW'.

Depletion of natural uranium from 0.721 perveem to a conttenit oi 0. 38 per-
cent U , " leaves almost S2.7 percent of the initial content in the depleted portion,
with 47.3 percent in the eoriched portion. On the other hand, depletion to 0.0022
U'"' would leave only 30.5 percent in the 0k,pleted portion and 69.5 in the enriched
portion. Thus, if a quantity of uranium k ,nuaining 1000 uteis of U; ' were fully
•'ro essed, the eniriched ftracti ot might conitain bItween 470 and 695 uit s o; U
and the depleted fracttion might contain be• weect 527 and 30.5 units.. The weight
tit the enriched purtion, vven it cti~rihet to i e vvy h~itih luvel, wouldi kit t ur-w
be greater by some amoctoot than the wr-ight 41f the ULT 'octatllteed.

It mlaty be 11,Acd that, ý'ivr'1 a slec ified ,oirivilitient lu'vel, Vv tn of etac-
a'ccuracy, thete Is no merans to deternitne 't, -xac" proptirtititiens o the enriched
to the depleted, or simply, A hAt IrActlion Nf metittj content tit the desired material
is recmerv-d. Howver, given a very liv& levrl tf nitial c'intent and v ery high
though only apprrcktn%.%te slurt-if.d eer|vl cf rnricht-. fit nit -, ,i the t-tir-lwd
portion, then any ,ctwif -led level 4t depl.t ion srrve % to iktr rnmm, %% ithin twil"
a small er;ror. Ihe AmountS rVce-Mverrd .Ai ",.'! rcvem'-rrd.



STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY

The main structural phases of he industry, as pertains to uranium, are
indicated in Table 4. It is apparent that the iodustry proceeds through a rather
elaborate series of stages that enormously reduce the quantity of material in
process, at great cost, to obtain the essentially useful uranium, highly enriched
in U235 .

During the 20-year life of the industry a number of problems had to be
surmounted that no longer create any difficulty but should bt included in a
full description.

One oi the first great prr.Aems was to find sufficient sources of uranium
ore. As the AEC Report for 1947-1948 stated:

The raw materials situation faced by the Nation in early 1947. ... whep the Com-
missior. became responsible for the program was as follows:

The vital atomic energy enterprise was largely dependent upon remote sources
of uranium; only insignificant amounts of byproduct uranium were being obtained
domestically.

Known domestic sources were principally in the form of low grade material,
and economical methods of extracting uranium had to be developed iRef 5, p 6].

!it contrast, known reserves at the end of 162 were rated as 68 million Stons
of ore, and the prospecting effort has ceased.

The process of extracting U30, from low-grade ores has been very much
improved, and this interacts with the rated quantity of ore reserves, since the
grade of ore worth counting must be the same as the grade worth working. The
extraction process represents a considerable 'value added," as is reflected it.
the difference between the value of the ore demivered to the mill and the value
of the concentrates delivered from the mill (see Table 4).

Uranium oxide must be changed into uranium hexafluorlde at a very high
purity before it becomes 'feed material" for the great diffusi on plants. This
stage of the industry required process advances for the production of large
quantities of very pure fluorine and tor othee' processes. The whole process
has continued to advance sufficiently so that some of the feed-materidl !.lants
have been closed down (Ref 6, p 218). The total uranium con~tent in the. feed
materials produced is only negligibly lower than the iiraniumn con.tent of the
uranium oxide utilized.

The sepakrationt of isotopes is the largest single operation. After examin-
ing all methods the US committed itself to the gaseous diffusion prov'ess and
built one great plant for this purpose at Oak Ridge, Tenn., during WWII acid two
more major plants at Paducah, Ky., and Portsmouth, Ohio, which came into
operation in 1956. The total cost of these three plants stands at about ,•2.3
billion, and as noted earlier their electric power consumptiin apparently
reached the neighborhoo4 of 60 bltlion kwh 'year in 1956.

The diffusion prot'ess, utilizing filters, works telrough several thousand
%tages in what is te'med a *,ascadie.* The technolov is highly secret. The
best '4iort and urnclassified description found is in o'. AEC report for 0•47-
1948 (Ref 5, p 15).



K-25, The Gaseous Diffusion Plant

K-25, the gaseous diffusion plant at Oak Ridge, Tenn., consists essentially of
thousands of ... barriers, through which uranium hexafluoride gas is continuously
cycled, recycled, and finally drawn off when it reaches a certain stage of enrichmeast
in the U-235 isotopc. Thisprocess requires thousands of miles of pipe,thousands of pumps
and motots, and myriads of intricate electrical and electronic mect.anisma for control
of the whole complex process. Because uranium huxafluorlde is intensely corrosive,
the entire system must be leakproof and corrosion-proof. K-25 is the largest contin-
uous process plant in the world under a single roof--a 60-acre roof. The plant is approxi-
mately 1 mile long, a twelfth of a mile wide, four stories high, and U-shaped. K-27, a
companion process building is approximately one-fourth as large. The accompanying
steam power plant is the largest plant of its kind e"er constructed at one time....

The contract operator for K-25 is the Carbide and Carbon Chemical Corporation.
During the last 2 years the men of this company have worked persistently and effectively
to increase the yield of precious U-235 and to lower the cost of operation. The year 1948
has seen considerable progress toward these goals ....

"... the total area of barrier used in the plant is measured in square miles."
The engineers and scientists who developed the first barriers in haste during the

war achieved remarkable success, but of course much room remained for improve-
ment. .. . Barrier manufacture since its inception has been a "batch-type" operation;
recent developments, however, have pointed the way toward a more efficient process
for coatinuous production of barriers. Efficiency of production of U-235 would be greatly
increased by this change. Meanwhile, certain of the originally istalled barriers are
being replaced by higher quality material and a substantial increase in production yield
is expected from this st.ep.S

One important characteristic of the diffusion plants is the quantity of
material in process. The "Smyth Repor&,"' in 1945, discussed this and men-
tions that it is very large.

The total amount of material tied up in i separation plant is called the "hold-up."
The hold-up may be very large in a plant consisting of many stageq. LRef 1. p 157]

No clear indication of its amount has been published so far as noted, but
indirect indications are that it may amount to something in the range of 1 to 3
times as much as I year's input.

Plant depreciation is one more feature of the structure of the industry
that has economic interest. The AEC has not published very muc(' information
on this, Mnd the most important single statement found is only in the form of a
graph. This graph (Ref 2, p 589) indicates somewhat over 42 billion accumulated
depreciation 0,s of 1962 with no breakdown amon,- types of plants. Taken literally,
this would imply that the total cost of AEC plant and equipment to date has been
about $2 billion larger than the current figures for investment in plant and equipment.

The outstanding alternative to the tgaseous diffusion process is the cen-
trifuge process. Techniral advances iW: the design of centrifuges have attracted
public attention in recent years. It appears that the centrifuge process could
be used, with a lower c(ost in electric powev for the quantity processed, but only
at considerably greater expense for the plant required. The best unclassified
statement found on this subject is in the AEC report of January 1961 (Ref 7,
pp 500-04). The gist is given in the following excerpts:

Two pOssible advanlagt's of the gas CentiiIilue mIethodi, :is coa•l ired w Ito' the gaseous
diffusion p)t'•ocess we now use for uranium isotope• spliration, ar' !he Ixntent; lowe r re-
quirement (if a evntrifuge plant for electric power and its potenti'il rt'qu i'enitut for fewer
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units in series in order to pr(Xueef the (desired enrichment of U-235. Further, it appears
to be particularly well suited for low-capacity installations. [ Ref 7, p 501 1

A review by the Commission of available information on the gas centrifuge machines
built both here and abroad indicates that these machines cannot now be used h, a production
plant without further development work. So far, centrifuge units have beer, operated only
as single laboratory models for isotope separation. These machines are complex and
expensive. [ Ref 7, p 501]

Even after substantial improvements have been made, thousands of gas cenL•'fuges
probably would be required to produce enough enriched uranium for one crude weapon
per year. Including auxiliaries, a plant of this type might cost several thousand dollars
per centrifuge. Compared with development by thz, United States, the time period would
be much longer for a country not presently engaged in centriftge research and develop-
inent and net having access to advanced technical and industrial car:.bility. LRef 7, p 5011

There are already two methods-available today-to produce weapons material.
These proven methods are (1) ilhe gaseous diffusion method of producing enriched uranium
and (2) the use of reactors, which produce plutonium. [Ref 7, p 503]

Three nuclear powers, the United States. the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union
have built gaseous difiusion plants to produce U-235 for weapons purposes. In each case
this has been a very costly undertaking and in each case the technology has been held
very secret. Gaseoui diffusion plants are inherently of substantial capacity and require
very large amounts of eloctricalpower. For various reasons, it is unattractive for many
countries to proceed with the necessary effort to build even a small gaseous diffusion
plant. [Lef 7, p 5031

France, for example, while planning to build a gaseous diffusion plant, achieved its
first nuclear device from plutonium produced in reactors fueled with natural uranium.
[Ref 7, p 5031

Technology applicable to the production of plutonium in reactors has been widely
disseminated in the course of the program for the development of the peaceful uses of
the atom, and this technology could be used to assist any country in attaining a weaponis
capability. i Ref 7, p 5031

For example, it is possible for a country to develop a plutonium production capa-
bility to produce one crude weapon per year with an investmnent on tile order of $50
million. LRAf 7, p 5031

The results of tile separation process, in terms of depleted and enriched
fractions, are available only in the form of the indicated degrees of depletion,
mentioned ea rlier, and the indicated degrees of enrichment shown in the AEC

prive list, are up to 90 percent UW'7. (The degree required for weapons is not

specified.) There is no information bearing on the mix of products of varying
degrees of evrichnrent or depletion.

The value added by the separation ipr,'ess can be judged only by the
uranium price list. It is suggested by some AEC reports that the price is ad-

justed partly from the point of view of the value of the uranium for peaceful

uses and therefore is not necessarilý an accurate reflection of production costs.

With this as a reservation, however, it would appear simply from the price list

that lht, pluodmut of the separation process is valued at aboit twice the value of

the feed materials, 04' to par:aphri-se, the value added by the separation process

is a1bout equal to th%-, vaiue added by all previous o)era.tions.

The precductioin of i)lutonium involves the operation of reactors fed in part

with enriched uL'an;cm1, followed by chemical separation of the pluto.'ium. There

are few data uill the e(conomlic structure of this subindustry, other than the in-

dicated value of tilhe planlts involved, and that value as stated for product reactors

and -ieparation ar:eas presumably includes those for tritium as well as those

for plut,inium. For what it is worth, it stands at 1 1.6 billion (as mentiomed

earlier). The only other indication is in casual statements its to the pricc of
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plutonium, ih ich has c'onsi ste ntl y beeni priced higher t han even ouite highly
enriched uranium For examp~le. at one time the price of uranium enriched
to 90 pet-centi U` Stood at ;16 per g of contained U ', and the price of plutonium
was quoted iit iAO per g. A more recent comment on the price of plutonium was
simply that its value was at least .19 per g for power reactor use.

From thle p~recedinlg, given that plutonium investment is about two-thirds
that for uranium sepa rat ion; that plutonium production operating costs are
smaller than for uraniumi; and that the price of plutonium is higher than for
uranium, then the quantity of plutonium produced must be some fractionl of that
of enriched uranium, implied as in the rangre of one-third to one-fifth.

The heavy-hydrogen industry has two main phases. First, heavy water
has to Ile separated from ordinary water; second, the heavy hydrogen deuterium
has to lbe processed inl reactors to produce t ritium. Tile heavy-water plants
represent an investment of .i260 million. Some sales of deuterium have occurred,
Ibut , so fai- as noted, no sales or price of t ritium have been mentioned.

Ani alternative to uranium is thoriumi, which ( -an be made the basis of a
reactor-synthesis process foir the production of U-". This has been subject to
little emphasis in thle US program exc-ept that discussionl of reserves of thorium
can be found inl recent AEC reports.

The major stage remaining to be discussed is the development, fabrication,
storage, and maintenance of weapons. The ainual cost of this in terms of annual
operations has, ats mentioned earlier, been about equal to the cost of raw materials,
and about three-fourthis ats much as the c-ost of producing nur-lear materials. The
plant investment c-ost for this phase of thle industry now stands at 1'1800 million.
Tile oper-ating cost has tended to inci-ease, although the c-osts cf antecedent stages
have lbegtan to decline slightly in recent year-s.

MA\TURITYll' OF THE l * N 1)1154'IY

Like any major industri- almost 20 yearis old with at large research com-
ponent and wi6i' range of technical advanc-es, the nucltear- materials industry is
miartked by11 i IliXtul ccOf mlat uriitNv and y'outhl.

Sev'eral major peaks have b~een passed. For instance, the highest single
Year- for plant constru-ct ion wats 1954 when the figurie reached r1215 nmill ion.
The highest annual co st forz pi-od~uct-ion of nuclecari materials was in 1957, !1763
imill ion. 'Fhe hig~hest a nnual cost tot- pr-ocurte ment of iraw materzials was 1960,
whlen thet toital Of incrieasing do mnest ic and cotnt inuing foreig'n purichases peaked
ait 717 iiiill it to. The hiighe st a anuai expense 1-,I- react or developme nt , at least
so fair. wa,.s 1961, at -ý437 million.

Onl tb it, Other hanid tilt cost of phys ical r eseartch has risen wit hout at single
di op bet weten the annul tiures from '31 inill itii iii 1950 to - 1.72 mil lion in
1:162. and Iith te cx n ost s for- weapon's deveclopmlenlt and tabr-ication have
cont inuid to tI ntciase, tit the lgest fi, ..e being :706 millioli inl 1962.

Thyi doniit'st i Ortt mills ha~veon siniet passwil thle I ite whlen sonic mills
have beenl al'andoltd tct1bt au se of process inliprox cionit s Ilt- because neariby

deposits of ore have til worked out.- Ill thei niost i-eceint report it wa\ e ow htsmeo h ed attil h i a incoe on-tits hIein.

it'nti-tedwith lproct-ss imp11rovi'lenmets .ii Othieris.



Prices quoted for materials at various stages given an indirect reflection
of the great improvements in processing methods that have been accomplished
gradually in the last 15 years or so. The average price paid for concentrates
from domestic sources has declined from nearly $12 per lb in 1956 to $8.28
per lb in 1962 with $8 indicated as a fairly stable price for the future. Before
1956 the average price was considerably higher.

The price of uranium for sale by the AEC has also declined consistently.
The price at 90 percent enrichment level has declined from $17 per g in 1956
to $12.01 in 1962.

The exploration effort to discover additional ore reserves has been sub-
stantially stopped, because ore reserves now known, with expected increments
to arise from working, are deemed sufficient for some time to come. An in-
teresting AEC statement on this is given in the AEC report of January 1963
as follows: (Ref 2, p 214)

... The revised estimate of January 1, 1962, gave reserves totaling 71 million
tons of ore containing 175,000 tons of U30 8. This Is 3 million ions less .han the tenta-
tive 74 million ton ore reserve figure previously published. However, the revised esti-
mate of the U308 content of the ore reserves reflected a greater adjustment, being 36,000
toni of U30 8 less than the cariier figure. Until such time as another comprehensive re-
view of ore reserves is indicated, the above estimate will be adjusted annually to reflect
ore mined and newly developed reserves. Domestic ore reserves in place at the end of
1962 are estimated at 68 million tons of ore containing 167,000 tons of U30s. This is a
reduction of 3 million tons as compared with the estimate for the previous year. Al-
tho'agh ore mined in 1962 amounted to 7 million tons, this was partially offset by the
addition of 4 million tons of ore in newly developed reserves. Exploration has practically
ccased except for rm]ore accurate delineation of known ore bodies. The quantity of ore
milled exceeded the quantity mined by about 500,000 tons resulting in a corresponding
decrease in ore in stockpiles. Stockpiles at the year end totaled 800,000 tons of ore
containing approximately 3400 tons of U30 8.

On the preceding basis, it appears that the quantity of known reserve3 of
ore is more than double the commitments for procurement of concentrates
from domestic sources through 1970.

The AEC has now extended the time of delivery on all its commitments
for concentrates from foreign sources and on some of its commitments from
domestic sources.

In summary the methods of extraction of concentrates from ores have
become very efficient. Further processing stages have become more efficient
than formerly, and Aii sheer scale the operation is no longer in the class of
"a growth industry." So far as uranium is concerned the industry has reached
a high degree of maturity in both scale and technique.

Plutcninmi production will apparently reach maturity in scale in the near
future with the completion of one major additional reactor at Hanford.

There are clear indications throughout the recent AEC reports that the
uraniam-producing industry is now in something that might be described as a
"h'ujling" p lase. Activities are being continued at a level to keep the entire
operation vigorois until the time when civil requirements will supplant military
requirements as the base of demand. To illustrate, the AEC report of January
1963 states . . .

On Novtint' r 17, the Commission announced a *stretchout* progran. for domestic
uranium prturtinvt'nt for thi' 1967-70 periol. The new program consists of a deferral
to, 19617 -614 f :1 portion of thte ut tntni now contracted for delivery to the AEC b4,fore



1967 and Wne purchase, between 1969-70, by the AEC of an additional quantity equal to
the amount deferred. This will assure uranium producers of a market until the anticipated
requirements of private power reactors are more firmly established. [Ref 2, p 121

NATURAL PROPERTIES AND THEIR ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

The nuclea. industry deals with materials having ýertain unusual proper-
ties. The natural properties in turn have certain unusual effects on the economic
structure. The most important of the properties is radioactivity. The next most
important is the special property of isotopes, that they are inseparable by ordinary
chemical processes and separable only with difficulty by any other technique.

The industry has t, deal with certain radioactive materials as desired and
useful products, and with a great many others as more or less haphazard by-
products. The desired and useful products happen to have a fairly low rate of
radioactivity and consequently a very lung half life, together with the two primary
source materials shown in the accoripanyirg tabulation.

Chemical element Half life, years

Thorium 2M2 1.39 x 1010
Uranium 233 1.65 x 105
Uranium 235 7.07 x 100
Uranium 238 4.51 x 109
Plutoniun 239 2.41 x 104
Tritium 12.4

Co||sequently thorium, the three isotopes of uranium, and plutonium have
ordinary rates of decay that have no significant economic effect. The half life
of plutonium is considerably longer than Lhe period of recorded history in
human affairs, and the loss in a decade is insignificant in quantity. The others
are longer lived.

Tritium is the only material havirg important dse whore half life is of
economic importance. The stockpile of any material that decays at a constant
rate and is produced at a constant rate cannot cý.r•eed I '/• times the quantity
produced in one half-life period (1.4427 of half life, to be exact). Consequently
for tritium, if any definite stockpile requirement were established, production
would have to be maintained constantly at a rate not less than about 5 percent
of the required stockpile per year. In contrast if any absolute fixed stockpile
requirement for UW' or for plutonium were set, the stockpile might be attained
and production might then cease.

The radioactive by-products include isotopes of a great many elements.
Some of these are useful for certain medical and research purposes in small
quantities, but in large part they are useless. Considerable quantities have
to be disposed of as "radi(active waste." In contrast to the long half life of
most of the useful materials, one of the beneficial properties in the whole sit-
uation is the very short half life of some of the nuisanc, materials. This can
be see,. !n the accomixinyng [:%bukldtion. However, there are exceptions of
which str,,ntium 90 is the worst. with a half life of 25 years corresponding to
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a quite high rate of radioactivity together with a quite significant degree of
persistence. Another with a long half life is potassium 40, but its half life is
1.5 x 10 years, which although it permits accumulation also involves quite a
low rate of radioactivity.

Chlemlcat elenment Half life

Sodum 24 1-1.8 hr
Selnihum S1 17 rinm
Bromine 87 55.6 sec

In general then, the useful radioactive materials have such long half lives
that the loss rate is insignificant, tritium being the exception, whe:eas the less
useful or useless by-products have such short half lives that they cannot con-
stitute a long-terni nuisance, strontium 90 being the outstanding exception.

For the materials with very long half lives, st(okpiles are substantialhy
cumulative to any practicable and desired level. In a way t-omparable to the
world's stockpile of monetary gold they reflect the accumulation of all past
production, minus only the fraction dissipated in the course of use. Also, like
the stockpile of monetary gold, the rate at which they can be imtreased is re--
strained by considerations (if cost, but there is no particular impediment to a
steady annual rate of production at some reasonable level.

The industry involves twe major cases of the separation of isotopes: first,
the partial separation of U2 'M and U21", and second, the separaticn of heavy water
from ordinary water to separate deuterium from hydrogen. Each of these pro-
cesses depends on the difference in physical behavior of the isotopes related to
the difference of mass. The difference of mass is a far smaller difference in
terms of degree in tl.? case of uranium.

Natural uraniunk, as is well known, contains 0.721 percen', or I Part in
140,of U"". As pointed out in the Smyth Report,' to change the concentration
of Ul:' from 0,721 prcent to 90 percent requires changing the ratio of U235 to
Uj'" by a factor of 1260 (9 '1 : 1 140 1260). This suggests what the physical
bas~s is for the extremely extenlded pr-ocess of separation by diffusion.

The percentage of deuteriu. present in natural water is even lower than
the percentage of U"'• in vatural ýr,.aium , being 0.014 to 0.015 percent.

The sepa rajion of uranium i, )topes can be by gaseous diffusion, 'ent rifuge,
or mass spectrocope, with the first serving as the economically significant
method icý the US and, apparently, in the Soviet Union. The centrifuge apparently
awaits further teclinical progress before it can assume a significant role (see
the section 0Structure of Industry"). The separation of heavy water from ordinary
Wtter can conceivably be, by frtactional distillation as well as by the other pro-
cLsses since the boiling point differs significantly.

It is assumed that the proper'ties of radioactive materials that make them
useful for explosives or power do not require discussion here.

III some wa vs the tlcar- materials industry has further interestilug sirni-

laritics to gold and d1atmnonds. All fihere lvolve the sepa rition of very small
quant it iv,: 4 material from Initially ye,-vy large quantities of dross. All three

result parit y in liermanent stowk.,, with sonit' use-up of a portion. Gold and
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diamonds ar hvlothI a grteat dleal simipleri in t heir ext ract ion jproc-esses, of course,
than are the two- or three-stage pr ersses required for U2v or plutonium or
tritium. D~iamionds tho~etl' separation of an even smaller quantity from an
even larger qualntity, there being 1 part of diamonds to 14 million parts of
diamnond-bearing rock (in the average. Tile value of rough industrial diamonds
is abouit ý 4 a carat or .20 at g, whereas the value of rough gem diamonds is
about t 32 at ca rat or t 160 a g. Thle annual world produetlon of natu ral diamonds
is apparently about 41,ý. tons of industrial and 1 tonl of gemis. Gold at M3 per
troy oz is worth about M1.01 per g, so that enriched uranium at 90 percent U""

ait $12.01 peri g costs 1(0.9 times as much as gold by weight.

RELATION OF TlIME 'TO( SCALE

Nuc le~i r product s arie dur iable antd inintunte to obsolescence, and only a
small fract ion is used tit) ill peacetinme. A stockpile canti accunmulate ove r an
extended t ine. Elapsed lttlne is the refore a dfete rmining factor just as important
ais rate or lelof product ion. In thle simplest sense, if a given quantity is: pro-
duced every %-(ea z* the accumulation will equal that quantity multiplied by the
numlber of years since thle beginning. There are several v'ery significant and
interesting comiplic'ationis, how"ever.

The ye ry large "hold-up" in the uranium diffusion plant means that if the
plant is completed anud processing starts, the flow of out put does not reach a1
normal level uint il a conlsiderable t inie thereafter. This is one very important
element in start -up tlinec. The timev to build plants is also a ye ry laz ge elemient.
Evenl thereafter the lag bet ween the anmount of ore mined or of uranium o~xide
procured and finished weapons. must be at least a few years in a mature in-
dust ry. Ani earlier quotation mentioned a stoc-kpile of 800,000 tons of ore at
ore ni ills, and hlere are fu rther working inventories all along the line as well
as goods in process. When all of this is conside red, it appea rs ats at very re-
miarkable achievemnitt that the ITS wsable, to fabiricate three atomic weapons
before the( t' ud of 'WWII withI most of tfhe work. incluiding const ruct ion of plants
conicent rate illh ino 00Iiore thanl 3 yea rs.

Inl add it ion the Aie rican iidlist ry ill its simlple econlomlic structure now
reflects thle t i ilt' di nie Os :il 'n inl te rnis of' tee b !' Va I p ro ress in all thle important
proce sses. Thet sepa rat ion of concentrates * p roductiion of feed nmate rials, a nd
diffis ionl te chnlology have all beenl subject tot imlportanit technical advanlce, ats
indicated , iiit i poilits inl thet published reports of thet AEC and as reflected
inl reduc ~i ion'f costs. 'Till.is is inl part related directly ito wha);t is commioniil y
called a1 "talea rinig cu irve" bilt al so hias invoilved fmnda tie italI advances of technology.

Thet inliportalice of .1II this lie's inl its relat ion to strategic power conside ra -
tionls. E~ ci Since tilhe first Ruiissiain nuc'lear v*e\pf s ionii i Atigust 1949. thvwrv has
tiveei qutitle 111enseji5L scussmi5' tli ot ithe effectf Of liticti'ar cip'thilit ies onl strategic

pto\.(,e ruc' at ions, The subject has hatd t I et' cha racter ist its that have affected
flite ' cl.j racter ( lof flilt uiellectualI discutssion: (a) it hias beeni of si rtkaig imiport-
anite . a igely Atiscu ret-i by\ SkecI!ý Alec t uodmilvoled with ISome what c omliliex and
proyvitotsl\ quk~ilt' ttiliilu u i .1e1011n. , t1f) if 1'.1's the retort' been ciurcer~t
h%. conlside raflifcnt' vijoitufl liltelsatv, aind (wi thlel je- i oistaiiif couliig of lternian--

11s)y 1t1 f hatl s ilw fita'd .1I iar"t' r'u e c ie ntiil otistn~ F'Xau 11110 itio tit

tilt I uterafirt i c.ti 11eadif tIeuit I ~ t that11111 IIn asutp o hs.ten been1 aIuMi



that one atomic capability is strategically equal to another atomic capability.
Thus also, beginning with the phrase "the absolute weapon," there has been
much discussion of "the nth member of the nuclear club," of "nuclear stale-
mate," etc.

To restore perspective it is important to insist that "the nth member of
the nuclear 'lub" will have a nuclear capability at any time measured by the
scale of his industry and the length of time during which it has been producing
end products. The time at which any nation attains anv given stockpile will be
the appropriate time required to accumulate a sufficielt multiple of the annual
production after the full flow of output has been attaineti.

Also no nuclear industry in reality will represent 4, simple decision as to
scale of production with automatic attainment of product )'n at US costs, since
the processing improvement factors will require a great .imount of time in any
country. At the risk of adding one more simplification, tli,-ýn, there is a dead
time for construction and for filling the system with good.yý ind processes that
approximates 3 to 5 years, and an improvement time of 10 1 15 years before
all process improvements have been carried through, not 1, a static, but to a
more mature condition.

This permits consideration of what is involved in "join;-g the nuclear club."
For a given scale of industry, it will take 10 years before the stockpile repre-
sents about 5 or 6 years' annual production. Alternatively to .%ttain a given stock-
pile at a tinme 10 years from start, the industry must be large f.0nough to produce
about one-sixth of that stockpile per year. To attain it in 20 years, on the other
hand, would require an industry capable of producing one-fifteei th of it per year
on the average.

Actually only a quite small, so to speak, token industry cou i be produced
as a single slice without later modification. Any industry approx.trating the
size of that in the US would require progressive addition of slice.i over an ex-
tended time, with gradually increasing production until full maturity of all
slices, perhaps a decade or more.

Instead of speaking of "joining a nuclear club," one might better speak of
"buying shares" in the nuclear fund. The tund is open to subscriptions, but the
members have as many votes as they buy, and the member who has [een in-
vesting heavily for a long time has many more votes than a member who invests
equally heav%,;" for a shorter time or who invests only lijhtly even for a long time.

There are only two ways to attain equality with the largest stockholder.
A new stockholder can attain cquality with any older stock holder by investing
more heavily for a long enough time to catch up. But also there is the concept
of "nuclear plenty," wl'•ih is not without some real signlicance. That iý, to
say, there is somnc quanltity of materials that, if fully fabricated into a ccmnplhte
mix of weapOns, would V'tW)reptr t so mnany weapows that further incremeni i
would have no military or siratgic val'ti. If our leading stockholder shoe. d
attain a level of absolute ntuciat plenty, then another stockholder could ev,ýn-
tually attait| strategic (quality regardless of further inc'renments added by th v'
former leadtur. The lvec that might represent absolute nuclear plenty is dl,-
cussed in, a htter set tion. Short of th level, however, differences in stck-
pile. (4 differet' t nations must not be denied military and strategic significian, e,
and tHe memlers oif the swclear club need not be regarded as equal.

There is ouw more relation worth mentioning. If the nation with the largett
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production rate and accumulated stockpile can foresee the attainment of nuclear
plenty within a period of years, it may be practically impussible for any com-
petituv to overtake and surpass that leading nation within the time before the
leading nation attains the level of plenty. For example, if nation A has an accum-
,'lation and a rate of production such that the level of plenty will be reached within
10 years, it might be entirely out of the question for any other nation to attain
an equal or superior stockpile level at any time in the interim.

The statement obviously res's on some assumptions based in turn on
economic considerations. If there were no practical physical limits to the
scale of a uranium industry, then any nation willing to pay the price might
create an industry of any desired scale. The scale in purely monetary terms
is not to'o imposing, as reflected in the fact that the entire US investment in
the products of the nuclear industry to date is less than 1 year's annual aefense
budget at this time. If money were the only required resource, several nations
might be able to copy the Amer":an stockpile (but not the military systems to
use it) in quite a short term of years. One point of this paper is that no such
thing is possible; the material and technological inputs required cannot be
bought with money without regard to time and resources.

The US started its industry on the basis of uranium concentrates obtained
from foreign sources. Sufficient uranium ores have been located in the US to
make the US independent in all practical considerations for the futurc. The
US undertook a diffusion-separation operation on the basis of a gigantic electric
power factor, based on very cheap coal of very excellent quality. Although judg-
ment 6a that the centrifuge process may in the future permit a large saving in
electric power, it is not regarded as capable of attaining a radically superior
economic position. The US has been engaged in the industry for 20 years with
enormous benefits now in effect because of process improvements. It is very
plainly implied in recent AEC reports that the US is, so to speak, "coasting."
It seems impossible to find any reason why the US should now press with any
greater urgency than it is doing, at least in the basic element of the industry
concerned with uranium.

PRIMARY rINLITARY RELATIONS

The military relations will be dealt with only in eytremely summailry
fashion here.

There are three main considerations involved in proceeding from the
structure of a nuclear industry to the military significance of its. products.
First, any given stowkpile must he translated into terms of q,.iantities of
weapons; second, quantties of weapons must be translated into military ef-
fects in terms of the effect of sivgle weapons and the potential effect of num-
bers; and, third, quantities of weapons holdings in existence must be translated
into ternm• 'if quantities of weaponis that might actually be employed. Precise
quantitative data oo each of these three loitcal steps must be omitted here,
lut the l(oic can be explained.

First. although almost tolal ol~scuritv as to the scale of the US sttwkpile
was maintained for many year,, by ,fficul& souir'es. there have been ewveral
poSitive stalenents of sone significance in recent vears. One of the first WAS
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made by Secretary of Defense Gates tL the Preparedness Investigating Subcom-
mittee of the Senate, on 16 March 1960, in part as *. .. we have nuclear weapons
that exceed those of the USSR by several times in destructive power."

It has also been stated by American authorities that the US has some tens
of thousands of weapons (there is also a statement by Khrushthev giving the
number as 40,000 weapons). Public knowledge remains quite imprecise other-
wise. Vague as this is, it is quite sufficient for significance in several further
connections.

Second, the military effects of nuclear weapons are not described in detail
in any uncl ssified source. However, the basic physical effects, immediate
radiation, delayed radiation, thermal radiation, and blast are described in con-
siderable detail in an unclassified Department of the Army' publication.

The most important military effects are due to initial radiation and blast.
Data on these are summarized in Table 5 (in the appendix), for only one value
of radiation exposure and one value of damage by blast, these being sufficient
for the purposes of this paper.

The military use of nuclear weapons requires delivery systems as well
as weapons. The delivery systems include long-range bombers, missiles,
nuclear-missile-firing submarines, and tactical weapons ranging from artillery
to rocket-propelled missiles varying from quite short to very long ranges.

Without indulging in any further detail, the following facts are apparent:
The military use systems are of much higher economic cost than

the nuclear weapons themselves. Secretary McNamara, in his speech at Ann
Arbor, Mich., 16 June 1962, stated that "During the coming fiscal year, the
United States plans to spend close to $15 billion on its nuclear weapons....
At this rate the military systems cost far more than the warheads. They are
not, however, subject to comparable resource restraints, and to some extent it
might be said that any country that can afford them can have them.

The long-range systems required for a capability to use nuclear
weapons worldwide are far more expensive than systems for using nuclear
weapons at much shorter ranges.

Nuclear weapons do add a degree of capability different from what con-
ventional weapons could attain, regardless of cost. On' need (rly examine the
relative cost of TNT in equivalent quantities and the r ssible means of deliver-
ing It. Thc )rice of TNT was recently $0.20 to $0.22 per lb. At that price a
20-KT weapon would cost $8 million for the explosive alone. It wculd, incidentally,
require not a bomb, or an airplane, or a missile, but two fair-sizced freight ships
of 10,000-ton capacity each to transport that quantity. Anyone interested can cal-
culate for himself the cost and delivery means involved in megaton weapons made
from TNT. In terms of crude yield, it apoears that atomic weapons cost a small
fraction of the cost of TNT, with the additional factor that the delivery means,
although expensive, are not impracticable.

In terms of so-called *strategic* attacks on the industrial and poexlation
base of national power of any r ition, it is amply evident that a major nuclear
capability permits effects of a 'paralyzing" nat,,re. Table 6 and Fig. I (in the
appendix) present a very crude measire of the quantitie,• of weapons whose
damage areas would be euivalent to the areas of famiiar geographic units.
including many nations. The dat;. presented are extremely crude, especially
because any nation could be paralyzed by attack on a mrnall fraction its t sheer
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area, and the number of weapons required to paralyze a nation would be only a
small fraction of the numbers indicated.

The crude measure of blast-damage area against the area of a nation tells
more in relation to strategic than to tactical military values. Nuclear battle.,
fields may be rather large if they occur, but they do not necessarily extend to
entire national areas. At any rate, if nuclear weapons are considered simply
in terms of their comparative effect relative to conventional weapons, it is ob-
vious that a few nuclear weapons can i.ccomplish an effect against an army on
the ground far beyond any former capability. The radii mentioned in Table 5
or the circular areas mentioned in Table 6 can obviously be laid down either
as a destructive fire on a line or on a local area with great effects against
any army in that area. However, the conditions on which this might be done
are highly probabil'stic and debatable, as is also the extent to which it would
be done, if it were done.

Third, an important relation exists between the scale and maturity of a
nuclear industry and the military forces that utilize the resulting capability
and the fraction of an available stockpile that would be used, if used at all.
This matter has been rather neglected but seems worthy of mention. There
are severa.l reasons why the larger and older the nuclear capability, the
smaller will be the fraction of weapons that would be used.

There are several reasons for this. First, if there were only a few
weapons, aii of offensive character and all used against ineffectual defenaes,
it is conceIivable that 100 percent would be used and 100 percent would be effec-
tive. This was the case in WWII when, with three weapons produced, and one
used for a test, the entire supply of two remaining weapons was used militarily
with great effect.

At more advanced stages, considerable numbers of warheads may be
allocated to defens'"e weapons: for instance, to antiaircraft missiles or (o
antimissile missiles. These in turn are of somewhat limited range in the
necessities of the case and therefore deployed rather wideiy. They would all
be fired off in war only if the allocation of an enemy attack were such as to
nicely match the detersive deployment. However, as with ammunition for coast
defenses in former times, ai large fraction of such defensive ammunition deployed
at niany points is never expended. Ma urity also brings increasing complexity
of mix and a viaricty of special-purpose offensive weapons. This contributes
iu rfher to the protiability that a large fraction will never be expended, since the
nmix must be designed for all contingencies but not all contingencies will arise.
Further, so far as defensive wv.tpons can he effective, one defensive weapon oi
radKe rate yieWl will, if it kills. an offensive weapon, presumnably result in a
smaller totial vi'ld expended in actual e';plo.sion, -and in far less danage and
f llout. Thus tt .il adivanced stage when a nation may ha\Lve th uisandt of war-
heads they are tbStrl-bed in itn extrreniely varied system of offensive aoid defensi,,e
'.veapxs' ad a tc veitl in tile ost eytrenie all- tut ex'hanres the fr(.%timon that woull
04' targeted mnd etxim-nek-d effe-tikeiv tends, as the ito-kpile ,. os larger, to I*-
cOMe .a s.mallerl .tmd %miller trAction tof the tMtal Availatblv. NW pretenxie wiMl be
made htret h, tuantifv this relattim lwyond the adjective xtatement. I' sta.,;s
however, A-, a trrirctive of any ipl)ressitmi that might Otherwise prevail, that
the destructive effect in a nuclear war would be measurAble a-i the effect 4t all



the weapons available when it occurs. More briefly, the bigger the stockpile
and the more mature the military capability, the smaller the fraction of the
existing nuclear ammunition that will be used. Correspondingly the more
mature the capability of the more advanced nuclear powers, the larger the re-
quirement of weapons available for any specified actual effect.

To summarize all the preceding:
(1) The material scale and age of the American nuclear industry permits

a number of bombs in the tens of thousands.
(2) Destruction can be wrought to very great areas by the usable fraction

of such numbers of bombs against civilian or military targets.
(3) Only a very small stockpile might be completely expended in war; if

a stockpile is very large, only some fraction of it will be expended even in al!-
out war.

The concepi of "nuclear plenty" then remains to be examined more closely.
The term has been widely used, and used as if i,. means simply that the use of
nuclear weapons for any appropriate military purposes in war would not be
restricted by short supply. This needs somewhat more logical detail for
understanding.

Given the power of nuclear weapons it is evident ihat some numerical
quantity could be enough, if used effectively. However, that numbei would not
directly constitute plenty because of various factors iniol,.ed in the relation of
the quantity on hand to the quantity that could be used effectively, somewhat as
follows. We car start with the net quantity that would be enough if applied, and
proceed to the gross that would be enough, if on hand.

Enough for the strategic puronse of crippling an enemy must mean enough
delivered effectively, plus an allowance for losses to an enemy surprise attack
of counterforce character, plus an allowance for losses to enemy active defense,
plus the normal allowances for duds, aborted sorties, etc.

Enough for tactical purposes must mean enough to deter, equal, or surpass
the enemy in tactical use if it occurs, with tactical delivery systems of short to
long range such that the enemy cannot deliver an effective counterforce attack
that would cripple our retaliatory capability, either by precision or blanket
attack on the area containing our weapons.

Enough for active defenses would mean enough to provide a defense that
could impose a large loss on the enemy attacking system, with the requirement
imposed on the enemy to allow enough added to his system for attack on any
target, so that in turn he cannot attack all targets in sufficient strength for
ansured success. This means defensive weapons on our side deployed at all
the major targets he could choose, .. ith the expectation that he could not actually
attack them all. In short, our active defenses must be greater in the aggregate
!ha, would be nece6;ary to severely cut his attack if his target selection were
accurately l-nown to us.

All the foregoing is subject to the consideration that for absolut2ý plenty
it would have to be plenty against any probable combination of enemies. On

.asis it might have to be enough to destroy all the land area of the world.
This might still be attainable, so far as weapons alone are concerned.

However, oie general limitation remains. Although the nuclear materials
are generally stable and are not subject to obsolescence, and therefore can be
accumulated, lhe delivery systems are subject to severe obsolescence, and cost
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much more than the weapons. The offensive and defensive systems are both
subject to apparently unlimited technical advance. To conduct the advance
means to accept the cost of replacement and obsolescence. Weapons themselves
are also subject to advances of design and to somewhat costly refabrication, but
this is relatively a minor factor compared to the cost of advanced offensive and
defensive military systems. On this ground a limiting quantity of nuclear weapons
or nuclear materials could be taken as such a quantity that the nation concerned
could not afford delivery systems for any larger quaritity, and this quantity may
fall short of "plenty."

The preceding considerations do not serve to set a specific quantitative
boundary line at which plenty is attained. However, they do indicate that there
are levels below which it is not reached, and levels at which it would have been
reached.

Most important, below the level of atomic plenty (all other things being
equal, i.e., the efficiency of delivery systems, military skill, etc.), if one nation
has significantly more than another this is of strategic and tactical significance.
At or beyond the level of plenty the ratio ceases to be of significant concern.
An urgent effort to increase the stockpile is then unnecessary, regardless of the
scale of the enemy stockpile.

Evidence in the AEC reports is strong in the implication that the US is
approaching the level of plenty with confidence that the USSR cannot attain
superiority before the US reaches that stage (see appendix). It appears rea-
sonable to recognize that this could be a firm and realistic matter. It could
of course be correct or incorrect as to actual calculation, but it does not appear
to be inherently incorrect in principle.

CIVIL USE PROJECTION

At the beginning of the development of nuclear technology, it was imme-
diately recognized that vast potential benefits might arise, particularly in the
use of nuclear energy for peacetime purposes. The use of nuclear energy for
power has remained the primary promise although the technical difficulties
before its fulfillment have proved more complex that was foreseci. However,
there are now sonle power plants in operation for civilian use, and applications

have been made for licenses lor full-scale commercial power production. The
exact extent of what amounts to subsidization, either overt or c, ncealed in the
favorable price for atomic fuel, is not clear. However, it is clear that atomic
power for peaceful purposes is becoming a live economic factor.

The AEC's regular reports give ccnsiderable emphasis to the offering of
atomic fuel for such purposes and to the prospect that the requirement for peace-
ful purposes will supplant the requirement for military purposes in the not too
distant future. The AEC's special report on Civilian Nuclear Power 9 summarized
the prospect as of that time.

By 1966 it appears that the competitive position of nuclear power plants
had improved. In spite of advances on the side of coal, through the use of shuttle
coal trains, etc., the new power plants contracted for in this year are more than
half nuclear, and it appears that half or more of all future expansion of the US
electric power industrly may be in nuclear plants.
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Outside the power industry, peacetime uses do not appear to be of great
economic importance. Illustratively, there is a statement in the AEC report
of January 1963 (Ref 2, p 53) "thorium, U-233, plutonium, present needs f r
these materials for peaceful purposes are very limited and essentially of a
developmental nature."

In summary the use of the products of the nuclear industry for peaceful
economic purposes is not yet large but appears to be on the brink of substantial
economic development for power. If and as military requirements become less
urgent because of atomic plenty, the requirements for peaceful purposes appar-
ently will keep a very sizable nuclear industry in operation.

CONCLUSIONS

It would not be beyond the capability of any of a small number of major
nations to pay the monetary cost equivalent to that of the US nuclear industrial
effort within some term of years.

It would, however, be beyond the capability of any other nation to match
the US nuclear industrial effort in the present or near iuture, because of non-
monetary resource restraints, including both natural resources and technology.

The US nuclear industry is marked both by the extraordinary scale of
some operations, and the very great advances in efficiency that reflect the 20-
year history of the industry. The production of nuclear materials for military
purposes has evidently reached an annual level of production at which no further
expansion is deemed to be required.

The peak of effort in the AEC program has been passed at all major points
(procurement of concentrates, plant constriction, etc.) at some time in the past.
Although the passage of time will bring further technological complexities in
weapons and military use systems, it seems probable that there is a real level
of plenty.

If a nation maintains a superiority in stockpile (and in delivery systems)
until the level of atomic plenty is reached, the ratio of its stockpile to the stock-
pile of another nation will cease to be a matter of concern (if either had rrore,
Vie excess would then be simply redundant).

For any nation that has less than the level of atomic plenty the ratio of
stockpiles remains an important matter.

Atomic stalemate does not really apply except between two nat -, or
gro*ps of nations that have attained atomic plenty on both sides; sh-, 4f that,
a superior and an inferior military stockpile (delivery and defensive means)
would represent a superior and inferior military and strategic position in
this respect.

Although the attainment of a minimum stockpile of weapons may be char-
acterized as making a nation 'a member of the nuclear club," the significance
of such a stockpik remains dependent on its quantitative scale; the members
need not be regarded as equals.

The nuclear industry has just begun to assume an important and normal
role as a competitive element in the peacetime economy, but appears to be on
the threshold of such status.
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TABLES ANI) FIGUJRE

TABLE 1

US Purchases of Uranium Concentrates ,':l,7.''-(3

(In short tons)

Cumulative
Years Domestic Foreign Total tonnage

19131- 19(h I. 1 W 10.150 I 1,590 I 1,590
Ipil I 1.910 2.07(0 13.660

,- 120 1 .90 2,080 15,710
,50 32;0 W. 1 ;3,(k)l I 18,00
r5(1 2.7 14) :1.0 3,68V '22,8W()

52 832(0 2.,831( 3. .o0 26. 1 1O
594 I ,( 1 2.)0•O 29.,040

511 I, 150 :31210 1,600) :33. 730
25;, (( 1O;.410(4 5'4 |0 19.670

56 1.2X) W,210 I(). 110 :1),60

5. 7.5841 t .5• 16.15 66.209
511 10.21 t1 10.132 26,370 92.,6 r
59 [5.o12 18, lo t 33,32o 125.9 7 1
44 I o , I-.57 I t,01 3 t.582 I W60.55:1
(d 17.,741 I 1..7"02 32.262 ;Q2,815
o2 1-7.2-5 (2 (107 21).302 22 2. 1,7

Cl ,. i t(7, I,•

4 ,uirlul I i~ - -- t" , _L
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Comments on Table 4

Table 4 represents the logical structure of the uranium industry, but does
not pretend to quantitative accuracy. Available data are taken literally at sev-
eral points at which this may involve an unwarranted assumption. Also, data
having reference value at a certain time are mixed with data having reference
value at another time, e.g., the data in lines 4 and 5 are fairly recent and the
data in line 18 are much older. The data in lines 13 and 14 are derived only
from price lists, which only indicates that the degrves of enrichment and de-
pletion indicated could be reflective of the result of the operation but not that
they reflect actual practice. The data in lines I and 4 would apply if the data
in line 5 happened to be given, and the quantities in all lines below line 5 also
would apply only if the data in line 5 were given and all following factors were
accepted also.

The table therefore is presented as having a kind of logical consistency
for hypothetical quantities and factors that might pertain. As such, it exhibits
the anatomy of the industry in a way that has significance for further lines of
analysis atid evaluation that are dealt with in the sections of the report that
follow the one on "Structure of the Industry."

The table is intended to represent the general structure of a slice of a
nrature industry. One major feature might differ-if separation were by cen-
trifuge instead of diffusion. If what the AEC says about the centrifuge is correct,
however, this would change the detail, with less cost for power (and coal) but
more for equipment, without changing the general scale of economic costs.
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TABLE 5

Weapons: Radius and Area of Effect
(By yield')

Initial radiationb Blastc

Measurement Radius Area Radius Area

M Yd IMile , Sqmi km T Yd Mile. Sq

I KT 550 600 9.3,t 0. t 300 340 0.19 0.11 0.28
10 Kr 1,100 1.200 0.6'7 1.-1 3.8 73:0 800 0.44 O.b2 1.7

100KT 1.650 1.800 1 3.1 8.5 1,800 1,970 1.1 3.8 t0
I MT 2,300 2.0•0 1.3 6 16 1.100 .4,500 2.5 19.6 M3

IO MT 3.200 31.5M 2 12 31 2 10.000 10.600 5.9 109 310

&tDatt from Dep'artment of A"rmv Vamphlet :w.,.•

b~tot a-in vard,,. fromn graph shownr. in the Depl.rtment of the Armn pamnphlet Olief 8, p 584). for 1000 RIM.
'Dlnta from the Depirtment of the Virm paimphlet Olef 8. pp 6•7-38), in miles. for ise•ierc donloge to

reinforced concrete buildings. I I to 15 p•i.
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TABLE 6

Familiar Geogriophic Areas and Blast-Effect Areas

Yields

IKT 10KT 100KT I MT 10 MT

Radius for severe damage to reinforced
concrete buildings,0 miles

Selected geographic Area, thous of 0.19 0.44 1.1 2.5 5.9
unitb sq miles

Area of effect, sq mi

0.11 0.62 3.8 19.6 109

Bombs needed for destruction of entire area

.- frcaI 11.500 - - - - 105,000
lisil 8.600 - - - - 79,000

:urope 1.7 50 - - - - 34,400
CONUS .1.022 - - - - 27,750
Chinla (Proper) 2.279- - 22,500
NA'I'O Europe (exclud- 725 - - - 37.000 6.650

lug Greeve 41114

Turkey)
(Communtkit Europe (v"%- :182 - 19.500 3.500

Cluding IUSSl1)
e267 - - - 13,600 2,450

IULkrain, 232 - - - 11,830 2,130
rance212 - - 55.800 10.800 1,950

lalijnd 120 - - 31,600 6.130 1,10O
htalv 116 - - 30,500 5.930 1.065
\',,t Germsanv 96 - - 25,200 4.900 880

(;rieat Ilritain 89 - - 23,.400 .1,5.10 817.
Illinois 56 - 90.000 1.1,700 2,860 513
C114 .1.1 - 71.000 11.600 2.2-13 403
Kast {ermim -12 - 67.100 11,050 2,1.10 W85

.Irdtan 37 - 59.600 9.750 1,890 340
Ilterl-lic or Korea 37 - 59.600 9,750 1.890 3•10
Austri,. 32 - 51.600 8.120 1,630 294
I)ennilarL 1. -- 27.-400 .-,.470 868 156
Swit I'rIuaitI 1W - 25.800 .,210 817 1.17
IeI lgiuiti 12 1090(4X) 19.400 3,160 612 110
Irael 8 72,700 M 12.900 2.100 .108 73
(onnect iult 5 -15.5100 11.070 1.320 252 46
I .eAilu1n4 -4 .16.400 6..150 1.0W0 20.1 37
I .u menmbourg O.4x)() 9p.0OPA 1.620 263 51 9

"l*ron\ IM n Pam30-3 (Ihef It. p 6110."lSelclietl for .•rall and interest.
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Appendix

THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRIAL BASIS OF
NUCLEAR MILITARY POWER

STATEMENT BY THE ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION AND COMMENT

A statement by the Atomic Energy Commission was released on 2 July
1963 that has considerable interest in connection with the themc of this paper.
Its text is as follows:

In response to news media inquiries the Atomic Energy Commission today issued
the following statement c, n'eerning the production of fissionable materials for defense
purposes:

During the early 1950s there was a major expansion of the fLa•tiitics for producing
fissionable materials and an all-out effort to develop uranium ore resources to meet the
military requirements foreseen at that thne. These efforis were very successful and
production rates were substantially increased.

In 1959, after a study of future requirements it was decided to stretch out Canadian
ore purchases over a longer perixt. A reduction of 1030 megawatts of electric power
usage in the gaseous diffusion plant,; by June 30. 1964, was also authorized in 1961, and
in Novebntr, 1962, the Commission offered a stretch-out program for purchase of 4o-
mvstic ores.

The' plant., l-mr the productiots of fissionable materials now operating have a very
high prixtuctive calpacity and] the question of ne-,d for employing their full capacity is
continuou.ýly under ex.Nuiination. At present, long-range studies of military requirements
for fissionable niatttrials ark- under way. Decisions h1mvt, not yet been reached as to spe-
cific changes in tht- AEC materials production program.

Col'Iolient

The disparity between the lknowledge about the nuclear industry that is
actually avatlable on an unclassified basis, as exhibited in this paper, and the
state of puhliv informnation on the subject is well illustrated by the numerous
press comnlillelts on the release presented above. The Washington Post on 3 .July
gav'e a ftirly extensive report of the release and statements made by the Chair-
man of the Atomic Ene r.y Commission in a publit, interview on 2 July, with little
distortioll, but also with no sharp appreciation of the details. The Minneapolis
Tribune in an editori.il on 2 July 1963 commented at length, including the state-
mtelit . .. what is ill view iS A suspension of production.." This would seem to
be ,a di(storted inte rpretAt irn. Wtler Lippmann's comment (9 July 1963) spcu-
lated that
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It is slmost certain that Soviet military men and nuclear scientists thini that
their only hope of catching up with and overcoming American nuclear superiority is by
Eome technological breakhrough which would require t'e explosion of big bombs in the
atmosphere. But now Mr. K. has offered to forego such tests, and therefore to forego
the attempt to a.hievc nuclear superiority over the Americans.

This would appear also to reflect an inadequate stat.e of information on his part
against which to interpret the release. No press comment so far as noted has
called attention to the specific detail in the release concerning the reduction of
electric power usage, presumably for lack of background information against
which to measure it.

As noted in the AEC statement of 2 July 1963, the release appears to con-
firm the general impression given by other indications referred to in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The term "escalation" has become the name of a concept, or a subtheory
constituting an offshoot from the theories concerning future warfare.

Theorizing on future warfare, and especially on nuclear war, has been in-
tensely active since the late 1940's, when the unpleasant prospect of acute and
possibly violent international struggle emerged again from the short period
of optimism that followed WWII. Like any period of active theoretical effort,
this has had the characteristics of a historical movement or trend. There
have been numerous books, articles, and critical reviews. Important analytical
ideas have emerged from time to time and have had substantial influence on
further thinking. The motivation to think has been stimulated and directed by
the flow and change of major facts and developments. The official and scholarly
efforts have been made increasingly technical with the progress of time. Intense
motivation is apparent throughout the texts.

At the same time, it has necessarily had the characteristics of the history
of ideas. Some major premises have been given undue emphasis because of the
clarity with which events have posed them. Others have been relatively neglected,
because historical reality itself had seemed to understate them. Major logic
structures have had an ad hoc and temporary character, insofar as they could
only use the materials available and at a given real time. Reconstruction and
revision of the body of thought have become progressively more difficult and
laborious, both because the structure itself is more elaborate and complex and
because a specialized community has grown up indoctrinated in the body of work
and more difficult to persuade with a new bright idea than was the case in the
earlier phases.

The body of thought has been influenced by the impact of new de,ýelopments
from several independent major realms. One of these is the cold war, with its
history extending from about the time of Winston Churchill's speech at Fulton,
Mo., in 1947. Another is the separate realm of Soviet behavior, capabilities,
and intentions, especially as reflected by the internal history of Russia (and to
some degree the internal history of China and some of the satellite nations).
Another is the ongoing rush of modern technology, with its swift evolution
through many stages, from the days of the B-29 and the P-51 through several
generations of bombers and fighters and several more generations of missiles.

The world of nuclear war theory has therefore developed like a territory
bounded hy the other gr'eat factors of politics and technology. It has had layers
or sec(tors within itself also. Historically uonsidered, the growth of theory has
gone forward on the several levels of research work in the major defense re-
search agencies and on the levels of official policy and public expert comment,
including hooks and articles, and also in the life of political discussions by the
politicians, both intra- and internationally, while the evolution of the physical
facts has p, irsued its own course.
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One special factor has affected this internal ideological growth; there
has been a harrier between the world of classified documents and the open
public discussion. This barrier is not entirely impermeable; ideas and concepts
to some extent move back and forth and across it, but it has been highly im-
permeable to many matters involving factual data. The public discussion has
consistently lacked basic information on certain "classified" matters, and on
some parts of the subject it has accordingly suffered in quality.

Such a large-scale development of thought and theory is regarded by its
participants as largely rational; there is both necessity and some degree of
propriety in this. However, in retrospect, one can well expect that historical
critics will find ample evidence of faults aad fallacies within it, and ample
reflection of anxieties and emotional distortions. In short the process is of a
somewhat ideological character.

It was evident, for instance, that thought about nuclear war in the period
1948-1955 or thereabouts was very preoccupied with the "all-out" or what
some people called the "central" war and that this was both legitimate ana
distorted. It was legitimate because it was the new aspect on which analysis
and doctL'ine were most lacking. It was distorted and distorting because it
monopolized attention from any of the other aspects that have been brought
to the fore more recently. The threat of all-ouat nuclear war lay over the whole
field of concern like an indelible overlay. It generated anxiety and emotional
preoecupation. It also generated a system of jargon or idiom of its own, which
in turn both illuminated some parts of the problem and obscured others. Henry
Wriston made an interesting remark about a single term once:

... the expression "total war" has a deceptive simplicity and clarity. It can be quickly
grasped. 1 ike any' slogan it is easy to remember. Constant iteration has a kind of
hypnotic effect; it inhihits the reflection which would reveal the other half of the truth
which the phrase supprvesst.st

In addition to some elements of emotional bias and technical error the
whole development has been somewhat subject to shades of partisan bias.
There is no necessity to find special fault with any part to observe on the gen-

eral fact. Books and articles from varied sources charge bias against various
sectors of thought or official opinion. GEN Taylor's book, The Uncertain Trumpet,
offers some evidevnu on rather rigid positions taken on the part of the Air Force
or 'he Navy at certain times. Without making any effort to show that one sub-
sector of the nuclear war community is most at fault, or least at fault, one can
venture the opinion that there has been some virtue and sonic fault on all sides.
That is to say, all the services, academic world, publicists or columnists, and
politit ia,ls have all made positive cont ribut ions to the growth of thought and
knowledge and have all occasionally cont ributed to muddy the waters.

II.\ACK&I( NI' ), UOFVS POLICY AND T'r)GIOUIT

The earliest seritous thinking on nuclear war after WWI. was concerned
with the adopthtonI of national policy on tile new nuchlv.r technology. In tile late
1940's the US, reason|ing with itself at the highest levels of the councils of
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government, developed several elements of such policy. First, tile US would
deliver its nuclear technology in full to a competent world authority, if such
authority could be established. Second, such an authority would have to engage
very actively in nuclear research, because it would have to be assured of its
own leadership beyond any secret advance'; by any nation. Third, it would have
to have the right of inspection within all nations. Fourth, in the absence of
agreement on such an authority, the US would perforce retain its nuclear tech-
nology, and pui-rue its advance, under secrecy, in the guise of something like
a trustee for the world.

In addition, certain organizational arrangements within the government
were designed and established, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and the
Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy.

Finally, the US reluctantly, but with an increasing scale of energy and
effort, went on with the development of long-range means of delivery (the
B-36, B-47 . . .) and with the development of nuclear technology itself.

The principles summarized above were contained in the proposals
initially identified as the Baruch proposal, and later identified with the Acheson-
Lilienthal Report.' The unilateral decisiu:, to develop nuclear technology and
capability was expressed in the programs for nuclear production, weapons
design work, and tests of the AEC, and maintenance and progressive develop-
ment of the Strategic Air Command (SAC).

The condition of American thought in the earliest phase can be exemplified
by quotations from the report of the President's Committee on Universal Mili-
tary Training in 1947:'

The past year's effort to establish an effc,.iMc international bodv for control of
atomic energy in the interests of peace has been unsuccessful. FEen worse, the reasons
for this failure are such as to sugc, st the need for an intensified national security pro-
gram as prudent national insurance.

. . . the era of push-button warfare, in which intercontinental rockets with atomic
warheads wipe out tens of million's oternight, has not Yet arrivted ..... Both the scien-
tists and the military experts who appeared before us testified, with the utmost conviction,
that push-button warfare in t9e set-ste that has gained such widespread nopular acceptance
is not a (htvelopment of the foreseeahle futur'e. On the other hand, it was froely predicted
by the scientists that such warfare might becomne a reality within 25 years.

The swift acceptance of the necessity for nuclear power was shown in the
Finletter Report on Air Power in 1948:'

The conluIs ions O thW Comllliission thus hix as the target date by whih we should
hate an airi ari'm in 1w ing cinp;|ht tite toh:eling with a poss ihh, atomic attack on this country
at January 1, 1!):;:,

The strength At tht' V.lt'(!'otftins ive force mnust 1w such that it will 1,v able to make
:an aggressor' pay : it',vastating price for attatcking uS. It nLust, if possible, hi. so strorn
that it will he ahbl to silenc the aittack (in thi United states mainland and gike' uis the time
again to build uip our industrial inehint, :in&d out' mlanpolower lto go on to win tilt, war.

The further shift fr'oni shot't-riange to a yerv long\-,care position was developed
after 1953, mtid can be illusti-rted iiy t quotatiion from Admiral Radford in testi-
mnony to the Senate Approplriations C onnmmittee in 1955:0

It was in rI'-ttnitlitn of 014. (' ltnll s.iist ohbi'vti\q. :ind their i .ithots for attaining
it that the Irtsicnt ii't ehI 1h1:1t militar\ iLillninig il, longll .b teased oin hi"h, vear-t, t
cri'is thl'ot'v bNt on pr-t'a'iaiois tor tihet long haiul.
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The parallel development in American policy and thinking was involved
with the recognition and acceptance of the cold war as a condition. This pro-
gressed through a series of stages, under the impact of eventz as American
Presidents and Secretaries of State gradually reached the conviction that rela-
tions with Russia, rather than friendly, would be at a level of antagonism just
short of war. Such events as the communization of Eastern Europe along
Stalinization lines; the seizure of power in Czechoslovakia in 1948; the Russian
opposition to the Marshall Plan; the sensational spy trials in England, Canada,
and the US; and finally the Korean War in June 1950 were the facts in evidenm e
that brought official and public acceptance of the cold war. By 1949 the Marshall
Plan had become an instrumentality to salvage West Europe against the threat
of Communist take-over, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
Alliance was formed. The problem of policy in the cold war developed around
the issue of containment and the hazard of overcommitment, an issue on which
George Kennan and Walter Lippman, among many others, had much to say. In
the meantime there was a long series of confrontations, first in Azerbaijan;
then the Berlin blockade; the long-drawn-out guerrilla wars in Malaya and
Vietnam; the Communist seizure cf China; the war in Korea from 1950 to 1953;
and the crises over the offshore islands, Gk' Suez, Lebanon, Iraq, and latterly
over Cuba. The policy of containment was implemented by the development of
the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) and Central Treaty Organiza-
tion (CENTO) Alliances in addition to NATO. The US policy of military aid was
applied worldwide.

Through the whole series of policy developments and overt critical inci-
dents, two great characteristics have emerged. As shown at some of the points
of confrontation such as Berlin and the offshore islands, the world situation ex-
hibited something like rigidity, but in the conduct of some of the incidents it
has also exhibited, more evident in retrospect than at the times, an aspect of
resilience.

In the period 1946-1950 there was a transition from optimism about the
world situation to general acceptance of the cold war by the government and
the public. At the beginning of Zhis transition there were few people who re-
garded the Soviet Union or the world Communist movement as highly antagon-
istic to the ihttLrests of the US. During the transition those who recognized the
cold war condition as an objective fact increased in numbers with every demon-
strative event or turn of policy. Only with the Korean War, however, did it
become possible for the US to aet with unity of purpose, and therefore with a
large-scale natin.al effort. During the interim those who were most aware of
the national 0.uiger were also acutely axi%"-is because of the disparity between
the greatness of danger and the paucity of the means applied to counter it.

During this period there were many who wondered why the USSR did not
simply invade and seize all Western Europe. Dtvring that same periixi the mili-
tary assets of the US, which migh' have deterrel such a gambit by the Soviets,
were just two:

(a) The monopoly of atomic caVpabilities toether with a great strrategic
Air Force kby the standards of that day), and

(M) The demonstrated capaxcity of American war industry to support a
war on a level oi overwhelming sutwriority, gixv n time.
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Under those conditions the concept of deterrence was as much discovered
as it was invented. That is to say, it was as much the answer to the question:
Why has Russia been dc-terred? as it was to the question: How can war be
avoided? In this the US Air Force was quite naturally ready to appreciate
and exploit a concept that assigned to it a most significant role.

The concept of deterrence was no sooner formulated in simple form than
it began to generate a growth of more complex doctrine. The first extension
was in the concept of "graduated deterrence" as Secretary of State Dulles sug-
gested it, together with other terms he used, especially "massive retaliatin"
and "the brink of war." At every later stage in the argument the addition of a
few new terms and bits of logic was immediately pounced on by critics as begging
further questions and giving rise to new areas of analysis and theory. In its
originai form, graduated deterrence meant only a greater or lesser quantity
of atomic attack, performed in any case by mid- or long-range manned bombers.
In the later development of the jargon of the subject, this is called "extended
deterrence" since it is an extension to minor and various occasions of the capa-
bility to deter that rests in a single honogeneous deterrent force. The term
"graduated deterrence" has largely disappeared as a term of value in the dis-
cussion. This seems more due to the circumstantial weakness of its origiial
form than to its lack of logical merit.

The notion of "mutual deterrence" also arose in the early years. One
shock to the American official and popular estimation of the Soviet Union was
the first Soviet atomic test in 1947. This was an event of very complicated
significance. It strongly reinforced the anxiety generated by spy trials. It
strongly contradicted the prevailing attitude about Soviet technical and indus-
trial inferiority. In the absence of any public knowledge of quantitative scale
on the American stockpile, it introduced an adjective term, "the S:,viet has
attained an atomic capability" that could be used as if equal to the US atomic
capability. This precipitated thought along the lines that the US deterrent could
no longer be thought of as extensible. It could not be frittered away on any minor
threats, because then it would become inferior and inadequate to hold up its end
in mutual deterrence against the main Soviet threat.

In the mcantime the recognition of nuclear power .is a cO-or-nm n-'lde
NATO problems difficult from the start. Those who believed in the deterrent
power of SAC found it difficult to believe also in a seriouF conventional military
effort in the European NATO nations. Hence the NATO forces were thought of
by some as a "trip wire.' Also the best argument for stronger NATO conven-
tional forces rapidly became asr:ociated with the idea of mutual deterrence of
the use of nuclear forces between the US and the USSR.

Whilu the doctrine was developing its magnificent foliation and complexity,
the materiel developments, policies, and measures went massively ahead. The
swift attainment of an atomic bomb by the USSR was accepted as making the
decision on development of the tH-bomb an urgent problem. The US, with some
internal and external cont roversy, did decide to attempt H-bomb development
and by 1952 could only have been glad that it had done so, since the Russians
produced an H-bomb only shortly after the US.

Between 1946 and 1956 the whole trend of development in events and in
thinking had one very clear cimsequence. The US never wavered seriously
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from maintaining the strengest strategi( Air Force in the world and from de-
veloping what wa6 undoubtedly, at all tivies, the largest stockpile of nuclear
weapons under constant growth. The US AEC aud the US SAC enjoyed the posi-
tion of priority claimants, as against other US forces and NATO forces. The
policy of constantly maintaining the US strategic nuclear capability has never
been seriously brought into question as being wise and reasonably successful.

There was also one clear condition worthy of note though seldom mea-
tioned. A strategic nuclear attack captbility was the first form of force in the
world's history whose capability was so great and cost so low, relatively, that
decisive effects might be gained without extended mobilization of war industry
oi er a period of years. In short, sucl a iorce could be in being at all times
without undue economic and political strain.

The ideas and theories of 1950 were quite adequate to justify the major
efforts for resez rch and development and for the development and maintenance
of ready forcs. The research and development effort in unparalleled scale
has brought a swift evolution of the material means. The evolution of the mate-
rial means has in turn generated new problems for policy and doctrine. The
thinking has ir turn oriented research and development towardi ,cw goals for
needed hardware. Since 1950 we now have had 14 years of this extraordinary
process.

Even in the late 1940's the Army had begun to seeK the development of
tactical atomic weapons. The first practical form was the 280-mm gun, the
superbly modern weapon for what now seems a brief moment in time, a long
time agc. This was rather rapidly s',pplanted by the development of missiles
of types now regarded as rather p.'imitive-Redstone, LaCrosse, and Honest
John. They served at letst in pI.rt to answer the question, how could inferior
numbers of US .,d NATO forces hope to deal with greatly superior %.uniýLrs of
Soviet divisions if a major ground war in Europe were to occur.

Shortly after the attainment of i nuclear caixbility by the USSR, came the
evidence of a Soviet strategic-boniber force. Tbis -',on raised the specter of
a radical a itage to the side that might strike first, since the strategic nu-
clear forces of those days werE largely concentrated on major air bases, which
might, at. least in imagination, be aUl too easily destroyed by a clever surrrise
attack. Such a possibility might make it possible for one side to nearly or er-
tirely destroy the atomic delivery capal)ility of the other side. This possibil, y
was pointed out with emphasis by Wohlstetter. and the gist of his thesis, "The
Delicate Balar.ce of Terror" w.1s published as an article in Foreign Affairs,7
The very in~p.ortant influence of that 1,rýea dates to some time earlier.

Of course the possibility of ,. really two-side'i nuclear w:.:zr° brought an
emphasi,4 on possible defenses also. The introduction of vastly m-ore ei'ective
defensive weapons actually sa'w no lag .f!fr WWII. The, last very radical gun-
type weapons were available by 1950 and the litst much more radical and effec-
tive missile-type weapons shortly thereafter. Tte problem was v-osed, what
proportion of national effort siould be cte ,oted to the ,)ffensive a-'ms as again•st.
the defensive arms, and in tw years fronm about 1953 to 1960 or later there was
active vontroversy on thi• issue. Thert. can be tc methowdical demonstration
(if the exact optimum mix of offensq- ind defense, but the principle that some
defense van ie better than an exclusi't emphasts on 1ie offenstve capability
was arrepted .as early as the Finletter lHvpirt of 1948' and has never been
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seriously shaken. However, there were some proponents who demanded vastly
increased defensive efforts and others who attacked such proposals.

The stretch-out of time, with the production of fissionable materials and
of other materials for fusion weapons progressing toward ever greater accum-
ulations, with increasing buildup oi delivery capabilities on both sides, raised
the prospect of total destruction. Herman Kahn devoted a great deal of atten-
tion and .1nalytic ability to examining tlhis. The primary effect of his work was
to point out that, no matter how great the nuclear attack capabilities might be-
come. they could not destroy everything in the US, or in the USSR. Consequently
th- value of passive defenses as a legitimate problem, and, as he pointed
out, a ni Jir program ir pasive defenses might make a big difference in the
number of survivors if an attack actually occurred.8 (To call these the major
conclusions of his work is not meant to sweep away the many other aspects of
the problem that he treated, or the sometimes a( ute and valuable and some-
times more controversial results he reached.)

The effort for growth and more effective defenses was not only for air de-
fense missiles. It brought the extraordinary developments of the warning iines,
the winged missile (Bomarc), the Sage System, the dispersal of SAC to a greater
number of bases, and the extraordinary development of alert capabilities.
Meanwhile the threat of modern air defenses against the manned bomber moti-
vated the drive to develop long-range ballistic missiles. The problems pre-
sented were so acute that confidence did not reach a very high level in many
circles until success had actually been achieved. As recently as 1957 there
was still considerable doubt as to the degree of success that might be achieved
on the reentry problem, and also a large area of doubt as to the possibilities
of accuracy and reliability. Since that time it has become apparent that the
technical success achieved has been surprisingly good on ail these problems.
Also, this was,• an area in which once again the US was jolted by an unexpected
Soviet Success, whet the Soviets put a missile into orbit before the US suc-
ceeded in Icing so. This gave a final stimulus to US efforts, however. In public
thought the sequence has been marked by the bel:,'f in a -missile gap,' mean-
ing a marked Soviet superiority, an idea widely held in 1960, fo!'owed no later
0h,1i 1963 1) a pronounced conviction that, th.re never had been a missile gap.

In 1959 the idea of a Soviet le:d in intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)
developn,,nt was so widespread that it could be referred to quite casually. For
instanlce.

In % ie'w of the assumid dispar'ity t)c'tw.'en Ail'rican and Sovhit missile capabilitiý,s,
th11 da1gi,' I 41 ; &tS itt SUrprige' attack against SAC must c Li•k.n irwry seriously in
con •minig yv,:| 1s."

One othter pirblem n emo'rged with all this development. During the decade
of buil uidup an'd technlical ,advanc e 1i1 the US and Russia. there was constant com-
mnitlt about the e'fect of att ltinmenlt Of nu'leCaI captability by other nations. In
this cimttt'xt othw.... neant other tlu.hn the US, USS!R , and the United Kingdom,
'' icch IaIthiugh on ,i t lower sc leh was also a cha rtt-r member of the -nuclear

clubi." The gvnerta! tone (if ii m niment has a.lwy. been characterized by anxiety.
M1inor thtc,)rie's havi' e'volid as to "catalytic w"ars." According to the theories

n1 uuceth',c 'Xk-1h1,11e ble't iceo theI US ,and USSH might he' induced by a smalter-
•cm Ih' nuc ,,n.. at tack .lautiched t, another counrv . with the real inten tion of
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riggering the whole hair-t I igger system of one or the other two major powers.
It wa" (harac1¶~ristic of some of the thinkintg in this area, that it attributed
aeulely irra tionial or irr'esponsib~le attitudes to the government of the "11th
membler" ot the c-lilt. Since the "Oth member" is always unidentified, this
attribution of irresponsbihilty to its government necessarily passes without
refutation.

It was iii tis environment, including the early development of tile doctrine
onl tactical use of nuclear weapons in battle and the tong-drawn-out tension of
thle nucle~ir armis race in both offensive and defensive aspects, that the concelit
of escalation arose as an offshoot froty the main doctrine of deterrence. The
concepts of minimum deterrence, flexible response, and stable deterrence were
later efisL~oots. Escalation will be treated in the following section and the other
three offshoot concepts in the sections following thereafter.

Till, ESC ALIATION CONCE PT

Content and Structu.-e

Thle concept or SUbtheory of escalation is Tict inerely a t~heory that escala-
tion COUld occur: it has consist.?ntly been put forward with emphasis as a matter
to bc taken seriously in military policy. Its conclusion is that every effort
sl-Iculd bf, made tc avoid using a single iLn mic weapon, because the first atomic
w.,apen is likelyv to lead, by esca~ation, to all-out atomic exchange. To show
just what foundations unrierlie that cmmwlusion the ge~neral logical structure will
be sunirar. zed below. This will of course run tbe risk of some distortion, but
it is believed that the treatment given could be supported by ample e'rideri e
fron- the iite:'-ature. In the following summary a number of quotations a .e taken
fiom Halperin~, because he ý._ppens to have provided a good single source.1 0

The How ot thle logic begins with the one new premise, now 15 years old,
thai the Soviet ait' ýns a nuclear capability. The next step is to slay that if One
nucle~ m' capabil Ity i6 c apak~e of a deterrent effect, a nuclear capability onl both
,i'de. establisiies a. matching or ba!auiced deterrent effect. This, however, does
no: goiarait ec hci peace --incee, in spite of deterrence, war may occur.

t (~e i1ijtid stalts- an1ti the 3oviet Uinion have a capability to destroy vi iti
1:1 1-c it, iaiih ()th( r' l:cii i lan(I8 , they Ashart' an interest in restraining thel I- mutL~al

doITsIMr .it il Ii e tvenitý. wa r, It is simit nimes arglied that this condition makc - war
ohs~dt ;1 Olt, thi:ts hak - IWil I never' haý: an ither inajoi way. DeQmonstrating the

141es t - zi c* e'ildiliii, (to(- ve , ;d t nio. :erniins 'rate its poss ibilitv, not to say -ts

Th'Ie ii~t' !1immponenit inl th.' sI truciure is tile observation that an inc rease

of jintcniiN Sis VI ii,(:-; likelyvIi to follA' I Sinllelt ('on1t innum of tacti-al or other raili-

lapp auIlli'.itiii anld nit)un l to be stopped at sonit overtly v'is il bo)Unc~ary
line ol' Wi .p imllv ().r).t ta . li.Ia ms King. Thtonius Sc belling, and many others
have ma 1kto e unnit ni s of S1, me sUC h natture. The geiiecal effect is to emlphasize
tli:tt Ht-.e I 1; .1 Si nupic iit miltlluous gra lat iot f ror lith- small est and sho rtest

1,1111, 1inlA WCiA~il tnoi the 1:1 rgest and b inge(st rWnJ'e . and that if onle side statrts
iisiiglii In(h -)lit", lth iltt:0''r side Will St~lrt using sligh(tly bigger lines Or, at :tII



rate, the use will "escalate." Although more clearly and urgently expressed
by earlier writers, this logic has been retained in Halperin's more recent
discussion.1 0

..-. the weight of the available analysis suggests that nuclear war is considerably more
likely to explode than is conventional war [Ref 10, p 64].
* . . both sides understand conventional warfare, they know that it can be controlled in
the present age, but neither understands what nuclear warfare is or whether or not It
can be restrained [Ref 10, p 64].

However, even if nuclear' weapons are used specifically for the purpose of alter-
ing the battlefield tactical war, they will still increase the shared risk of central war
[Ref 10, p 58].

The thought appeared to carry over the idea of Wohlstetter 7 that a great
advantage will accrue to the side striking first, so that preemption has some
value in itself. Halperin"0 retains the idea of swift escalation in preemptive
form but apparently imagines a multistage competition and. preemption, al-
though a very swift one.

The first time that nuclear weapons were used both sides would feel that an im-
portant new dimension had been introduced into the war. Neither would be clear as to
what its implications were. Both sides would probably ask themselves whether this
meant that central war, either immediately or in the short run, had becomie inevitable.
In this way the use of tactical nucear weapons in a local war would probably substantially
increase the pressures towards preemption and might set off a spiral of preemptive ex-
pectations which would lead to explosion [Ref 10, p 64].

Halperin adds one final comment to the effect that "central war," i.e., a
general nuclear exchange between the US and Russia, may finally be desirable
rather than undesirable, or at least tLat this cannot be altogether excluded. He
therefore suggests that nuclear weapons may be resorted to because their use
may escalate, but implies that this would be a carefully selected and deliberate
choice.

There may be situations in which the Paited States would want tc introduce tacti-
cal nuclear weapons precisely becau,;e they increase the risk of central war, but the
government should recognize that this ;.; the implica ,on of the introduction of nuclear
weapons LRef 10, p 65].

The general implication of the writers is that if use of nuclear weapons
is initiated even on a rnarrower tactical scale, it will precipitate swift cscala-
tion. This is in part, one may judge, due to the background facts of the period
(if about 10 years ago. At that time the iiitiation of nuclear warfare in Europe
at the tactical level called for the release of tactical Air Force use on what
might seem a very large scale and over a considerable area. The capability
for tactical use exclusive of tactical Air Force employment was then, and to
some ext, .t still is. too small to appear to &''minate fhe thinking, since the
Army had only a few ,un and missile-type delivery systems available. It seems
fair t; say that the meaning of the tern, "tactical use" in the period 1955-1960
was largely colored by this assumption that tactical use would mean hundrds
of weapons on targets extending over hundreds of miles of country. At this
point a purportedly real condition is implicitly inherctnt in the argument, although
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much of the rest of the argument is of a rather abstract and general logical
character.

The next step in the argument is the affirmation that deterrence is mutual,
and therefore that Lhe ue of nuclear weapons by the US on a tactical or local
scale (graduated or extended deterrence as then conceived) has "lost credibility."
In short the US must no longer rely on such use to make up for the great Rus-
sian advantage in conventional forces for a war ir, Europe. Although many
sources have made statements of this order, two examples may suffice for
illustration.

When the Soviet Union added the ICBM to its arsenal, it destroyed the foundations
of American "geo-strategy."

No-' Washingto. was forced to realize that henceforth it could commit itself to the
defense of other nations only at considerable risk. And America's allies, aware of the
dangers she must be willing to accept on their behalf, began to question the worth of her
guarantee. .. . Could the Strategic Air Command be expected to use its weapons of
mass destruction on behalf of third parties when to do so meant exposing America to
such dreadful reprisfls ? What became of the indispensable credibility of the American
response ? [Ref 11, pp 68-69.]

A balance of terror has now been established in the sense that a resort to a first-
strike city-busting or terror attack, directed deliberaiely at population centers, no longer
represents a rational military strategy for either side. Since such a strike would leave
the strategic forces of the opposing side intact, it would constitute an act of self-destruc-
tion, if not suicide. While cities at a reasonable distance from strategic targets may
therefore be regarded as relatively safe from intentional destruction at the outset of a
Soviet-American nuclear war, provided the attacker acts rationally, the balance of terror
gives no similar assurance that population centers will escape destruction in the course
of second or third strikes--once strategic targets have been saturated or once forces
capable of taking them out are no longer available LRef 9, p 31].

It was also argued that European nations were roost fearful of nuclear
war, to the extent that the threat of nuclear defense would paralyze their will.
At the same time the subject is treated as a problem for the US only in an en-
tirely unilateral sense, that is to say the "loss of credibility" argument applies
to US policy and decision. The background assumptioi.s seem to Le that the US
must use some portion of its main strategic atomic capbiility. and that the US
will not, and further should not, engage SAC against anything but an attack on
the US itself.

Finally the conclusion reached is somewhat obvicu5: all plans for the de-
fense of Europe should be based on conventionai forces, and the use of nuclear
weapons in the tactical battle should be avoided like poison. The conduct of
war will be irrational and unreliable at bst. Nuclear use, after the loss of
nuclear monopoly, must not be the basis of tactical and strategic planning.

One of the more disturbing ace( npanimtnts of the approach to nuclear parity has
bvea a widening gulf between the dcla-atory anc action policien of the atomically armed

Western powers. Incrva,., >gly we find ourselves bluffing from weakness in the artea of
limited war. rather than bidding from strength. The situation neenis Inherently danger-
ouis anti unstable. 't m:ay ha%'e hten plausible, in the days before they had nuclear arms,
to threaten the Soviets with atomic annihilation as a means (a':though. In retro.,rct, a
rather ineffective means) of curbing their minor aggrsslons, thereby saving ourselves
the price of more contdign means. Rut this varleth, of ri, it economyv can hariuly be af-
fordted in these later times, when atomic pjarltv Is fast d( ,iri% ing the blulf of any plausi-
bility it imay have had, Cmn.-rv.tt i planning forc,,s us to a.stinume that wht n ,, bluff be-
conies to, implaimsihli it will he" called. When It is cald, w. shall hiivc to ri-treat from
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it ignominiously, accepting some political pen-Ity for permitting excessive divergence
of our declaratory and action policies. If we wish to avoid the possibility of such an )ut-
come, we must avoid cut-rate solutions. There is no substitute for military strength
commensurate to the military threat. As a means of stabilibing the deterrence of both
limited and all-out wars, it ieems essential that the Western powers maintain military
sufficiency in both areas, not in the area of all-out war alone LRef 12, p 12].

It is dangerous for public opinion to accommr date Itself to peace predicated on a
balanc, of terror and let itself be lulled into believing in its stability. For this balance
is essentially unstable, based as it is on such unpredictable assumptions as the mental
equilibrium of each of the individuals in a position to upset it ' Ref 13, p 1.1].

Some Critical Observations

In this section a number of specific observations will be offered, partly
concerned with what seem to )e slippages in the premises or logic of the escala-
tion concept.

The doctrine omits all reference to the relative scale of nuclear capabili-
ties and, by implication, regards this as of minor significance or no significance.
This may reflect the degree to which the escalation doctrine grew up in the
realm of public discussion a.nd therefore without access or reference to highly
classified inf, "mation on actual stockpiles and delivery means. There are re-
peated rt, crenccs in the texts to such terms as "when Russia attained a nuclear
capability," or to "nuclear parity," and there are very few, until the last year
or two, that have taken any cognizance that the ratio of nuclear attack capabili-
ties was aaything other than I to 1. It might at least be guessed that the weight
of argument would be somewhat different if a considerable degree of US super-
iority were premised, instead of the implied premise of equality.

It may b• granted that a difference in stockpiles is not necessarily a sig-
nificant difference in strategic capability. since if two powers each had reached
a level that could be properly fharacteried as nuclear plenty, it would not
matt(r then if one of them had a stockpile equal to scme multiple of the other.
Also, if one plower has "plenty" it does not matter if another has more, but the
ratio matters a great deal if at levels below )lenty. Although there is some
evidence that the US considers its own stockpile as approaching the level of
l)lenty V 1)w, there is no suggestion that any stockpile approached such a level
during the 1950's.

A\lt .HM1h the literalture On escalation argues as if the two stockpiles were
e'qlua l fo)r aIll siwificant purpcss. it lacks any exanmination of what would coil-
stitut'e a lv(.l Ot jihntyV. It re'quires oHly rudimentary skill in analysis to work
hItarkwtr 'd it'o)r sinl(e nmoderate noI liter i If b)on)s successfully delivered on all
claýses Of taLr'e-ts li rough all tilth factors, for whic h increased allowances have
h bt mhe ade. e. ,!-abrted sorties, missiles that fail to function, and l.osses to

Ioe •%, det elst'llt, andl a ilth(' varied i)ossibie uses to lie provided ltor, including
air de It',se w )eaponls. t Ictical weapons, anrd anttisubmnarine weapons, to show
tha-1 I level of plenty Iiighlt actually r, epresent some tens of thorusands of weap-
(MS aIll told. It would het';t sonme such ltvel that the con,,deration of relative
scale, coI'.)%iart'd to ilt,( enenmy stockpile would really lose significance. :.nd
urhtlir p)rtdIuctioln (It Wetapns, other than hy rtfaWriCtion of outmoded types,

0i,,.ht h tli, h lt,. 'Tihe nipo rtant thing is that before the levo'l of plenty is reached
ill( I• ,ii vt, sit.),c • ;lo : kpile remlains important strrategicallV. By the i ,.samle
h~tit,, L1iii! tilt- hrItvl If ilelrty is reachetd ol tilh, inter inor side the side with the
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smaller stockpile is more deterred from the initiation of nuclear warfare than
is the side with the stronger stockpile (assuming only equality of skill in force
mix and strategic design).

The literature dealing with escalation omits any detailed analysis of the
surprise attack. It requires only a little analysis to throw significant further
light. Wohlstetter pointed out that a nuclear attack force disposed in a rather
simple manner on a limited number of bases might be wiped out by a success-
ful attack, so that the nation conducting the surprise attack would altogether
or very largely escape retaliation and thereby enjoy a winning position. The
issue had been a subject of attention even for some time before Wohlstetter's
publication, as has been thoroughly well recognized in measures taken since
then, including, as already mentioned, the dispersal of manned !.ombers, SAC
alert system, hardening and mobility of missiles, buildup of the Polaris torce,
and active defensive measures for SAC bases, plus the very elaborate system
to provide warning. Surprise has thereby been made a matter of degree with
total tactical surprise (bombs on all targets without warning) quite impossible.
As of now the maximum degree of surprise that might be attained may be mea-
sured by an index such as 0.5 as against the theoretical perfection. What is
more, this index of practical surprise attainable will decrease very rapidly, in
minutes and hours after initial alert. It will also decrease whenever interna-
tional tension is sufficient to justify a heightened readiness of the whole sys-
tem of forces. The degree of advantage enjoyed by the surprise attacker then
can be measured by the difference in the effectiveness of his attack as against
the relative effectiveness of the retaliatory attack. It might be agreed that
there could have been a phase in the development of nuclear capability on both
sides at which surprise attack might have been successful and decisive. It now
appears more likely that, though there may have been a time when the US could
have delivered a decisive surprise attack, there never was a time when the
Soviets could have done so. "'he best practicable surprise attack on the US
today would leave more than enough retaliatory capability to deny the USSR
av• satisfaction or advantage. Surprise attack remains better than any alter-
native opening of an all-out exchange, but it now appears not good enough; if
so. it stands deterred.

It appeared to most public military, commentators in 1962 that in the late 1950's
and early 1960's the United States was in such a position that if it struck first 't would
probably win and might not suffer extensive damage. On the other hand, in retrospect,
it appears in 1962 that the Soviets have never been in that position, although the damage
that they might suffhr now in the event of the central war would undoubtedly be less if
they struck first than it they waited for the first blow from the United States J-ef 10, p 123.

The literature on the escalation concept is completely lacking in any ref-
erence to the fact that a country deterred from surprise attack must be much
more stron-lv deterred against attack without surprise. Statements as recent
as those by Morgenthau in The American Political Science Review ' compl.etely
ignore the distinction between a surprise and a first strike without surprise.
Any ceon ept of gradual escalation of nuclear war seems to fly in the face of
common sense on this score. If there is a significant disparity in stockpiles
anti attat k capal)bilities. the weaker much more than the stronger side must
avoid any mode of initiation of nuclear exchange other than th, maximum
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attaina.Ae surprise advantage for itself. Escalation would be conducted with
little or no tactical surprise against a fully alert defense. The imt. ication is
that the literature on the escalation concept accepted the Wohlstetter thesis on
the "Delicate Balance of Terror"7 and failed to note the necessary revisions.

The notion of rInterrence is used throughout the literature as if it were a
mechanically simple matter. There is little reference to the fact that the tech-
nical advances and quantitative scale of nuclear capabilities should be consid-
ered properly to make deterrence stronger and stronger with the passage of
time. Certainly if US nuclear capabilities in 1950 could deter any power, that
power should be far more deterred by US nuclear capabilities in 1964 regard-
less of any improvement in its own capabilities. The attainment of nuclear
plenty on first one side, then eventually on both sides, would not seem to alter
this since nuclear plenty inherently means the capacity to destroy the other side
in spite of a maximum differential for surprise attack.

The literature on escalation contains little or no discussion of the effect
of US policy positions on the structure of its alliances. Hans Morgenthau in
his recent artic le4 stands as a marked exception; he deals explicitly and
harshly with the incompatibility of nuclear monopoly and alliance policy. This
is of course simply the obverse aspect of the previous statement that the sub-
ject has been discussed as if the US had a purely unilateral problem to con-
sider. The basic premise of an alliance is that the members are in some re-
spects equal in status, and that they have symmetrical relations with each other
so far as advice and responsibility for direction are involved. The recipient
of aid is, as such, not an ally b,:t a satellite. A recipient of one-way advice
also is not, as such, an ally; neither is the giver of such one-way advice. The
US, undcer the impact of events and with its primary decision amounting to uni-
lateral trusteeship of atorric technology, mitigated only for the United Kingdom,
has tried to have alliance, based on asymmetric relations. This is not to say
that the asymmetries can be washed out; it is really only saying that some prub-
lems of adjustment and compatibility have to be recognized, and the US cannot
expect to conduct its alliances with its right hand while it pursues unilateral
policies with its left hand on related matters, as if the two areas had nothing
to do with each other. This does not require us to agree with Morgenthau's
pessimistic views on our alliances. but reined-,,- will require fundamental
clarification of the alliances in their structure and significance.

On the key subject of the size of the Arnerican nuclear capability, tftere
is now much more public information that, there was even a fairly short time
ago. Secretary Gates and Secretary McNarnara have repeatedly asserted that
the US is not simply equal tt the S( viet inl atomic capability but tonsiderl)l,
superior. Mr. Khrushchev did not t- )lititly endor:-e this view but offe . d
the %%orld the conc'rett statement t1 .At the US ha.s 40.000 weapons. This hts ine-

gun to e move somn#' of the blank 0Lsc'ulltV k t hi matter of relative scale. But
for nearly 15 years tilth rest of the woIlzl ilWludini; the American public, was

kept in I state of i illorate onll this poInti . The Igll(oAtlzCVlt' c Wn bl leasu1red bty
the fait that verrv intel I i'"n t and ahle writers wrtvtie f'ir ,. decade. as if the US
and RlIssiall Capablltities we t& t'qual It all inte'nt s ,lld Pul npese's.

An oIbse rvatitin was niadh, by NIhv Mr. Gotr, ill .atl en ti'rIV diffe rent field. which,
htowever,ritight seem perti nent. Dscusstaz.lt 't Irldo-id: `1 1 me in whzll"h 'I plav'. r out-
smarted himself in ordt-i to contilct te liticatt,en of .1 :ard, it livini og w .itl
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from the bidding where the card lay, Mr. Goren remarked, "Gladly reveal to
your adversary that which he already knows about your hand."'" Goren did not
add the obviouw corollary, "Reveal to your partner, at least grudgingly, what
your adversary surely knows."

The proposal to reduce or limit reliance on atomic tactics and restore
reliance on conventiconal forces is repeated in many forms. Certain of the logi-
cal consequences are, however, neglected. One obvious consideration is the
sheer vagueness of requirements for conventional forces. The estimating of
military requirenients has become more and more technical and systematic in
form in the last 15 or 20 years of research and analysis of military problems.
However, the crucial features of aiy analysis are its data and assumptions,
and some of its assumptions concerning logic. The estimates for forces re-
quired for strategic stability are rather firm and stitDle in some areas of mili-
tary calculation, especially in such problems as the . equired scale of the British
fleet to encounter the German fleet in the early part of this century, or the re-
quired quantities of aircraft in former conditions of air warfare. Applied to
ground forces, howc:'?r. an objective observation is that the required scale of
conventional forces in a given area varies by something 'ike a factor of 2 or
more according to ho performs the analysis. This has held true in the case
of NATO Europe, where one can get numbers ranging from about 24 divisions
up to about 50 divisions (fully ready) as the requirement for safety. This happens
to be exactly the condition most favorable to an arms race, since the establish-
ment of a ratio that seems satisfactory to both sides is almost impossible,
psychologically or mentally.

It was formerly a worry that the buildup in strength in Europe might
bring into play the logic of preemption, and motivate Soviet attack. Any such
worry has of course by now disappeared with the passage of time, since by far
the most favorable opportunities for Soviet seizure of Europe, in a supposititious
nonnuclear war, have long passed.

The literature on escalation has also tended to omit reference to the deep-
laid antipathy in Europ2 against any major conventional war. The allegations
of European fears of nuclear war have been written as if conventional war would
be much more acceptable. Actually, of course, Furope has now been the scene
of two very great wars called "conventional" more by us than by them. The ef-
fect of the wars is so deep in the European consciousness that the oid extreme
nationalism has given way to such developments as the Common Market. At
any rate this question would be worthy of examination: Would European morale
really tx1nefit by in assurance that war in Europe would be conventional rather
than nuciear. even if, therefore, more likely to occur?

Further in this connection it may be observed that European powers. most
conspicuously France. se far as v,,idence goes, .ut with some indications that
Sweden has the same attitude, are ratheri more anxious to join the nuclear club
than to turn their backs on nuclIear technology and nuclear weapons. Snyder
remarked on this but qualified _s remark with a reference to the credibility
issue.

y•t tht' F1r,-o ';Ins dIo unot ,.n111r:tcv the logtical conseq'encvt of this fhar. the, need
to hmUild up 3n Adequa te' Viixpcltv to dvfvrin Furo|e, on the ground. A n-iore fn~ortd alter-
nliti•', it Iv:%st In Ir.inev is thi itqui-ition of :in i,•hilewn(hint str:latgi(" ntiue l r ca|lu-
hilitv. lut whvin ft Furolw' go vnn•,nts provct their imiginaltion. fo v':tir to the, day
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when the e'nemy's dijvisions cross their bordfers, do they really envisage themselves
shooting their few missiltes against an~ enemy who would surely obliterate theni in
return? I Ref 161, p 7

Although the idea: of nuclear escalation has been emphasized, though with
little technical analysis, there is complete neglect of the kinds of escalation
that can occur and have occurred in wars witiout nuclear weapons. Several
observations can be maut. WWI and WWII escalated in terms of participation;
in ternms of the intensity of economic, logistic', and combat effort; and very
markedly in terms of mass psychology. However, also, the nature and reliabil1-
ity of the back priessur'es that ('heck sonic of the( kinds of escalation that would
otherwise be imagined could also bcý analyzed on the basis of thle history of
past wars. This is the kind of study area on which the demand for the results
is less readily estab~lished, and the processes of programming research are
not very conducive in or out nf government. At anV rate, noninuclear escalation
rep~resents at void in the body of developed knowledge, but not a niecessary one.

lin WWI there wats at sequence from extreme national effort within conven-
tional assumptions about the nature of war, followed by acute disappointment
when the inevitab~le vic'tory remained remote; and escalation into such new and
then radical means of wvarfare as gas, submarines, aircraft, and tanks. There
was anl extraordinlartv escalation of psychological warfare also, and this, as
was well discussed 1wv Hoff mann- Nickerson long ago, translated the war of mass
mobilization into a1 war of mass emotional intensity, with anl escalation of the
war aimis toward something approximating unconditional surrender. Such his-
torical matters might well be held in mind. particula. 'y Aln connection with
Halperin 's argumien' that conventional wars can bc limited. Certainly the last
on~e was called a total war rather than at limited wvar during its term. 'Further
it may well be observed that limitati.on or totalitv rests finally on mental and
lphilosoptiita; conditions il lithe minids of the participants, and limitation is not

eail e -atihed Onl thl:it foundation. Anv' limitation in terms of types of hard-

ware, is likely to prove fallacious if not accompanied by mental and emotional
rest ra lits.

Tilt literaLtur Onl eSCalation refers constant lv to the "loss of credibility"
tha! t' t' will ictuial ly apply nuLcVlear ftIC 11c inl( teWar Onl ant It her continent,
iii lithe facLtf )lithe risk that this will hrinL, nuclear attack onl the US it self. The
ron Ien,11I~t is le it"matelht Inl itself, though"J one( neved not agree wvith ilth, conclusion

li evr*sue II an1a1r umPA11ent should be app lied with1 ra tion Il consisitency' , if a t
,1t. The iOt iss (If ciredibiiilitN- inl Anmerican inte rventi.on should then be exa mined
I[, the 1i011 t4 the ctnjun ( .it l ti'l lithe lost c redilulit ' of Soviet aggression. Also,
lo st tied ili lit v is inl somet se'nse a suibit-i-ttive tern) having refe renice to what
pvople think. In this case the imipot'ltint people, i~. lilt, lwophe whose thinking
will shape Iliti( i ents a.4 lelthe Soviet leaders who wIll tdecide to inv~oade, Fu rope,

nOt111 to iii%.itiv. Illt the li."!t Otf aill the L~ist 15 years of Americon pttilitv iand
NATO tie' ctIti1t1Inent It nioh lauibýII lyl- statetd that thec pr(ei f success inl

St4m let invasitta Itt Wesýtern lurope. while, Amill týei orctes abstainl frim using
na tit m, I I. aptt.1WI I s . I ,Ih is tost cred, tibiit\,. " - i ie wo .t tf po, lit.it,:; t )f dete r ent'e

Ill j1. rt the liltr. imi tui IlIsit Alti'lt resort's totIl an irtgunlivt inl fill, forml -whajt
it " Itie 4.11.1 te i tI C tiitof 111hIs ()I l t )t Ai amt' tn Il i, t I - 1. thIa t II t iitmoduts tIsome

ptl ,Ih t. 'ýI tll~tl~lI\ ct!.11(i ntI'l W 1.id !4s ýIqlt ilre Iia I'l(4 o lc



otherwise fairly strongly established proposition. For instance, when the argu-
ment for deterrence has been put, and appears conclusive if the enemy is as-
sumed rational, a quick and easy refutation is in the form of "but what if they
are irrational?" On this it would seem that the level of criticism has not been
as good as it might be. The argument might well be identified as a move of
"gamesmanship" character. ONC,9ctively examined on the merits, the "what
if . . ." type of argument gcrnerallv deserves far less credit or weight than it
is often accorded.

At least in some of its forms the escalation argument approaches the point
of pIreferring an assured conventional war to an only remotely possible nuclear
war, or at least a much more likely war. nuclear weapons barred, to a much
less likely nuclear war. Hlalperin notes thitt even iW 1954 "... the critics . . .
stressed the dire consequences should the threat of massive retaliation fail to
deter and tended to ignore the possibility that it might work" (Ref 10, p 4). The
counterargurnent could be put, though it has not been put vigorously, that the
surest way to run the risk of escalation is to let a war start. Letting any major
war start surely will reduce the chance that any clever analytic scheme for its
limitation thereafter will prove effective. The maintenance of conventional
limitations may lose credibility when either side initiates an apparently suc-
cessful offensive. Limitations may be maintained quite firmly as long its it
appears that neither side is threatened with a great strategic loss. By the same
token the war may be unlikely to es,-alate on exactly the conditions on which it
should have been deterred from even starting. A nonescalating war in fact
should not have started in the first place. If those who worry about escalation
took cognizance of this, they might restore some of the confidence in deterrence
that they excluded. In past wars the loser has consistently resorted to every
kind of escalation that offered a plausible prospect of advantage-but not those
forms that would only lead to a worsened outcome.

In some more general ways the escalation argument tends to run in circles.
Deterrence will fail because the threat to use nuclear weapons under certain
conditions will he a bluff unsupported by firm will, and the bluff will be called.
Calling the bluff will be successful. It then is passed without notice that nuclear
deterrence has been accorded a very high value. In fact, deterrence is so
powerful that the defending side is altogether deterred from using nuclear weap-
ons. The questionl is at le:'st begged, if deterrence c(a!i have so powerful an
etfect as this, why canl it not inl fact be used to deter the aggressor. Tilt answer
would b, simpllv that it could be so used if will were firm enough, and the real
ma jor pirem ise is t hat tilth will of the def ending side will not be firm. It cannot
be' p r '•ed thalt this is it'tr rc't. But o)nte' thinIg is obvio us. It is exactly thet
me1cChan11isnm that htrouJht on WWII thr1u1gh anl appearilice of lack oif will oin thlt,
par:t tf 1ll the l~oWtT sl )pp.Sec(t to (t'm'nil ln n(l lapan neilesv vxpansiilii. and it was
not a suct't'..,"4ul mieualns tof avolding) , escalattonll.

Thcr't, izs oie .ltii. atvitv prem~lliste; w ri" will occUr', not bIVcauSe oneV side i1
Con ilktt'd that lg1,.rvss1otl will sUtoc 'uil, but in somnt ont' oi f the inttnu ral I p)•s-
si. lt. nftrlns co)velred bv the termis "accidtitnal w-.ir* or a'vttillic war." Tilth
e- v.tlt, of I1914 nla% stand .iS s.,(,nit~th.at fav ,,'rad.e tvid, ict, . The r'eal strength
oif this an, ;le';, ,t is not ill alnv .larlv rc,!l.stit" basishow, verbut rathulr in Its

lack o•f .IS.('iit\ • hitch m.ikes it soi h.ard to reult . Thi 1914 war did starit
,1 itht tit .am, lil.-::in ! l citit'tiill that it s.ht 'ild st,.rt .o. it did .111d woti it did, olnlv
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as a precipitation of events, with all the cards stacked in such fashion as to
permit the full-scale engagement. The necessity for swiftness of mobilization
was a major consideration in the crucial week from the first shooting to the
entry of Britain. But to imagine any of the individual countries of Europe start-
ing a small war that escalates to a large one again is to overlook a major con-
dition of the historical case; nobody in 1914 had any foresight of the consequences.
Nobody today can lack the hindsight. History can be repeated, it is often pointed
out by those who forget it; it is precisely impossible to repeat great fiascos if
they are well remembered.

For mutual deterrence of nuclear use finally to stand as a license for con-
ventional war, it is necessary for the deterrence of nuclear use ta be so strong
that defeat in conventional war is preferable to nu lear ise. If this is not so,
then a coaventional victory-defeat outcome in conventional war is excluded. If
so, conventional war itself is cieterred, and nuclear deterrence is restored as
a principle. It is only the threat of nuclear use that would restrict conventional
war tooutcomesless than victory or defeat, and thus deter it. If it is true that
to resort to nuclear weapons would be more terrifying than defeat, there is need
for an elaborate analysis to prove that both sides can convince each other that
this is so. Alternatively there can be a one-sided situation in which one side
would evidently accept defeat rather than use nuclear weapons, creating the op-
portunity for the other to simply refuse to share the posture. The side that
refused to share that posture could automatically impose its choice of condi-
tions. In short, mutual deterrence of nuclear use appears to lack any stable
foundation unless related to deterrence of war.

MINIMUM DETERRENCE

Among the class of theoretical offshoots of the general body of theory
about nuclear war is the theory of minimum deterrence. It has not generated
as much attention or as voluminous literature as the escalation concept. It re-
quires mention, however, because it is a semi-independent entity in its own
right. The landmark writing on the subject was by Backus.' 7

The concept amounts to this. Destruction can be inflicted on any nation
on so lariye a sc., le as to make any war aims fruitless, by delivering a number
of ' ,eapons far less than implied by the capabilities that were being developed.
Instead of playing around with elaborate schemes for tactical or more humane
methods of nuclear warfare, a simple and firm commitment to wipe out enemy
cities in mass should suffice to create a firm deterrent.

The argument has one great weaknes';. It entirely overlooked the enormous
redundancy required to allow for all the effect of enemy defenses and progret; .
sive technological advane*: •n such defenses. The assurance of inflicting the
minimum sufficit•nt damage to deter, in short, requires very large markups of
potential calpbility. Correspondinglv the scale of markups is an area far more
raniffied and therefore' far wore controversial than is the simple co-icept of
an adequate quantitV of veapva .n ;, imally delivered with suct ess, In addition the
argument overlooks all the possibh" requirements of extra allowances for use
against other nations than Il1, two maan antagonists and of uses for air defense
weapos, nwival AreApxons. .and other complic;ait-d fratur,,s of the total situation.
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It had some degree of merit. The design of nuclear forces is a sufficiently
complicated subject to afford numerous options. and it is obvious thaf the power
with the largest stockpile and the largest economic resources can afford to
make some choices in ways that other powers cannot afford. The optimum
choices for the strongest nuclear power are not identical with the optimum
choices for the second and smaller nuclear powers. The power with the sec-
ond biggest stockpile may very well choose to produce a mix of weapons con-
taining a greater proportion of very-largeP-yield weapons and a smaller propor-
tion of smaller-yield weapons. Judging by the public information, which may
of course be disterted, Russia has made exactly such choices to get the most
capability and the most deterrence from a smaller stockpile of materials.

However, the theory shared to an acate degree a characteristic that is
exhibited by some of the rest of the literature. Herman Kahn properly observed
that it is a theory "for an expert who wants to look good to other experts."8

(in his -Three Lectures on, Thermonuclear War," presented to many audiences.)
Good critics, it may be opined, could find much to criticize, not only in the
theory of minimum deterrence but throughout the literature in arguments of an
abstract and technical character that would apply. perhaps. in a world ru!ed by
analysts but scarcely in a world where analysts are outsiders to the main stream
of politics.

FLEXIBLE RESPN•,s F

One other identifiable subtheory is that of flexible response. Its content
has remained somewhat vague, at least to the degree that one may find it hard
to differentiate entirely between the idea of graduated deterrence and the idea
of flexible response. In part it seems to propose that situations in which mas-
sive nuclear retaliation may be an excessive measure should be subjected to
deterre-,e by an adequately strong conventional defense. In part, however, it
also implifcx a concept that has never been made altogether clear. This is sub-
stantially that in many parts of the world there are conditions of human society
and policy such that the occurrence of war is rather to be expected than not.
The historical conditions are such thuit the causes of war are present, and the
occurrence of w:'r must h, taken as r.iore or less natural. Some such situa-
tions aret, of such local character that they do not, as a w' for Europel might,
imply an unaccet.tatle deteat for ori' of the major powers. At any rate, it is
implied that such conditions exist, and that a considerable time interval may
be necessarv be, we, if ever. ttey can be subsumed under the system of det r-
rence or (it a peaceful world order.

FI're certalniv are obse rvable situations in whicht human violence is
either nianitfst', or latent mnd threatening. Such conditions appa rently, have
existed oil a con siderable scale it- tht" bahck areas of Colombia, for instianre,
and in many ixtrts of Asia and Africa The s rontgest proponents of nu,.1ear
dete r renct, offer no pretense that US or Sov:,.et nuv iea r weapons ct-in be usefully
applied in such situations. With or withou: a clain that ?fle reliance for t1w
defetn.e of Eu roix shou!d he primarilv conventiomanl, or primarily nuclear,
the re remains an elhmt'nt of truth that a requirement for convent inal forc!,s,
wlthout nutc'ea r wraluns, still exists and will #-c.ntine tw I.-xst f •r r-al or io-
tential situtations ranato:| from Cvprus tki tit, Congo, !:- uth•,adt Asia. ind some
arle.a" in L.atin Anerw.i-..
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l)OCTRIINI F M'S'lTALE 111I"RI~tUN('i:

The( fouri piir inc ipalI subt heco crv is that of stable- di-t ccrent e. This evolved
inl the per itd just after' the alIarim about -The Del ic'ate B3alanc e of Terror. "7~

F xaminiia t ion of the tecthn it'al po ssib i litijes rapidly revealed that tile balancre of
terorci nco~d not he so delicate. The mlajici requi reflieiw was to exclude any deci-
sive advantage to a surprise at tack. This concept or theo ry has beeni razthe r
less exploriedc in thle p11)1ic' lit eratucire than scm's t c the 01 he r.; ti eal ed previously
but has had obv io us firim a cceptance r'eflec'ted in thle massive prog ra ms of de-
velopnment and procuri eme nt. Thle turn frorn manncd micc m ers ito m~issile v'eap-
(105 for deliver 'y and toc more sophist ic'ated defense ' has bceen oiriented racre and
more toward eliminating any dcc i,.ve advantage ti) a surprise attack, thus as-
suring the vast destructive effect of a secot d or' retaliator'y attack and tending
to make deterrence far. more stab~le.

ITo' lac'k of e xhauLst ive a nalytic at tenticon to thle I hen- till~s , hocweveri. left
a vcoid conenn its aplcbltnl graduated form. It iLs tl'i' efore appr()-
Ipril-I toc sketc'h in brief outline the possible cccmept and mratching posture in
r'eal tterms. whlic'h might provide both stable and graduated deterrence.

The first princip~le must be the one al-eady established. i.e.. thle cap~ability
to inflict disastrous retaliation even after a sur'prise attack cit maximum suc-
cess must be assured. If all-out exchange cannot be deterred, escalati;l ofL
c'ourse will be !he rule. The ab~solute assurance oif adequý,e retaliatory attack
is not as easily established as implied by the "minirmum deterrenlce" argument
but nevertheless appears quite feasible.

'Ilihe surprise attack may be in either' of two forms. (a) a precision attack
against the bases or installations from which a retaliator'y attzek must be
alaunched, or', quite within tl~e caipatility of modern nuclear forces of the US

:1nd( thle tSSR, Q)) it c'ould to a consider'able extent be without precision and
s iflitplN oc all c)bitC rating a rack tto wvoe out evsri'thing vulnerable within a whole
alrcA. if tile ilnstallationls for' Offen~iiVe nLC lear' warfarie were of exact known
It catwi ns and v'Ii l'rei'lhCl to fihe effoc'ts of attack within the ac'cur'ac'y of attack-
iI~i we apt 10. they' c'ould bce wiped out. At the same timle, if their' locations were
Luhk11Mt%' i. Acxept lhat they xer'e known to lie within an aiea that could be 'iped
O(It, th( la o1ld be annihilated bv a rca attack without p~r'ecision. Thle ansWi' i' to

prccit r i itfIttack is acva ilabcle in t hree for nis- har'dening . conc'ealmcent , a nd nin-
hIit v- all thret Itorni's arie lcvin-r used. Thle antsweri to ar'ea attack is also avail-

at c,. Altthoi uilcthe L'S or USSR lercapabi lity coculd cobliter'ate all but highly
ha r'dcurtcd sites ill air a rca as hig a> ýanvy oither' nialcons, it Could not do so for
Hit' Iltl'nr rriA 'C~t Ofl c'1tcnilrCoita. US ((ONUS) orc HRssial. Iii faict, given all the
tLictct-,isnkilktvcd, I herte Is not ldr'osl)(c't that any iitition cctild prcrdulC'r if afor'd
cItl tUk'cMi1clk t'r-nrs .1 nuclea~r attack foccte captplcle oi aiiiihiilaticgý all the ar'ea
.1varllattlc ti itht tt'dir side. iic Sco shitit a tinlic as toc prevent ottec'ti\e r'etaliatiofl.
The ktct tI a iuchtac. ctelj~vtr fuicv iirllrc is c'tcmpar'.itlc' tit the cost of a1
,xawt~~cn' att ckpilt', itr cvi..t~uci. and mzilikt the stockpilc this cost must Ice paid
1.1,14'114t!.t ')lv ic rc ccrr.tti Thins it'vstricts liii' irra1xi11rcirn clstrzuc'tive poctential
that \ itLtId "'thcss'A Ic t Mirlinritet. Ph- threait tcf areaI attic'k is reduc'ed still
nlcit) -- 'Atit'11if ci c( ccisidrt' 1tt tha~t tht'- ZS :icicturhr its kallince iirav 1.titIbl to .U'-

(Lcn qM' l.'ti.cl tit IN~ i'l ~l~ ttcv rtr-' - uver' .1rrc'as fccr 01.11z' thn(ONUS .
.intl !tirct h lilt- uste tif thc PuIi Ltrts tccci v , ccca mlike ust' , 4 still izrv'.tvi- ai'c.cs -)f
t114t 1 c Ill 01.0t lit withir, Pc'iirr,.' r"',rc:v cc p ctit'n 11tna l t !cct S.



These concepts are well recognized as applied to the forces earmarked
for the central war or all-out war. But what has not been noticed is that start-
ing at the lowest level of tactical nuclear weapons, the criteria can be estab-
lished, ,nd that no matter what recourse the enemy has, the capability of retal-
iation w.ll be retained. One can posit that the enemy could wipe out the Ameri-
can capability in the lowest-scale tactical weapons, guns or short-range mis-
siles, either by precision fire or .y mass-area fire. The mass area involved
may be well within the capability to annihilate. It may be taken as an area 20
miles deep, 50 miles deep, or 200 miles deep on a front having the length of the
frott across Europe, The number of large-yield weapons required to destroy
all nuclear launching capability in such an area may be within the presumptive
capabilities of 'he US or Russia. However, a graduated series of types of de-
livery systems, varying in range and yield, can be established, such that if any
lower level is wiped )ut by area attack, or precision attack, if this is possible
in the premises, another layer remains fully able to retaliate.

Such a system denies any expectation of decisive success through any form
of surprise attack, no matter how successful. It will remain true that surprise
attacks offer the maximum advantage that can be attained, and that any advan-
tage practically attainable without surprise will be less. If the level of advan-
tage accruing to surprise at.. -k is not enough, it will always fcllow that no
scheme can produce more sat.,sfactory results.

The scale of establirhment required might be set as sufficient tactical nu-
clear capability to deny a tactical conventional success. Such tactical conven-
tional success may be taken, by the experience of history, as meaning a radically
successful victory in battle, such as occurred on various occasions in WWII,
with a breakthrough followed by deep penetration and with great strategic pay-
off to the victor. The nuclear means of "coppering the bets" on such tactical
effects should be provided in the most restricted form feasible, and this is
presLimably being done in the form of Army types of nuclear missile, for in-
stance. Since the first layer cannot be secured against area attack by itself,
it has to be backed up in echelon by weapons of a longer range to utilize an area
too large to annihilate. The weapons chosen for any occasion should be tLe
smallest yield and shortest ranges compatible to the effect required, to avoid
any appearance of a threat of strategic attack on the enemy nation. Targets
should be selected as close as possible to the front, though this may require
an attack on logistic targets to a depth of 10, 20, or some other number of miles,
and the real requirement may be controversial and difficult to settle. The im-
portant thing must bxe that. whatever means the enemy chooses to secure his
conventional stccess. there may be recurring use of ruclear weapons to deny
his conventional success. If by either precision or area attack on his own part
he eliminates our shorter-range weapons, we must be able to fire weapons
from a greater depth but still at the same .lass of shallow targets. In short
the capability of delivering nuclear weapons on enemy forces at the front must
be available to a depth of hundredH and eventually even thousands of miles, so
that neither his precision attack nor area attack can eliminate it. Then, if the
US were to initiate nuclear use to deny enemy conventional success, the enemy
roult face ;!nd examine the prospect of escalation and find tht there is simply
no tag, f e calation that would offer him any advantage. In short, deterrence
would have a resilient and stable nature, tending to deter him from •;-y and
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every choice of a step on the ladder up to and including the top step, and down
to and including the bottom step. The condition of stability, against the condi-
tion of "delicate balance," would he provided all the way. There are no techni-
cal difficulties about this.

The number of different types of weapons, extending from the smallest
and shortest range to the biggest and longest range, might be as many as five
or six. Thus for a convenient system of graduated stable deterrence the US
might require Army delivery systems of say 10, 50, and 500 miles range, to-
gether with another weapon of approximately the range of Polaris or a missile
of the approximate range of the older Jupiter or Thor. These of course should
be backed up in turn by the all-out iorce, in the valid form of Polaris, Minute-
man, etc. The n,;,nbers required would of course be subjcct to the calculauion
of minimum requirements plus necessary markups for factors of safety and
redundancy. However, an extremely formidable establishment along these lines
would not seem to require a total quantity beyond the feasible sc.le. Such a
system would emancipate graduated deterrance from the old flaw that affected
extended deterrence. It would not involve commitment or compromise of the
force earmarked for all-out war or imply the acceptance of attack on USSR
and US cities.

The quantities of weapons, yields selected, and means of launching cannot
be discussed in very much detail on the basis of unclassified information. How-
ever, at least this much can be said. Taking such a front as that from the Baltic
to the Tyrol we have a distarnce of 750 kin, or from the Baltic to the Adriatic
we have just about 1000 km. Fairly low- (not very low) yield weapons spaced
1 km apart would inflict very serious destruction and lethality affects from one
end to the other of such a front. Larger yields, possibly as high as 1 MT,
might be found necessary or suitable for use on target areas slightly fai ther
back from the front, as required for safe3 distance from one's own troops. Such
weapons could establish a solid band of destruction, up to any given criterion
that might be se"ected, such as blast pressure of a certain intensity or immediate
radiation. The numbers of such larger weapons would be progressively less,
in proportion to their increasing lethal radii at any given measure or criterion
of lethality. Some rnarts of a front are not tactically usable for an offensive op-
eration, and hence ;ome portion less than the entire front may require an atomic
barrage to interdict an effective conventional offensive. Some portion of enemy
forces can concentrate in th.? very close frontal zone to take advantage of the
safety distance allowance in our targeting with atomic weapons, but our smaller-
yield weapons leave far too short a safety zone to permit the mass of forces to
escape by this means. If then the capability is present to fire a solid band of
atomic lethal areas' the length of the front, in each of several grades of weap.
ons. with ability to repeat the performance, from a base of fire so laige for the
longer-range weapons that the enemy could not wipe it out even by exhausting
his own stockpile, it would appear to be physically feasible to prohibit his con-
ventional offensive success. Also it would appear logical to apply the lowest
scale of atomic use that would appear to be enough in the given ease.

The system would carry a by-product benefit to the overall strategic de-
tcrreni. It would possess a considerable capacity for strategic attack, which
could be applied if all-out attack were to come first rather thar by escalation.
The enemy, to assurt, himself of adequate Puccess in a surprise all-out attack.
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would have to deal not only with the US forces for all-out exchange, but with the
whole system. It would water down or dilute, by simple extension of area, the
impact of enemy attack and would multiply the number of specific targets re-
quiring destruction for enemy success. It would avoid, rather than seek to es-
tablish, clear distinctions between steps in escalation and would rely simply on
firm deterrence at the bottom with no weakness in the deterrent logic.

The limit on the scale of cost and effort would remain as before, the con-
didon of nuclear plenty. Although estimates of the level of "plenty" could be
expected to be controversial, there could be some limits set by reasonable
practicality and prudence. One may judge by the stretch-out or slowdown of
AEC production activities, which has been made public gradually over the last
few years, that the US considers that it is approaching the level of nuclear
plenty rapidly enough to reach it before the USSR can do so. Plenty, in terms
of a graduated stable deterrent, will not immediately imply larger scale and
cost. The delivery systems for weapons of shorter range are cheaper than
those of longer range and require matching enemy provisions if the enemy is
not to accept deterrence without challenge. A stable graduated deterrent may
not be substzntially cheaper than a stable deterrent for all-out war only, but it
does not appear that it will cost as much as a nuclear deterrent of nuclear war
only, plus a conventional deterrent of conventional war.

The mode of use, if war occurred, could satisfy the condition of deliberate
response. Given deterrence of surprise attack, the reluctance of the enemy to
escalate could be viewed with confidence. If he is not reluctant, some terrible
mistakes have occurred. The doctrine should simply be to use nuclear weap-
ons only as necessary, but no less than necessary for the limited effects re-
quired. Tterc would be no impulsive pressure to fire for fear of being too late.
The objective has to be quite clear-to deny the enemy any major tactical suc-
cess leading to strategic success. If stretched to threaten a major offensive
success against him it would restore the risk of escalatory exchange. Only on
such conditions, with well-established capability anct equally well-established
doctrine, can deliberation be maintained. In the premises the purpose mus., be
to deter, not to invite a war and win it.

There would be many technical details to settle and many requirements
for measures to make the situation clear to the enemy. The first esqential is
that the first step in nuclear escalation must be understood as the capstone to
enemy conventional escalation, but with no more to follow unless the enemy
makes the mistake of escalating. The enemy must understand clearly that to
escalate is a mistake and to abstain from escalation is not a mistake.

Among other things, this will deny to the enemy any strategic bargain sale.
Alternatively the US commits itself to both an adequate nuclear posture and an
adequate conventional posture. Given the advantage of relatively superior
secrecy, this opens the option to the enemy to provid-t himself to some degr e
with one or the other and not both.

The system of graduated sta0le deterrence would also be one to whichA the
structure of the alliance could be adapted effectively. Given US conviction &a to
I!* logic, the US could eliminate the weakness pointed to by the "credibility'
argument. Assurance of firmness of will on the part of the US would at the
same time eliminate the one great argument of de Gaulle for his independent
Iforcte do frapp6.° The accumulated evidence is rather strong that the NATO
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powers would in fact welcome such a posture more than they welcome the idea
of trying to equal the Soviet conveitional forces.

The central premises involveQ are more apparent after outlining the con-
cept than they are at the beginning. The concept rests on the assumption that
war can in fact be deterred by the estgblishment of powers of destruction dis-
proportionate to the objectives that might be sought in war. It assumes, in
short, that deterrence is feasible and cao. be boti" graduated and stable. It would
build graduated deterrence from the bottom up, not only from the top down. It
accepts the evidence of WWI and WWHI that there are powerful forces of deter-
rence even without nuclear wcLpons. It accepts the long, well-founded premise
that the continent oi Europe is a stake too grteat to be treated as a case of lim-
ited war. It provides a Lasis on which the allii.nce could be given a more stable
and reasonable form, and it provides a ba:. Is on which the enemy and allies alike
could be given credible assurances of the rliabi'ity of the US. It would remain
subject to the qualification pointed to earlier in the discussion in the section
"Flexible Response," that in other areas of the world it would not be reacby
applicable. But it would find in a retaliatory system secure against surprise
attack the premise for strategic stability that has been refused by the enemy
in the long-sought alternative foi-m-a treachery-proof inspection and control
system. Its establishment would be a most favorable con~dition on which to be-
gin progress toward the other and more rational ba.sis for stabilization.

SOME BY-PRODUCTS AND MAIN PRODUCTS FROM
PAST IDEAS AND ACTIONS

There are quite concrete elements in the present situvtion that derive in
considerable part from ideas that arose long ago. The results of past ideas
are not confined to simple and logical consequences; sometimes a single idea
may arise as the consequence of a controversy, rather than as the ccnsequence
of one side of that controversy.

One of the effects of the "credibility" argument was that, in at least one
sense, it needed only to be mentioned to become true. As soon as American
books and articles began to talk about it the French and others knew that the
Americans had raised questions, and the credibility had only to be questioned
in order to be, to some extent, discredited.

Credibility is not the only older thought having present consequences. The
unilateral posture of the US in terms of nuclear power, together with unresolved
discussion o! how to establish NATO nuclear forces, etc., has presented the
whole situation to governments of all coantries in such a guise that they mIght
be inclinen to consider dissociating themselves from nuclear war altogether
or alternatively seeking a nuclear capability of their own. The dissociation o{
other countries in nuclear war tends to reduce the area that the Russians might
have to attack and is not helpful to American calculations.

Only if theWestern allies could provide a single united pxol of targets for
the enemy is there a maximized deterrence. Any reduction in the pool of tar-
gets the enemy has to attack improves the advantage of surprise attack and
makes the deverrent effect a lltttl, bit less. The unity required for this per.
haps ha•t to be greater than. that for an ord~nary alliance. It may mean some
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sort of guarantee to eac a member, not only that no member will sece~ke from
the group, but that the alliance will abandon none of its members. Buchan's
treatment represents one tentative effort to solve this problem." The ap-
proach of Galiols" likewise ý,epresents an effort to find a solution. Despite
whatever is unsatisfactory about the solutions as offered, they stand as efforts
to solve the right problem. The rejection of their solations, if they are rejected,
should not mean abandonment of the problem but the necessity to offer a better
solution.

A by-product cI a different sort may be found in the expressed attitude of
the Chinese communists. They, even more than the French, seem to have taken
the credibility argument too literally and to have concluded that US nuclear
power is a Opaper tiger." So far as this has contributed to open the fissure be-
tween China and Russia the results may not have been lamentable. So far as it
may have encouraged Chinese aggressiveness the results may not yet have
been measured.

Such by-produc t s of the development are very far from constituting the
whole picture. Any analysis of the intellectual movements or trends on this
subject tends in part to overemphasize their importance, because they emphasize
so much just those trends that produce the most provocative expressions. It
has already been suggested in many foregoing points that the physical and poli-
tical aspects of the development have been going along to some degree inde-
pendent of the intellectual evolution. Also the research and development and
the development of force capabilities to some degree proceed in their own mas-
sive manner, expressing themselves in actions with their r'ationale obscured
or concealed. Among the main features of the situation today that have devel-
oped from all the course of thought and action of the past 15 years or more
are the following:

(a) It seems now an agreed matter of fact that the US stockpile is very
significantly larger than any other and that the process of producing this ac-
cumulated stockpile is one requiring such massive resources that no country
can readily change the situation by any act of policy.

(b) The US stockpile cannot be matched by any nation or combination of
nations in any few short years. The actions required to produce this US stock-
pile have been taken without any wavering, in spite of all controversies con-
cerning deterrence or other aspects of the problem.

(c) The st-tong US posture extends to great systems of offensive and de-
fensive military forces in which the accomplishment, as with the stockpile
itself, implies no wavering or indecision.

(d) The US has gone ahead with the technical develepmem of tactical nu-
clear capabilities and, at least to a considerable extent, thas provided the basis
for actual use, i.e,, delivery systems, etc.

It appears on the lace of events that the US is confident of attaining nuclear
plenty, .e., a level at which the ratio of other stockpiles to the US stockpilt,
ceases to be a matter of concern, before any other power can Attain su'h a level,
It will attain that level before the Soviet Union, and there seems no occasion to
doubt that the Soviet Union will attain it before the United Kingdom. France, or
any other inth member of the club.

The UNR has not elected to Weitlate any major wa. anal tl'ere is 'little
evidence that they are at all inclnek' to consider such a gambit. If this does
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not prove that nuclear deterrence has worked so far, It can be only because
they might have made the same choice even in the absence of nuclear technology,

The immense praclical power and influence of the US in the world cer-
tainly is greatly amplified by the existence of nuclear technology. ThP US can
readily apply great destructive power or military influence anywhere ia the
world, without the delay and the labor of years of war mobilization.

A FRESH AND COMPREII;NSIVE REVIEW

This paper is only able to suggest many matters that are worthy of the
most thorough-going stucly. Some of the numerous books on nuclear war strategy
contain the results of vastly greater research effort, confined to small seg-
ments of the whole problem area.

However, it may have served to state and underline a few much neglected
points, which may be as important as is here argued. To recapitulate:

The processes of intellectual history, even on such a subject, are not alto-
gether well disciplined or logical but share the common characteristics of the
history of thought. The todies of thought and theory that are produced can con-
tain elements of fault or error ranging from the simplest semantic slippages
to the broadest emotiona. bias and prejudice. Some features of this thinking
have had, or at least could have had, damaging rather than constructive influ-
ence on further policies :rod developments. ý

In the course of putlic discussion, some of the techniques of logical criti-
cism have been applied cnly in a biased way. as is most readily shown by the
fact that they have been applied to refute one argument and have not been men-
tioned in relation to another argument to which they have equal or superior
relevance.

Several elements ir the Amerioan posture may deserve careful reconsid-
eraition. now or in the future. Among these is the tendency to unilateral posture,
which carries overtones of the old isolationism. The policy of secrecy has at
all times been more discretionary than absolute, which was of course absolutely
necessary, since there can be no deterrence, if the enemy is kept completely
ignorant. However, there, is some evidence of damaging results in American
public opinion and public opinion in sonic allied cuntries. because of lack of
information on major fac :s.

In spite ofi all divisions of opinion the all-important things have wecn done,
and the worst view of the faults would, it seems, have to admit that the faults
have been secondary compxtred to the enormous accomplishments. The whole
situation vis-i-vis the en'my. the allies, or the rest of the world hAs iW no
reslpect become irretrie, vible.

A serious rvvision tit American theory And doctrine on nuclear war would
Lxe quite difficult. It woult require an extremely well-org;.aized and rather
long-drawn-out effort to i:tentlfy, rearrange, sort out. select, and discard from
among the facts and assu•iptions, on the one hand, and to review And recon-
struct the logic on the Oth,r. Many factors wvuld weigh agpinst the undrtak-
ing of a systeniatic revie,- on the required scale oif effort. Efforts of the sort

do occur ower tine, somne if which have kwen cited ini this palper. such as thl
Finletter Report, the Achtsmn-.ilOenthal Freprt.? vh- Very few %'f then% had



to grapple with the whole product of 20 years of energetic theoretical growth.
Also, since the policy is wrapped up with organizational and institutional com-
mitments and procedures in the Executive Branch, Congress, and to some
degree with other governments, the resistance might well be expected to be
both more widespread and more intense than the motivations for such a review
could be. Such a review, if it were made, might discount considerably the weight
aý_d value that have been given to the escalation concept and tend to clarify and
give greatly added weight to the concept of stable and graduated deterrence.
Actually the trend of events seems toward the concept of stable and graduated
deterrence, rather than against it. As in some other human activities, some
accomplishments get done without a theory, and some apparently influential
theories pass without substarntial effect. The argument of this paper can be
summarized finally as follows:

The concept of the defense of Europe by nuclear means wai first thought
out in the early 1950's when the means available imposed the logic of the criti-
cal advantage of surprise, the emphasis on "counterforce" strike, and the im-
pulsive logic of 'he who hesitates is lost."

Since that time the development of nuclear delivery means only moderately
vulnerable to surprise attack entirely alters the logic; a concept of deliberate
nuclear use to deny conventional success can Le divorced from the former con-
cept of impulsive fire and a 'counterforcel character (In the counter-nuclear-
force sense).

The concept of escalation was a derivative from the complex of ideas that
had some relevance in the early and mid-1950's. A properly designed nuclear
force system and appropriate strategic concepts for the late 1960's would re-
move all the structure on which the escalation concept was dependent.

The concept of stable and graduated deterrence, with use only on a delib-
erate and controlled basis, should replace forr. -:r doctrine.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ARMS CONTROL

The schtpme for graduated stable deterrence sketched above would not con-
tribute directly toward early and practical measures for arms control and dis-
armament in Europe. On the face of it, such a posture would link graduated
deterrence, from the bottom up, to the status of the nuclear forces earmarked
for all-out or "central" war. They would be maintained in sufficient capability
to assure deterrence.

Howevcr, the clarification of the situation would be considerable. The
capability to outdo the enemy in escalation Pt any stage would be established
as a hard fact. The intention to use this only to deny strategic success, not to
try to attain such success, would be forcibly implied by the link to the deter.
rence of all-out exchange, taken as mutual. The acceptance by both sides that
major war in Europe 18 in fact deterred would be put on a much more convinc-
ing basis. The basis for effective policies for the NATO alliance would be much
improved. The credibility of US intention would be restored, because the con-
ditlonal US action commitment would make good senu.

This of itself would create a new basis on which to consider the minimia-
ing of the necessary forces on both sides (not the same as 'minimum deterrence").
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It would establish a basis for forces, doctrines, and policies that would mini-
mize the risk of escalation by minimizing the risk of war and excluding the
possibility of conventional success. It would permit a much more definite con-
ception as to the quantities of conventional forces needed for strategic stability
in Europe.

The net effect might be little or no reduction in the scale of effort for se-
curity, or aggressive capability, now made on each side. It might, however,
tend to reduce tensions very considerably, with substantial beneficial effect in
areas other than the restricted one of defense of Western Europe. It would tend
most strongly to set a limit on any arms race in Europe, on the scale at which
"enough is enough." That scale might be no greater, in terms of aggregate
cost, than the scale of present programs. The difference would be that this
scale would be clearly stable and not subject to competitive increment.
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The Effects of Technical Innovation

on the Nature of Politics



ABSTRACT

Technical innovation has occurred in several different inodes
in the course of history, with the modern exact sciences as tue ntow
classic type. A new form is emerging, the extension of analytic
logic and mathematical tools beyond the scope of rigorous laboratory
technique. The impact of technical innovation on politics has been
through several different causative paths, with dilfering effects, but
mainly representing the indirect action of obscure social forces.
The effects on politics have remained indirect, and the major adap-
tations in politics have been taose of an empirical art. The newest
extension of the scientific style beyond the exact sciences promises
new direct 1 important effects on politics.
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INTRODUCTION

The fitst question of the age is whether innovations in political processes,
in response to the consequences imposed by technical innovation in other fields,
can be brought into an orderly phase.

To discuss this question or subject, we have to identify at the beginning
what we are talking about, i.e., what we may mean by technical innovation
within the broader area of innovation in general, and what we may mean by politics.

To specify the general effects of technical innovation on politics we have
to observe a wider area. If we did not, we could not isolate the effects due to
one class of causes fronm those due to other -elated causes.

The flow of innovation and the system of politics both vary in character
from one historical period to another, and if this is not observed, all sorts of
slips can arise in judging the effect of one on the other. Hence to come to grips
with the issue we must take a broad area and a long time span.

TECHNICAL INNOVATION

Innovation of a technical nature arises as discovery or invention of many
different kinds. The main types in our minds are:

(a) New knowledge or new science (as originated by Galileo, Newton,
Faraday, Darwin, Einstein, Planck, and others).

(b) New applications and products (electric light, radio, TV, automobiles,
and computers).

But other innovations are also important:
(a) New productive systems (the "industrial revolution).
(b) New areas of advance of knowledge (biology and psychology).
(c) New schools of thought (physical science in general and cybernetics).
These enter the culture from several kinds of sources. Basic discoveries

come from rigorous science. Applications or inventions ccme from the area
of engineering technology. New productive systems arise from the interaction
of technical and economic activities, in such complex ways that we do not clearly
plan or state them before t'he fact. New areas of the advance of knowledge de-
velop out of complex workings within the community of science and on its fringes.
New schools of thought arise on the intellectual planes where s-entists and
philosophers meet.

A technical innovation commonly makes its way by force of validity and
usefulness. It has been our habit to think of it as a simple net increment to
previous knowledge. This is not as often so as we suppose. Innovations in ways
of doing things do not fill a little vacuum; often they displace old ways of doing
things. The culture, though flexible or elastic, also has xtrong inertial propertie,;
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it could not last at all without some te.ndency to perpetuate itself. Thus although
it accepts change, it also resists it. Even in physics as In all science, there
is ample evidence of this, and elsewhere there is muzh more evidence.

The rate and kind of innovation and the interaction of technology and politics
have taken on different styles in different periods.

The first importart period is the one from about 12,000 years ago to about
5000 years ago (10,000 to 3000 B.C.). Beginning soon after the last recession
of the ice, man accomplished a number of new ways of doing things such as:

Settled agriculture
Irrigation
Masonry construction
Textile manufacture
Metalworking
Brickmaking
Domestication of the horse
Wheeled transport
Ship transport

These things were accomplished by prehistoric man. They made it im-
possible that prehistoric times could continue. They brought the necessity and
the possibility of taxes, writing, records, accounts, money, the state, and politics.

In turn the state brought organized capabilities and economic order and
trade. Hence from about the time of the introduction of iron to the faUl of Rome
there was a new period. In this time there were few major and basic develop-
ments, but there was great and multifarious advance in the technology based
on the earlier basic advances. The ship was greatly improved. So were harness,
horseshoes, and the making and using of iron and other metals in all sorts of
applications.

The classical age was confronted by a great and tragic wrenching. It had
developed an economy, society, and politics such that a Republic was possible,
with a people who could play a real and active role in politics, on the scale of
a city-state, as in Athens, or in Rome up to about 100 B.C. The economy and
politics then permitted and required a larger area. The role of the people in
a Republic could not be maintained in the larger area, and hence the Empire
replaced the Republic, eventually succumbing itself, though only after centuries,
to the ills of the great state where guidance flows down from government to
people without any feedback.

The age of the city-state had endowed Mediterranean man with a great
fund of knowledge, doctrine, and sophistication about the organization and man-
agement of human affairs, Including politics. Only a fraction of the great mass
of population of the Empire shared this background. The intruder barbarians
whose migrations brought the fall of Rome had little of it. They lacked also
much of Roman technical knowledge and skill. Th~us the new period, the early
Middle Ages, was at a new and lower level than Rome in all administrative
arts, and because of this, in the basic functions of law and order, and, in turn,
even in practical technology. Bricks simply were not made in Western Europe
for several centuries. And roads, bridges, and wates works were nowhere con-
structed or maintained as at the height of Roman civilization.

The next period, as I would identify it, is from just before Copernicus to
the beginning of the industrial revolution, Le.. roughly from 1450 to 1750.
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Here once more we have really radical basic advances across the whole span
including science, technology, art, exploration of the earth, and politics. Brick-
making, roadbuilding, and bridgebuilding became active, ironmaking expanded,
and the ship became capable of keeping the open sea free worldwide. On the
basis of these advances there was again a great advance in the nature of the
state and politics, and again, as once before, a great flowering of applied tech-
nolog.,. The modern state arose in the same period as modern physical science.

The start of the industrial revolution is still a matter of inquiry among
the economic historians, but 1750 will do reasonably well as a time from which
to measure it. Unlike the class'cal period, when applied advance displaced
basic advance, the basic advance continued and accelerated. That period laid the
the foundations for the one into which we have now entered. I would date the
transition from around 1940.

The last period is the new one since 1940 called variously, the "technological
revolution," the "second industrial revolution," or the "age of cybernetics."

It is noteworthy that innovation has accelerated a great deal in the course
of history. Major discoveries of science and technology have been increasing
in frequency at a more or less exponential rate such that those in 10 years
nearly equal those of the previous century, and those of the previous century
nearly equal those of the previous millenium, or in turn the previous 10,000 years.

Taken by itself this is a splendid trend. Two things must be said about
it. First, it is a very significant measure of the potential capabilities of man-
kind, capabilities not yet fully released by good education and good social and
political conditions. Second, however, it plainly cannot continue unbroken in
the same manner. There is an obvious flaw in any such series. The series
reaches an infinite value in a finite time. The rate of innovation really is not
about to become infinite before some hear on a day in 1966, or any other year.

The rate of innovation has increased by about 10', whereas the population
has increased by something between 102 and 10'. The difference between them
represents the gain in the probability that a potentially gifted individual will
accomplish creative work. The increase will be much more moderate in the
future, for the rate is already rather high.

The mainspring of technicai innovation is, of course, science. The ,on-
cept c,f science, as entertained by the scientists and the philosophers of science,
has concentrated on "exact science. ' According to this a scientific truth is
exact, general, and based on controlled experiment and has been confirmed and
can be reconfirmed by repetition of experiment. Such exact science has had
these characteristics:

Simple situations investigated, the laboratory
Single system and discipline
Precise measu rement
Advances in measurement
Mathematical analysis
Theoret ical explatat ion
Objectivity (the separation of 4bserver and observed)
The conmnmunity vof ýc. eiice
Science valued for its own sake
Discovery as an artick (i faith
Test by use unnecessarvr
Tt'st hy xý.act reti tiltk(m.
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Actually there is now a vast area of scientific activity that does not fit
that conception of science, and lacks a name. It deals with, produces, and uses
a sort of knowledge that is not the same in all ways as the classical scientific
type.

It rese .r' ,'twineering in many ways, but creates new basic knowledge
in its own reahi. it deals with tlh practical, unique, and impure situation, as
engineering does and classic science does not. But it also deals with the
problem that involves several disciplines or orders, and is a creative science
in the area of highly complex systems whose area contains the old boundaries
between the several disciplines, and changes the idea of a boundary to that of
an interface. Its experiments are in the practical world or in simulations,
models, and games rather than in a rigorously controlled laboratory. It relies
heavily on probability. It shares with engineering the final criterion of use
rather than the independent test of validity as knowledge.

If we again examine the list of characteristics of exact science in its classic
form just given, we find that this newer kind of scientific activity is not the
same in all respects, but differs in some essential ways. It does not adhere
to rigid laboratory controls but goes beyond them where they are impracticable.
It uses a single system and discipline only when it happens to fit. It resorts
to precise measurement when it can, and to rough measurement whenever nec-
essary. Its advances in measurement are as much due to progress in calibrat-
ing the observer as to progress in the instruments of measurement. In using
mathematical analysis and theoretical explanation it does not differ, and in its
strong faith in discovery as a goal it I's the same. But it simply does not sepa-
rate the observer from the observed through experimental control, with the
scientist outside the test tube; its characteristic investigration is of a purposive
activity involving men and v.alues. It maintains the community of science, but
throws new linkages across the boundary with stoiety. It does not concern it-
self with science for the sake of science; it finds test by use essential, and test
by exact repetition of exact experiment has only a minor place.

Thus the new science has broken with the old exact science in several
respects. It no longer stops short when exact data are no longer available. Its
goal is, as some sy, the most rational use of the mind. This does not stop at
the bounds of perfect data, ft.r the most rational thinking does tiot depeld on the
quality of data; the quality of the data is just oute of the circumstances of tile
problem situation.

This stuff is not the familiar 'soft stience." It is not condemned to that
limbo of the hunmanities and otht v" descriptive, thoughtful. linguistic subjects
like history and all not,'ehavioral political science and mcitilhgy. It uses
symlbolic rw•: ,',,nlatics constantly, even where it ca'a, measure nothing. It even
uses carliunal numnt|ers where it measures nofhinj7., It is the area where sym-
bolic niathemnat ic, a cnt cOputt, rs are in Use with or without firm laboratory
tdletermiuttionh i of all tile data. It is the field of large and costl, a.inlythic acthi-
ties that apply hard methlot to stil datai. It Is lhe areva whert, we have some oft
our molst pretentious knowledge of structure and tlh skimpiest basis on which
to answer critical questions on valitdity. It is the area where we most often
tAke the opinions of experts. andl then aaitmlve .and synthesUie theni in elalborate
ways. It Is the area where proliabilitv atnd temporal circumstance htndl to e,-
tlude the ex.act rtetwlit iot of extierintaltali -•esult't.



There are-( occasions when the data are all hard data, and the analytic op-
erat ions are also firmi. The equat ions contain all the neressary factors, and
the qt'antit les have all beeni measu red. Then we are back In classic scien'e.
Bunt when thle nmxlels run for many pages they have gone beyond the hard data
provess. They simply cannot be checked empirically with precision.

lIn this o rea we dto not validate our results by going b~ack t'.1 the lab~oratory.
We validate thenl as well as we ca.n by critical discussion. Since their purpose
is to help inl guiding seine real act-ion, there is an empirical test, but not the
same -sort ats lin hard science. This empirical test is complex, un(onkt rolled,
open toI thle jlt rusionl of new factors, and impossible to record with precision.
Thle feudimAL' fromi such a test is not like thait f rom a laboratory test; rather it is
throtirug thle mloreV or less objective imprt'ssiotis of those who participate in the
expe rhtnce. There remains a sort tef validation. We are eonvinced that we
learn1 it great deal that is Worth learniing.

The impor-tant fact is that this new sciencve that differs fromt tlie classic
type is nlow it nmajor sou rce oif technical innovation itself, and at thle same time
it se rves' as a niew main channel between the exact sciences and politics.

PEJIIIICS

Given somle such desc rip~ ion of thle sources of technical innovation, what
of pol it ics ?

Politics is thle activity that diecides, for at large number of people engaged
it. :;oviial action, What will lie done and who will have what role in directing it.
It is thle cyblernetic function lin any group or assotciation. It is focused more
thanl anywhere else inl thle life of thle state.

Thle state is thlt ortganiz~at ion or -sstwiat ion that has the unique function
of pr-oviding 0- v' onditionks on which (the vybernt'tic, tior the stee ring. role can bie
played liv iliediv iduals for thetmnselIves, ort by any and all other groups. To do
tieis it p rev ide" thet ri-ules andi refervets for all conmpet it ive ganee - type Situations,
and helt couiniters. ix.. * monley. AlIso lin multtifahorios ways it provides thle ser-
\ iktt's that a11-e nist essential to t reedoill* anid ill sublorIdinlate litfe, from cleanl
d ritkid~i ug'.i \e r ito roads and b ridges. I1tiprotects a soc iety in its iterritorial
.\ltenlt igailnst neivasionl or dottiest it v iolence'. It dlirects what must bie directed
in voneneion anid prtovidus the condit bus thait piermit fretedom of direction of what
it does lt't diirect't

To dot these. things it Vill ageis the foilt-iime act ivity' of somte fraict ion tit
the peo'lple inl at soc ietv. It r'aise, taxes. It olganlit's m ilita rv forctes. It con-
thictt s ualu It tinde riakes g real womrks. It prlovide's lawan justice.

Th it' ki5tam t Iithe role ot i tret tor, for anyv pe rsoii or jK' rstins by ma nllv
other. oe ~'u ta'll il.he s lulil it n Iltlueri. The exer-cise of ptiowe r is a thing
that Is stvomui"I', m4ivtIiwto i4eankild. It i., knilheisai Ilv t rue, tha11tilthe mni who
(1\4 itrc putt t- rel holids a posit it ' that man w11111 WItt like ito hold. It is en ve rsaltIv
tuine that Ii is shaet the %[I\ Mlend kis sujl' cimr to thet conivrtin share-. Pot 1! Ics
Is lithen the act\ ittv oft e'stablishing admul na ii the gem ciAl Jt-ie skimt- meAking
and the tit- du o~~s i~t kilug'. .14ratus .u ilit ttrmiing it. It has 1 tuo g randi souirces
ouit mok\th- at ce ri:\ til the (edor the Sterri*ing tuiect~ ion * mt risic" itind tilhtte -

~ii'to vi' o nj v %~Ivel' itts. cu,: %is it itile I.e.. e r munl ill liletOe .ext rinlsic



Society has been made up of people having quite different educations, or
mental loadings. Different backgrounds of factual knowledge, value systems,
logi,-al patterns of interpretation, and narrow points of view have left the public,
not only in the world but in a nation, a city, an association, or even a firm, with
disparate mentalities on problems of common concern. Hence it goes almost
without saying that there is tension, faction, strife, and in the absence of law
and order, war

The anarcjists held cheerfully that all this is not necessary, but anarchism
is fading out of fashion. It is somewhat too obviouL that freedom itself has as a
prerequisite the conditions of order, the premises, given by the state.

To illustrate, if only roughly, imagine the situatiua of a merchant without
a state. His next act, if not already taken, must be to acquire arms. His next
must be to organize a pt.or little state for himself, and a group of men in his
service. His next must be to complain that business is bad, and his next after
that is to join with men of like mind, who will not be lacking, to establish a
proper state, and demand that it provide police and law and money. To escape
the question of bias by the term "merchant," let the supposed individual be
peasant, laborer, or anyone else, and a parallel course leads to the same outcome.

We can also describe the nature of social life without a state in the new
terms of game theory oi of the analysis of complex systems. In these terms,
life without a state would be life in a system of games played without rules.
It would be extremely inefficient and rather violent, aad terribly subject to
luck. If we spelled it out we would arrive at a paraphrase of what Hobbes has
already said of us 300 years ago; life without a state would be solitary, poor,
nasty, brutish, and short. Or simpler, it woeld be fruitless, frustrating, and,
really, boring.

So we have states, and, as we kno.:, states have diseases. The loss of
feedback from people is the prime disease of states. The vicarious impulses
of politics all too readily depart from the essential function. So then, in the
history of politics, we have an evolving and slowly progressive art by which
to ensure that the state will sense the people. This rcquires that the people
know how to control the state i• some broad manner, with some degree of judg-
ment. The real capacity of the people to do this has been very low at some
times and places, and extra(.rdirn, ry difficulties can r-in it.

The conduct of politics has t(. use two sorts if knowiidge or irputs:
(a) The knowledge borne by all the real elements of the w.lple who

know, by real experience, a great deal about their own interests and situations
that cannot be so well known by anyone else and who have really unique knowl-
edgt of their own feelings, motives, and values. This is special, i.e., Any part
o(. it is relevant to rome political actions but not all. It is the democratic
element.

(:;) A professlonrwl know!edge of the logic ot purities, what sorts of ac-
tions lead through btrain tc later success, what sort through an early prcit to
a more distant bankruptcy. This ts general, i.e.. it is relevant to all politieal
activity rather than just some. it Is the leadership, element.

The problem of modern politics is to utilise, as it must, the real elements
of tRe people in the first capacity, without which the equations of power cannot
be written, let alone balanced and solved. At the some time, means must be
found to brine the second kind of knowledge to hear. thrm, gh thow, old. tried,
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and laborious processes of constitutional government and education, and the
development of an elite of political leadership, in the complex form required
to reach from the centers of knowledge in the dens of the scholars to those In
the rostrum, the forum, and the great hives of administration.

If simplification may be allowed, since we cannot touch so broad a sub-
ject without simplification, we might say that the modern democratic systenis,
e.g., the US, the United Kingdom, and France or others, exhibited a quite effec-
tive mastery of constitutional politics according to the first class of inputs in
the early twentieth century but in that same period exhibited at times a seri-
ous lack of the second class of inputs. And, to indulge as one also must in a
bit of optimism, one may say that those same democratic systems have dis-
played a notable increment in both types of inputs since the middle of the century.

EFFECTS OF TECHNICAL INNOVATION ON POLITICS

The evolution of a full-time standing organization for the performance of
central fur.ctions of society was necessitated by settled-land use, and the conse-
quent needs of defense and order and therefore of taxation and administration.

The growth of the state from its rudimentary forms in tribalism to the
earliest forms of which we have historicil knowledge was, like the advance of
technology in the same age, prescientific in its intellectual character. But its
results were none the less great.

The earliest states of which we have historical knowledge already rested
on an accumulation of political sense. The art of statecraft had been born.
Primitive man had known how to assign the function of judgment to a chief
and to establish a war chief. He had not known how to tax, keep records, and
organize sufficient power to hold authority against casual challenge. He had
known how to let a council of elders settle difficult affairs. He had not known
how tc design a constitution. He did not know how to organize public works.

The political evolution from the beginning of history to the Periclean Age
in Athens was extraordinary. It created the secure basis for civil life in such
effective ways that it could bring a people to the capability needed to operate
a republic.

Yet the first historical states lacked the elasticity needed to acept the
effects of further technical advance. Evea the economic and technical successes
that they enjoyed strained their fabrics beyond their limits. Their technics
stalled after the time of Archimedes.' Their political flowering stalled out in
the Roman civil wars.

In the whole Ixpst development, innovation in politics has come little from
rigorous science or technology, and much from the nenrigorous empirical art
of prescientific character. To this we must attribute the complete growth of
the art of organiLing sMates and cdmdurting poIltirs. We cannot exhaustively
list or analyze the range o( development, but it has included:

Public works
Law
Military fort-i
Kingship
Courts
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Police
Treasu ry
The legislative body
The consiltution
Treaties
Ambassadors
Civil service
Electioin
Parliamentary system
P~esidentlal system
Federalism

All these were developed before they were described. All arose fron. the same'
great well of the advancing arts from which all techniques came before the
rise of systematic science. All were made possible and necessary by the ad-
vance of the technical arts affecting economic and social life and the culture
in which we are made civilized or educated. No comparable innovation In
politics has ever yet had sybtematic science as its imm.ediate source or origin.

The effects of technical innovation on politics then have been through a
sequence leading from a much more systematic order to knowledge and practice:
science; into one that has been far less systematic or analytic: politics. The
Indirect ' ~ratic, and unplanned nature of this proceEs ilas been natural. The
interaction of a science with a nonscientific art has 1.iot been conducted by the
rules of science.

The effect of technocogical advances oft politics is not just one kindA of ef-
fect. The effect is not through h single channel or path but through several
different ones. These different sequences have to some extent been of different
relative importance at different times, but It is also posstule for any of them
to ba. quite active simultaneously.

*AaLE I
Path& of Causality

CoefolrI hinctions Moons of executing
Cause of sotiety contteI function~ Effect

Tochwolop Setv MA14 ortlr to- S4 d 9 Pat itic a
qui~vte ets

TOAMhapug 149..aee Oadmimoaaodw i" CpaA~stal Politico
Tetkooloqtv Idl ... eJpmea~ece Polit ics
Trehoo.wo taJUMotr Social cloame ... it

Tachaalbp lt.,~metag.* t... to EOSlic pOROVOOA Pt t V

The eight paths shownt in Table I are each just a very brief Indication of
a path of cauaality frorn technological causes to political effects. They lihas-

Wrae the matter, not #xhaust it. They dIo serve to suggest how WWlIbl any one
model might be.
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There is one very simple way in which to measure the effect of science
on politics in the last century: the effect on Marxism. The diAtgnosis and prog
nosis of Marxism was, in all essentials, to tf,.; effect:

Advancing technology changes the mode of prrductlon, and the organlzAt' _n of pro-
duction. It creates the working class and the capitalist class. Between these there Is an
inevitable class struggle. This eventuates in class war. The ruling capitalist classes
cannot possibly solve the problems presented. The wordlng class or proletariat has to
destroy the capitalist class and establish a new classless society free of the contradic-
tions of capitalism.

Thus Marx developed by extraordinary effort a grand versien of the in-
dustry/social class model. History has failed to fulfill the Marxist predictions
very largely because the course of events has bee-a in accord with the last three:
the business cycle, communications, and public capability. Political history has
moved far more under the impulse of sciencp than under the impulse of Marx.

THE NEWS SITUATION

In the world as we have it, several of the paths of effect have outstanding
importance, especially through wide-area administration, education, communi-
cations, and public capability.

Of wide-area administration we may sy--Technology has changed th ca-
pRbility of man to communicate over distance, or to transport people or freight
loa.ds over distance, in constantly increasing degrces over the past century.
It is feasible now for a political leader to appear on television before a hundred
million people spreae over thousands of miles. It is possible to move coal
economically from Chesapeake Bay to Japan. It is possible to deliver destruc-
tive missile weapons from any point on the e4rth to any other. It is possible
to provide schools and books to spread ideas tu all mankind. The structure of
information generating, transmitting, and receiving and the structure of eco-
nomic action in space have been changed by a very large factor. This I's in a
world where the major geometry of politics is still that which was settled in
the horse and buggy age. Hence we are in a revolutionary reconstruction of
economic, political, and military spqce, symboized by a Commoo Market, and
by alliances and federal movements, ant; ý,y a worldwide military-deterrence-
cum-cold-war. John von N~eumann wrote A perceptive article on this a few
ytarg alo.

Of education we may say-Technology has altso brought enough m.odernlsm
into vast areas of Africa and Asia that Aice w-,Nre racled "colonies," so that the
peoples there have enough political sense and feeling to Insist on independence.
The phenomenon is not as simple as the term, but it has tben made Cood In
many riias by the native people showing a capability to maike the former colonial
power concede the case.

And of ý-mnmunications and public capability-% real "Muture of politics
lies in the path through educration And cummunlration to the inereaWIng cap1city
of the people. The charne of political spait strureutt for phktical and logistic
reasons will occur anyhow, but how it will •r"utr. by bitternesm and vrilence or
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by reasoning together, depends on our capacity to reason and to recognize rea-
son. This capacity can change.

The iirst two of these processes--wde-area administration and education-
have been with us for some time but are suddenly having more radical effects
than before. These effects are one-time effects. All the world cannot be brought
into close swift contact by technology over and over again. All the onetime
colonies cannot be made independent more than once. The two processes plainly
work at cross purposes in elementary terms, for one tends to unite and the other
tends toward fragmentation. The strains inherent in the situation are not less
but greater than those that have caused the most gigantic wars and revolutions.
Yt the h.storical process is not running in the old rut. There is some appear-
ance that the capability to adapt is keeping "its head out of water." If so, this
is new. If it is so, then it is because of factors related to what I have called
public capability, i.e., a degree of rejection of simple will ant, force because
of a degree of broadened and deepened confidence in analysis, understanding,
and discovery. If so, then this arises largely from the effect on politics of the
new class of applied science that was spoken of earlier. This, and its effect,
req'Are further disoussion.

The effect of the new sort of science is felt in combination with some other
factors ir a way that is quite different from the effect of exact science. Its
scepe is nct confined within a few disciplinary subject areas but extends to the
scope of a problem, without regard for disciplinary boundaries. It does not
confine itself to the introduction of absolute rigor within the confines of a few
subject areas. Rather it extends to the introduction of some increment of dis-
cipline in the context of any problem of social action whatever. It extends with
easy readiness into all the behavioral sciences, and into all highly organized
procedures, from the organization of universities to the elegant order of
international air travel. It has a strong and spreading influence in the conduct
of military affairs, symbolized by the role of Mr. McNamara, and feeds out
across an open frontier into all civilian life. It is the activity of a professional
body that differs from the old community of scientists in their intimate relation
to the whle society. The continued advance of communications and education
combine with this in a positive way, and what I called education, communica-
tion, and public capability begin to work together wholly. In a setise, political
innovation is becoming a part of technical innovation, rather than the indirect
end-product of an obscure causation.

To the extent that this is so, and if we come to recognize this area as a
real one and as having inirinsic worth, then many things follow.

The emergence of the "action scier.ce.0 or 'policy sciences,* and their
marriage with st;i.istical mathematics started in academic circles in the twen-
ties and ihirties. It wts given a great boost during WWII. This -as natural.
The war was a far more favorable climate lor the application on analytic meth-
ods to operations and policy -than was the prewrar period. Military affairs, in
war, is one t.rea in which our cultures have acquired a readiness to resort to
al! promising now means, even at grvat costs. Also the military area is one
in which, with or without rigorous science, there has long been a wide recogni-
tion t*4 the fart of respaosible real.stic judgment by superinr c6mmanders and
the lack of it by inferior ones. A regard for real numbers, real dista .e'es, and
real difficulties i, logistw orderliness has beeh -ustc.r11try. Not all the military
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were eager for the aid of systematists. They still are not. But they were some-
times wore receptive than other elements of the powers that be, such as those
who control tle economy, business, or government. At any rate the war brought
an enorn, ous opportunity to the practitioners of the new kind of science and was
quite sufficient to secure their charter, funds, load of work, and tools. The new
field was born in close relation to the state and politics, and it has fully re-
tained this connection. And even if C. P. Snow discovered that scientists and
humanists are worlds apart, the war started the soldiers, scientists, and poli-
ticians, and C. P. Snow toward recognition that objective analysis is their only
common language.

More and more, on all kinds of problems, one finds people emerging who
affirm that the immediate obscurity of any problem awaits the intrusive mind.
There can be an explanation. There is some definite method by which to learn
to solve a problem. The more objective analytic approach should be tried, be-
cause it is preferable to the old partisan-adversary method. In this area there
are many streams converging such as:

Semantics
Communications theory
Behavioral science
Systems analysis
Theory of games
Cybernietics
Decision theory
Symbolic logic
Operations research
Management science
The 'policy sciences"

The new semiscience is somewhat of a return from the dominance of ex-
perimentalism toward the dominarce of logic. However, of course, it is, like
experimental science, concerned first of all with natural realities. It reasons
from data that are like the data of rigorous science in their form, though only
partly so Jn the rigor of their derivation. The object of its attention is usually
some sort of natural phenomenon, sometimes including artificial and
social phenomena, but not, so far as intention goes, pure abstraction. It is
consistently inductive in form, or tries to be so, and even when it resorts to
the opinions of experts for lack of other data, it then employs these in an other-
wise inductive manner. Hence, although it accepts the necessity on certain
occasions to use such inputs of deductive origin, it at the same time makes its
way into realm after realm of problem areas formerly dominated by the auth-
ority of office and by deductive reasoning, substituting as it goes the dominance
of the inductive style, and, so far as the facts permit, of inductive substance.

This changes the nature of the tests by which it can be proved or validated.
In the classical sciences the standards of good work were the criteria of truth
and the canons of criticism. Criticism is very important. It is the li•,e and
active evaluative function in science, as in art. An important observ-m.i'n to
make about the new semiscience is that it lacks clear standards or canon.i of
criticism.

If this is so, then some more things are so. First, lacking strong criticism,
semiscience is exceptionaL.) liable to unchallenged bad work. The model builder,
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are commonly expert in that trade, and often tyros in the real substance of the
matter that they treat. When they are uncritical or naive about realities they
can perpetrate extraordinary feats of foolishness.

The situation calls for some means to increase the effectiveness of criti-
cism. Of course this is easier said than done. Practitioners and clients alike
must learn to present and accept results as the best light that can be thrown by
systematic work but not to present or accept them as rigorous when they are
not rigoroas.

There is another thing that might be done much more often than hitherto.
That is, in cases where a semiscientific study has given advice that has led to
decision, there should be a systematic postmortem. There is always a kild of
postmortem in such a case but not often the kind we need; it is on the action
level and does not, except rarely, feed back to the research level. This leaves
us with little measure of how good or bad our findings and advice really are.
U1 there is no scorekeeper, how can one know?

CONCLUSION

The Insights of cybernetics lead easily into dreams of grandiose planning
by computer. However, equally well they lead to recognition of the unique in-
puts of the individual man and the necessity to grant him freedom to act for
himself as a system, within the larger pattern of organizations and society as
a larger system. The function of the state is not and will not be to swallow the
whole of the human cybernetic function. The function of cybernetics is to serve
the capability of people, not to generate a new tyranny.

So, what is being accomplished is a change in the capability of the people
in politics. The change was not very well predicted by any scientific or learned
authorities. It is contrary to Marxism. It is coming on us in a period strewn
with other and great failures but not with the kind that was predicted.

The increase in influence of the rational or objective spirit was not too
apparent before 1945, but mark the tally of achievements since then. We need
admit to the record only those that are of a new scrt, unknown to modern west-
ern history before 1945. Then they may include the:

Acheson-Lilienthal proposals
Marshall Plan
NATO Alliance
Liquidation of colonial empires
Common Market
United Nations, and more

These are the first little tckens of the age that we have entered.
So far then my view is optimistic, but no one will really think that I mean

to leave the picture simply rosy. We are near the brink of a new phase of
history, but the difficulties remain gigantic. The world has been very quickly
changed in cur generation, and world politics now engages all the world instead
of a quarter of it. The agonizing s;irains of develnpment contain enough of ý tie
causes of war and revolution and the savageries of civilized and uncivilized man
to mAke our worst past ralafmities iooý small. The point is not that the happy
ending is now sure, as in a bedtime story. The point is that we live on this
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planet with that property of life identified as dramatic, that is to say, life can
turn to tragedy or comedy. The good news, if it be taken as such, is that we
have new means that give us new chances.
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Political Development: Neglect or Aid?



ABSTRACT

The concept of political development has come to the fore gradually over the past
decade but has not yet been given a status in the structure of polic) comparable to that
of economic development.

A large number of nations exhibit a lack of political development that threatens
their political stability and impairs the effectiveness of economic and military aid if
such is given.

US policy, with the Marshall P'an, military aid, and alliances its major features,
lacks specific approach to the 'problem of political develoi'Iment. Although counter-
insurgency has been emphasized in recent years, this is a negative policy lacking a
positive counterpart.

There are strong historical reasons for the exclusion of aid in political develop-
ment by one nation to another, except in the case of colonial status. Meanwhile, eolonizl
status has been substantially abolished and is not regarded as legitimate. This poses a
problem: can measures to assist political development be put into an acceptable form?

The choice might be to exclude such measures and neglect the problem. How-
ever, the politically undeveloped nations also carry a threat to the stability of the ad-
vaLttd nations, and of the world, and such neglect is not to be accepted if any mode can
be found that would serve the purpose.

In contrast to the past, when existing doctrines of international relations were
established, there is now a much greater fund of professional knowledge available, on
which assistance in political development might be based, without colonial status as a
main linkage of donor to receiver. This knowledge is more analytic than the political
knowledge of former times and more communicable.

The time appears to be ripe for a serious effort to bring the problem and pertinent
knowiedge to a focus, ripeness being indicated by the large scale of research, scholarly
studies, and other indications of interest and concern.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the major unsolved problems confronting the US today in its policies
toward the rest of the ".;orld is the problem of the political development of newly
emergent national states.

This is a problem to the US because such states, through internal insta-
bility, represent dangers to world economic, political, and strategic stability
or the balance of power.

This problem of political instability and political development is the major
unfinished business left f rom the development of US policy--diplomatic, eco-
nomic, and military-to stabilize the world situation.

The central question is: Can any feasible and effective means be found

by which the US can assist nations that are in serious need of political devel-
opment? The objer:tive must be to attain a rate of political development sub-
stantially better than that attained by the unassisted course of events.

To understand whether the US can lend an effective helping hand in any

new ways, one has to examine the process of political development. That is
basically a problem for each nation by itself. It is the problem that affects a
great number of new nations and some old ones to a degree that threatens to
generate insurgencies, factional strife, and disorder within nations and be-
tween nations. It threatens the US programs of economic and military aid with
failure in some cases owing to internal political failure in the nation receiving
such assistance. It makes the nations affected by such political weakness a
fishing ground for Communis. influences, stakes in the power competition of
the great powers, and a source of instability to the world.

There are historical reasons why pe'itical development, except by a
colonial power in its own colonies, has been almost wholly left to the internal
factors in a country to work out. There are, however, some new conditions
that seem to offer a prospect for assistance by such a power as the US to the
states struggling in the early phases of such development.

The subject is discussed f'irther in the paper under the following heads:
Prolleni
Omission of the problem in the US policy structure
Historical background for its neglect

Why is neglect undesiranie?

Are there new possibilities?
Can legit imacy be established?

Is the tiene ripv?
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PROBLEM

First, there is the intrinsic situation to be described. What are the char-
acteristics of the politically undeveloped nation? What sort of process is in-
volved in the transition from undeveloped to the politically mature condition?

A large number of nations suffer from more or less serious political
weakness. These nations include many of the newly independent former colonies,
and a number of others that have been iqdependent for a longer time. Political
weakness is indicated by incapacity to find policy solutions for their acute eco-
nomic and social problems, and by their instability, frequency of coups d'etat,
and revolutions. Confronted with population explosions and rising expectations
they are unable to attain adequate rates of advance for productivity and unable
to solve either economic growth problems or problems of internal order and
military security because they are unable to solve problems of a political nature.

The Type Case

Without attempting a precise description of any particdar couiry the
common characteristics of the class with which we are concerned can be
sketched as follow,;:

The economic system is limping. It is short of "takeoff" in the sense of
the term as used by Rostow. The rate of capital formation is too low to pro-
vide a gain of gross national product over the rate of population growth. The
indigenous elite are based on land ownership and commercial activity, with
only a small element of modern productive enterprise. The system of owner-
ship-authority controlling land use is not motivated to technical modernizatien.
The weakness of the political system feeds back as a lack of confidence in long-
term risks, a high interest rate, and an emphasis on quick profits, amounting
to a zealous concentration on the "fast buck." This carries over in the form
of political and administrative corruption, prominently displayed in the con-
tinuing record of retirement of ex-presidents and other emigres with large
fortunes. Apparently important economic measures can be taken in such a
situation wit, little real effect, and especially with very disappointing secondary
effects. Major public works and ele,'tric power developments have been dis-
appointing in some cases, and even land reform has had very disappointing re-
sults in some places where the simple dispersion of ownership has not been
accompanied by equipment, fertilizer, and knowledge (of modern agricultural
methods, including new crnps, marketing, and storage facilities. The disap-
pointing experiences date back farther than is sometimes noticed, since the
names or slogans or progrrits get changed when they become worn out. The
'Goox Neighbor Policy* and 'Point Four" have both disappeared from current
usage long since because they did not "cut the mustard."

Politically these countries la-k solid patriotic nationalism. This is per-
plexing. but this is only be',ause we forget that patri(tic nationalism is a thing
that has been developed since a time when it did not exist, in any country that
now has it. They also lack any vigorous grass-roots practice 0A democratic
politics. This ranges front local legislatur.s across the board including school
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committees, PTAs, labor union councils, business associations, and all the
other minor forms in which negotiative pulling and hauliwtg, within constitu-
tional restraints, is conducted in the mature democratic countries. (Hannah
Arendt emphasizes this in her book On Revolution.') In national politics they
lack constitutional restraint, as exhibited best by the use of the coup d'etat
in lieu of the election, or In addition to 'he election, as a means of deciding
power. They lack mature national parties and especially lack the (oncept of a
"loyal opposition" (it may be noted that the concept of the loyal opposition was
a specific and conscious one in England before the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution). The social, economic, and political elite groups are isolated from
the mass of the common people, with a considerable degree of antagonism, dis-
sent, and latent rebellion. The people themselves remain largely embedded in
family, tribal, and parochial loyalties, short of emergence into modern or civic
culture and personality conditions. Historically, even in Europe the elite based
on landholdings seems incapable of leadership in economic and political advance.
There is very great difficulty in formulating a program that both the elite and
the common peopie can see as advantageous to all concerned, as against main-
taining the conventional order to the advantage of the traditional elite, or em-
barking on radical measures to the purported advantage of the common people.
The strong infusion of commercial corruption into the political system is a
significant factor in this. A consequence is that the difficulty of reform, as
always when such difficulty is very high, promotes consideration of resort to
the much easier and more effective politic'al solutions of dictatorship, whether
to frc '. ? the status quo or to change it. Whatever caveats and qualifications
attach to it, dictatorship does arrive at a superficial solution of the power prob-
lem more easily than does the democratic process in such a situation.

Relative sho 'tages of educated and train-,d personnel are an obvious con-
, 'mitant of the "underdeveloped" condition. These countries have high levels
of illiteracy and low levels of school enrollment. The cadres of high school
and college graduates in every area range from low to abysmally low numbers
relative to population. This affects not only the supply of good engineers, medi-
cal doctors, and scientists, but it applies at the levels of agricultural school
graduates, and technical high school graduates also. Correspondingly the rela-
tive numaberIe iii the population who represent the uneducated and unschooled
type are so niutch the greater.

The nitcotal type tit the wholly uneducated tribal peoples is not to be mis-
talken for siniple childishness. The mind of an intelligent infant i. ready to
develop intto the mind of a prim iti\ve man or of a miodern Western man. The
III Ind ot a priilt ir v adult is not ready to develop lieto a modern mind. The dil-
f ictulty of huiftting to nIaodlernisni is severe for such a mentality, and the histori-
t- 1 fact' (if It ullg dtlav myud apI•trent resistance is apparenttf in ev'eii such a case
A!" til .nlit' 1,t14'.111 idians. A fotti.dat ion hiook orn this gelteral protblem is Levy-
Itruhl's hou.i,.tinolki about 40 years old and fMr to,0 little knio'wn. '

Ther ., tLivt:. ,irv lilt rodtlvted her ulyC 'Is b.t'kg r•xind concerning the poll-
IIc~a I ak .lnormallt and ielcl that affect such teoples. Their blest polt i-

,al l.c.ders ma1.1y bi as !t asi anmy. tlowever. putting the thing in terms cd the
.-, ucture to ,lit ,A arm'y. this oi like saying thev h1&v. A few fine generals, and a
hit rubl1' le.4i1-th tt 'conlmpetent office.rs, . mi .i st ill worsw shottage of serge.antl.
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The Political Development Process

The political capability level of such a society is more like that of England
under the Tudors than like that of the United Kingdom or the US today. It may
be recalled that 300years agoEngland had notquite passed out of that phase in
which a change of administration required a coup d'Etat (as in 1688) and in which
civil war could still occur (as in 1745). The formation of responsible parties
lay then far in the future. The concept of "His (or Her) Majesty's loyal opposi-
tion' arose only in the early eighteenth century. A great long series of major
political developments and reforms including the evolution of the cabinet and
extending to the introduction of women's suffrage required a full two centuries
of British history. Those two centuries went to furnish the thought and practice
of administration and politics that is represented in the active life of the Eng-
lish body politic today. Our friends in the Congo, Laos, among the Montagnards
of Vietnam, in Bolivia, and elsewhere lack all this political development.

The extent, character, and rate of progress of the process of creating an
advanced political community is something on which we really now have a great
deal of historical evidence. Just in brief:

(a) ro develop the capabilities for the conduct of politics that we are fa-
miliar with in England today, out of those that were present in England at the
time of Henry VIII, required 400 years.

(b) To develop the capability of Germany today, just from the time before
the Great Elector, took 250 years.

(c) To develop the capabilities of France since just before the French
Revolution took 175 years.

(d) To develop the capabilities of the US, just to the time of the founding
of the Republic, took a century on this continent, starting from mid-seventeenth
century England in political capabilities.

(e) To change medieval Japan from i3 political conditions before 1869
to its present condition has taken a century.

(f) To change Malaya just from the condition when Lord Templer went
there to the condition when he left took 5 years.

The implication is not necessarily that we can do nothing but wait for
centuries. The impacts of modern technology and modern politics are a new
factor, one that was not present in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
century environment in which the political foundations of the West were &aid.
Modern technrlugy is already imposing the population explosion and the *revolu-
tion of risiag expectations.* The political development of these peoples will
be much swifter. Therefore it will also be more strained, violent, and subject
to faction, dictatorship, and pog'ce-state methods, unless extraordinary efforts
are made from elements within the nations comcerawed, and with very wise and
sensitive help from the West.

Thus far the help fronm outside has been generous, but often marked, as
has been said, by *nai'vettý and ineptitude."

Thus of the process, we -;in add:
(a) That it do•s not happen easily and qoickly.
(b) St•mg econumic development orrurs ;fter some degree of political

development and not before.
(r) The level at whirh a peoPle are ready to demand independence come*

before the level at which (hey may attain stable elwf-government (the ItS was
the exception)4
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(d) Political development does not stop at any level yet attained by ar.y

nation.

Ctannel of Transference

The idea that one country can do anything to help another to cope with its
own problems demandr chat there be something useful in a form that can be
transmitted from the one to the other. It As quite feasible to tiansmit money
from one country to another, or arms, wheat, military training or advice, or
textbooks, but the transmission of political savvy has only rarely been accom-
plished.

The best examples are few, for they require some conditions that are not
very common. First is that the giver have something to give. Second is that
the receiver be well able and strongly motivated to receive. Third is that
there be an adequate channel for the transmission.

Great Britain did this in a way for the American colonies that b.came
the US, and for other once-colonial areas that became dominions or independent,
such as Canada, New Zealand, and Australia. So far as these examples go, the
transmission was through capable people, carrying with them the English ex-
perience, customs, English history, English books, and the English language.

But England did it also to a very substantial degree in Inelia, some parts of
Africa, and in V..laya,and the US also accomplished it in the Philippines. There
it was not solely by migration of people serving as carriers of the political
knowledge and ideas, though always partly by that; it was more through the
example and teaching of the few colonial administrators, transmitting the prin-
ciples of honest administration, justice under law in the courts, and common
loyalty among divergent parties in local and rational elections and legislative
work.

Englaud conducted these examples in the status of colonial power, with
authority as an instrument; the US also,

Japan is another case. There the impulse was on the part of the recipient
rather than the donor. Japanese political hist.ory shows that it was not all easy,
but J•apanese political history also stands as an extraordinary case of very
great progress, even with a great defeat thr.-wn in.

OMISSION OF THE PROBLEM IN THE
US POLICY STRUCTURE

The structure of US world policy has its roots back in the Immedate after-
math of WWII. Initially !he stabliUztion of the world was already a goal, with
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, and the World
Bnlk Pund as major Instruments. That was a system based on the assumption
thaz triendly cooperation would char cterise the relatiors between the US and
the USSR. This assumption was gradually swept away in the next years. By
1947 Greek and 'urklsh Aid was baed on a recouised necessity to oppose
Communist aims. The Marall Plan in its incipient phase in 1947 wa- still
oeln to Soviet cooperation, but this brougM only the open opposition W• the Com-
munist Bloc. The Korean War removed the last veatigps of hop fur the coupera-
tion of the iwo 6superpowrs" in any early time frame.



In the transitiun period the great main pillars of policy were set up* the
Marshall Plan, the NATO alliance, and military aid. During the following decade

the greatest emphasis was given to the development of a military posture strong
enough to provide for stable deterrence of major war. The most recent major
adaptations were the shift of emphasis from all-out war toward "flexible re-
sponse ' and the measures taken 3 or 4 years ago relative to counterinsurgency.

The presupposition of the Marshall Plan was that economic aid was es-
seitial to enable many European nations to surmount their acute ecoaomic
problems just after the war, but that their political systems could reach sta-
bility if so assisted. The presupposition of military aid was, in parallel, that
many countries lacked sufficient means to meet the internal and external mili-
tary threats, but that given some aid their governments woula be capable of
maintaining stability.

The case was not envisioned for which economic or military aid or both
would prove ineffective because of the lack of political competence of the whole
sociopolitical system. The government of any recognized nation was taken In
good faith as sufficient in all political respects to use the aid that was given.

Several developments have occurred since the period in which the great
structure of US policy was created. The political roots of the economic arid
social Ills of Latin America have attracted increased attention and study, al-
though the lack of critical immediate danger has left the subject in low priority
status for policy except for brief spasms of attention. The worsening of the
Vietnam situation has slowly brought the political question from the taken-for-
granted statu.. into the forefront. The Congo and some other African states,
thougn not directly in the US lap, have emphasized the existence of the prob-
lem and some of its dimensions of difficulty.

The recognition of political instability as a problem has, however, been
rather slow and somewhat evasive. The US was more or less neutral, officially,
in cases of rebellion against colonial powers, where the rebellions were not
plainly Communist-directed, from the time of the first such rebellions down
to the time when Algeria gained its independence. The American press and
public sympathy were inclined toward the side of the rebels in many cases.
This covered both outright rebellions and some other related anti-imperialist
events such as the seizure of the Suez Canal by Egypt. It was exemplified by
the sympathy of the New York Times' for the rebellion of Castro against the
Batista regime in Cuba, tip to the time when Castro was clearly established to
be a Communist

There were cases, however, where there was either clear Communist
direction, or extreme savagery on the pari of rebels, or a fair case that the
rebellion was against a regime that was doing its best to attain reforms and
progress. Such include the Philippines, Kenya, Malaya, and Scuth Vietnam.

The impact of the Cuban case, with the sharpening of the problem in Viet-

nam, fell in the years 1961 and 1962. The US reaction was exprt ,sed in the
concept of counterinsurgency. This concept solved some of the 1,. oblems of

Amerlicn thinking. It facilitated the official switch from favoring rebellion,
at least in case of doubt, to opposing it, except in clearly justified cases (now
very few). It also provided a term under which to organize and coordinate

efforts within the sprawling US departments, and under which to commence
some research efforts. However, it also tended to neglect am'G obscure the
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problems of preinsurgent stagnation and frustration on the one hand and of
how to attain effective economic growth and political development on the other.
It marked a turning point in US thinking, both official and public; it did not con-
clude the policy issues but rather opened them; it remained to get on with the
work that had only been started.

There are of course some features of US policy that are directed to the
social or political aspects of development in addition to the economic or mili-
tary. The Peace Corps ranks high among these, and technical aid and the United
States Information Agercy are also related to the problem. These, however,
avoid the main issue or touch it tangentially rather than face and accept it
directly.

The entire body of policy is highly developed for practically any sort of
case in which economic or military assistance to another nation will enable the
government of that tiation to surmount its immediate problems. It only lacks
any clear policy or means to be applied in the case where internal political
weakness may make economic and military aid ineffectual. The question is:
Can there be any extension of policy and means to cover such cases, or would
such cases better be written off?

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND FOR ITS NEGLECT

There are strong traditional reasons for excluding political assistance
from US foreign policy. Throughout the history of the nation-state system,
interstate relat!ons have been conducted under international law and by diplo-
macy. The only mode for political assistance by one state to another nation or
people that has been regarded as legitimate is the colonia• relation. In this
relation, political training or tutelage was regarded as legitir._'. and even
as an obligation or mandate.

In one respect the problem is the technical one of the initial separation
between legal legitimacy and what might be called 'ethical' legitimacy, fol-
lowed by the conforming of the legal to the ethical view.

The authority of a colonial power, say of the English in India or of Lhe
Freach in Indo-China, was recognized as legitimate in legal status, under the
system of international law and associated ideas, in the late nineteenth century,
and for most of the first half of the twentieth century. Within the content and
iogic of that system it was proper for a colonial power to rule the colony, but
also it was more or less presumed that such rule should be oriented toward
the social, political, economic, and cultural aovance of the people of the colony
toward conditions such that they might reach self-rule. This latter idea was
put forth clarly in the book by Lugard, The Dual Mandate in British Tropi-
cal Africa.'

However, the ethical legitimacy of the rule of colonial territories and
peoples by the gmwernment of another community was under question in western
thought long before this century. The Wilsonian concept of seli-determination,
expressed in the League of Nations charter of 1919, reflected this and gave it
added strength, and the shifts of ideas that occurred during the high intensity
of WWII brought a general acceptance of the idea that colonial subservience
Of some states to others must go The idea of political maturity or immaturity
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as a criterion was more or less swept aside. It became politically a bad bar-
gain to try to maintain colonial authority; a bad bargain in the colony, a bad
bargain in the ruling country, and a bad bargain before world opinion.

There is one important matter of fact that stands apart from matters of
ideology. A people formerly ruled by another could reach a condition in which
the native elite, or some elements of it, with mass sympathy or support, could
demand independence, and could back up the demand with measures of protest,
passive resistance, and active insurgency, such as to make the maintenance cf
the old order excessively costly and difficult. Partial reforms are then re-
jected, and the situation for the colon'al system of government gets worse and
worse. So the practical facts, impinging on the minds of people in the ruling
nation already indoctrinated with the doubt of ethical legitimacy, provided a
stronger basis for a trend in public attitudes, and thence in government policy,
toward granting independence to former colonies where the pressure for inde-
pendence was manifest and stubborn.

The results of these two factors, the ideological-ethical and the practical
protests and insurgencies, was the partly deliberate, partly precipitate emanci-
pation of former colonies. Where it has been deliberate, as in Malaya and
Kenya, it was accompanied by accelerated measures to prepare the capability
for self-government. Where it was precipitate, as in the Congo, it brought a
revelation of acute problems beyond the capability of the new government to
master, at least in the short term.

Resistance to the trend has been exhibited only in a few instances. The
so-far successful effort of the Portuguese to continue their system of rule in
Angola and Mozambique is the principal example.

Thus, in the course of the last two or three decades, major developments
affecting what is practicable in the relations of the advanced countries to the
underdeveloped have occurred, leaving a fundamental weakness that affects
the world.

Colonialism was the only mode or channel for political tutelage of an un-
developed nation by a mature one that ever enjoyed legitimate status. Other-
wise, under the nation-state system, as developed in Europe and the world
since the seventeenth century, any interference by one nation in the politics of
another has been regarded as pretty much immoral, illegal, and subversive.
American objection to the operations of Citizen GenAt in 1793 stands as a
classic case. Thus the force of traditional doctrines is mainly stacked against
any direct role in the internal politics or internal development of one country
by any agencies of another. The only channel accepted as legitimate is the
diplomatic one, and this is supposedly barred from dealing with the people
behind the back of their own government. The fact that the Communists have
consistently violated this principle does not help, since we have consistently
condemned thekr pra,'tice.

The case of the Arneci(an Revolution is a source of difficulty, for it is
the outstanding historical instance of the attainment of political maturity, and
at the same time unique and atypica!. It is the one case where the capability
for strong insurgency was not reached long before a capability for self-govern-
ment. It is the one case in which the colonial elite, at the time, needed lessons
in the principles and practice of politics from no sL-derlor authorities on earth.
It is the case where the fund of political knowled,-?, derived directly from the
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Mother Country by migration, plus practice in local government, was obscured
by a tendency to forget that English political development was a part of the
American heritage. Historically, it seems that the same capability that was
shown by the US was expected of other former colonies, where the facts were
entirely different.

The difference of condition that makes it far more difficult for many other
countries or nations to step into a political capability, like stepping into a new
coat, was a standing mystery to most of the world. The former colonies of
Spain and Portugal in Latin America became independent in the period just after
the French Revolution. They adopted republican constitutions. Then they
stalled out. Their histories recount a series of idealistic reforms, revolutions,
coups d'etat, and dictatorships. Their economic progress has been consistently
far slower than that of the US, and their political progress very disappointing.

Meanwhile, analytic sociology, which did not exist before the French Revo-
lution, has, at first slowly but recently far more swiftly, come into being. This
is important because it has filled the former vacuum of analytic knowledge as
to the difference between a mere constitution and a live political system based
on capable people.

As a residue the idea of a role played by one advanced nation in the politi-
cal development of another "underdeveloped" nation confronts severe impedi-
ments. It has been left out of US policy since the emancipation of the Philippines.
It would require a wrenching of deep-set attitudes to give it a place again. The
only familiar practical application of the idea has been in the case of colonies.

To recapitulate: Assistance or influence by one nation in the politics of
another is simply not contemplated by international law and diplomacy. The
great and traditional doctrines rest on the firm concept that a state is a state,
that any political influence by one on another is through government-to-govern-
ment relations. Contacts between a government in one state and the parties
or popular elements in another is improper, subversive, or generally wrong.

Given the nature of politics, this is quite natural. Any government what-
ever regards its own relations to its people as private and is apt to react with
deep resentment to any intrusion.

These facts being so, there is also a now well-established psychological
conditioning of the world press and public opinion adverse to any political
interference, tutelage, etc., as "imperialism."

This fact in turn being so, there is a great leverage available to the Com-
munist world to attack any such interference with propaganda with considerable
effect.

Finally there are deep-laid attitudes within the US government itself,
which are only natural, gtiver the structure of policy and the commitments to
it of the men who have been making it and implementing it for decades.

Hence any proposal to introduce a new element in policy and programs
aimed directly at political development of *underdeveloped' nations may meet
with considerable opposition. There is likely to be both opposition and in-
credulity.
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WHY IS NEGLECT UNDESIRABLE?

The political development of backward nations might be left to the ordinary
historical processes and the former historical rate of advance. In short, we
can ask: Why not just let nature take its course? There are three major rea-
sons why it cannot be ignored.

First is the population explosion. Modern technology, in general terms,
has already affected the reduction of the death rate in formerly primitive peoples
to such an extent that the rate of population growth has greatly accelerated. The
greatly increased populations of the near-future decades will not be supportable
without major changes in agricultural practice including a great trend toward
more intensive use of machinery and fertilizer, etc., and much less intensive
use of human labor. On the old practices, greater numbers can be employed,
or fed, only on a declining standard. The historical pattern of political develop-
ment would be through a long succession of gradual advance cluttered with wars,
civil and foreign, revolutions, dictatorship, failurc, and resurgence. One alter-
native is the one already followed by the USSR and ,iow being followed by China-
Communist dictatorship. This provides order under a police state, with fairly
rapid progress in technology, the general economy, and basic education.

There is one other measure bearing on the population explosion-birth
control. This has been growing in recognition and importance in world opinion,
and in some countries, such as India. It offers small promise of cutting off
the explosion, however, though it may mitigate it to some minor extent. Even
if it does cut down the growth rate, it leaves the problems of cultural, social,
and technological advance of the already large population , more than a billion
people.

The second major reason why it is unacceptable to "let nature take its
course* lies in the situation of the advanced nations. These are tied, or half-
way tied, into a condition of mutual deterrence of major war through the devel-
opment of military nuclear weapons and delivery systems. The extreme scale
of destructive power creates very strong motives to maintain stability so as to
avoid their use. Such stability, however, also requires that the balance of power
in the world should not be radically altered by other means. A general succe~s
of Communism in all the underdeveloped nations would destroy the balance of
power. The advance of such nations to political maturity without Communism
would strengthen the Western position but would not threaten the position of
the USSR with an overwhelming coalition of power. The fact is, in any cise,
that the Communists, both Soviet and Chinese, will make a strong bid for power
in the underdeveloped areas, and that the West cannot possibly let this go with-
out an effort to keep all these nations western oriented or at worst neutral.

The status of neutrals is a key fact in the situation. As a bare fact, it
proves that a nation progressing quite independently toward a political system
that is not Communist in character may be no threat to the Communist Bloc.
The balance of power is not disturbed by the neutrality of such powers; it is not
disturbed by their continued western orientation; it is disturted by a Communist
take-over; it is disturbed in prospect by the threat of Communist success in
any more than isolated cases.

The third reason is that the politically undeveloped areas, comprising at
least half the people of the world and half the area and natural resources, are
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tied far too intimately to the advanced nations by trade that is essential to both,
by geopolitical considerations, ideological factors, anu the already vast flow of
cultural and technological aid, for simple isolationism to be applied. The proc-
esses of political development, if left alone or if left to Communist exploitation,
will disturb the advanced Western world in all sorts of ways, and with powerful
impact. Initial neglect would only lead later to an active reaction and to esca-
lation of the measures applied.

ARE THERE NEW POSSIBILITIES?

The exclusion of the problem of political assistance without colonial status
was natural until recently. If it is reasonable to take a new look at it, this de-
pends on changes in the surrounding conditions and in the available knowledge
and interest. These have changed.

The removal of colonialism clears the air. It exposes the problem in its
own light. The great number of old and new examples of the lack of political
development arong now-sovereign nations is large enough to show the common
characteristics and eliminate confusion due to special factors. The particular
cases are also numerous enough to expose ihe general effects due to their great
aggregate scale. They are even so numerous that they offer examples of how
the USSR is faced with dilemmas in trying to deal with them. (As in Syria,
where the Russians reportedly find political instability reduces the effective-
ness of economic aid.)

In addition a subject on which the literature was very scanty 50 years ago
now is much richer in basic materials for study. The time is not long gone
when the investigator seeking books closely related to political development
could go to de Tocqueville, or to Bryce, or back to Machiavelli and the ancients.
Now there is an increasing store of major works with direct or indirect bear-
ing. To mention only a very few, and not only the most recent, and not those
most directly concerned but also some broader selection among those that can
be taken as highly pertinent, we have the works of Almond,6 Barnard,7 Holt,'
Lawrence, 9 Namier,' 0 Pye," Silvert,'2 and Thornburg."

There is also now, as there was not before, a small stock of cases where
something has happened that might be described as the take-off phase of politi-
cal development. One of the best is the case of Magsaysay in the Philippines.
Another good one is that of Mexico since the stabilization of the late 1920's.
The role of Kemal in Turkey may be another, even if there may be doubts as
to whether the momentum attained was enough to keep going. India is another
case of relatively sup.rior performance. All still confront severe tests.

Further there is now in social science a great expansion of research as
there is in other fields, and the problem of political development is receiving
a great deal of attention. Ten years ago there were very few articles on the
subject. Now they appear in great numbers and with solid substance derived
from research. It is noteworthy that the program of the 1964 mneeting of the
American Sociological Association was largely concerned with social develop-
ment, including many papers of close relevan.e to political development, and
recent meetings of the American Political Science Association have given great
attention to the problem.
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So we may say that the problem has emerged into academic and govern-
mental recognition in recent years. Some very solid work has already been
accomplished in the field by social scientists and political scientists. Aware-
ness of it is increasingly expressed by the more serious commentators. So
measured, professional interest has increased many times over. The fund of
technical and professional knowledge has increased correspondingly. The
knowledge, both of how to analyze the problem and how to operate effectively
if operations are undertaken, is at least better than ever before.

This increased fund of knowledge has another important characteristic.
It is far more analytic, systematic, or scientific in its style, organization, and
expression than was formerly the case. Political science before the last quarter
century could fairly be described as parochial; the books and the teachers
were fairly understandable within their own nation, and the best ones were part
of an international scholarly tradition, but they were "all Greek" to outsiders.
Anyone could learn descrintive facts about the British form of government, but
only the British learned how to run it; the same for American government.

It is recognized among those who study the history or the sociology of
science that science is communicated mo'e effectively than knowledge that
has not been put into scientific form. This new body of analytic, political, and
social science, now growing far more rapidly than was the case even 10 years
ago, is more communicable. This is a factor at the center of the situation as
regards the problem of exporting political knowledge.

CAN LEGITIMACY BE ESTABLISHED?

The lessons of history are plain. The British, in every instance after the
American Revolution, used the initiation of rebellion not as the criterion for
immediate independence. Rather they consistently suppressed the first rebel-
lion but also introduced a powerful program of accelerated and orderly progress
toward self-government. The British, in cases spread over 120 years, recog-
nized counterinsurgency as essential but also as no solution by itself. It was
useful only as the necessary adjunct or preliminary to positive programs to-
ward political development. Lord Durham set his name on the first great case,
that of Canada in 1839. Lord Templer set his on the last one, Malaya, in the
1950's. A colonial power in the colonial age had the position from which it
could do this. The US is faced with trying to get the samre effect in the role of
an outsider, with quite a different status in the country concerned, and before
the world, and with its own puLlic.

Major doctrines simply cannot be developed in a way cont,-itry to the major
facts and the viabJe assumptions of the time when they arise. The idea that all
independent states must keep their hands oti the intcrnal politics of each other
arose because ý. made great good sense in the seventeenth and eighteerth cen-
turies. It long ,iince hardened into historical tradition. It still has great merit
against subversive .wrtivities supported by one government in the territory of
another government, for any two governments that recognize each other.

Should it then stand against political assistance of nonsubversive char-
acter? The question supposes that nonsubversive political assistance can be a
real thing. Or it begs the question: Is there such a thing, or can there be?
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This is relevant because any effective program to assist and accelerate
political development would surely be challenged as imperialism, colonialism,
and further as a breach of right and well-recognized tradition. It would be vul-
nerable to propaganda attack. If any such program is attempted the US must
expect to need the best arguments possible on which to establish that it is, in
fact, legitimate.

All questions of legality aside, even the major doctrines of internatienal
law are subject to the major changes brought by history. They should not be
lightly changed, but neither should they be lightly maintained when the pertinent
realities are really different.

All the measures that have been taken by the US Government, and that
touch on political development, have been carefully directc.d to accelerate social
development, rather than to touch political development directly. They include
the Peace Corps, educational measures, exchange of persons, and "civic action"
by US military elements.

To reduce potential opposition, if political development in one country can
be helped by policies and measures of another country, it must be with the great-
est care for neutrality among all loyal elements in Vhe developing country and
for avoidance of any grounds for valid charges of colonialism. And it must be
wholly open and aboveboard.

Any measures taken have to be neutral as between an administration in
power and any elements properly identified as a "loyal opposition.' They must
not trespass on the prerogatives of the internal political system to be itself,
govern the country, and pursu- its own course in national policies and local
detail.

Such measures must have objectives of a general nature, clearly and
firmly set apart from all immediate issues. The problem is not to tell the na-
tives what decision to make; it is to help them learn to use good decision-mak-
ing procedures. The objectives are not events or incidents but conditions.
These conditions include a much wider spread of self-reliance, of a do-it-
yourself attitude, tolerance of diversity, patience in face of the impediments
to reform, recogqnition that reversible actions can be taken with less care for
minority views than must be had in the case of irreversible actions, understand-
ing and respect for majority rule on the one hand and for constitutional restraint
on the other, and the concept of loyal opposition. Civic socialization has to be
extended beyond family and tribe. These things have to be developed at the
grass roots and not only in the capital. A developed political system needs
st rong cadres of people who know how to negotiate debate, and campaign with
vigor but without residual destructive antagonism. The fund of experience of
these cadres must be gained in local government, labor relations, trade, and
education and not just in formal politics.

One -;lcific wav in which to provide for legitimacy in the eyes of the
country concerncd, other countries, or the world in general may be to try to
internat iona I ize the progra ni.

Objectives may then conceivably include tile following:
(a) Greatly intensified democratic practice in the politics of govern-

nient and in the politics (if econolric and social concerns at all levels, froom
national down to tile smallest local level.

(ih) More functio;al associations '% 1!h more active life, including edu-
cat ional, agrltural, laibor, and indlust rial.
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Measures to these ends may conceivably include massive indoctrination
in some of the fundamental political lessons of the West. This should begin
further back than is commonly supposed. Even such a lesson as might be
learned from the career of Frederick the Great, of serving the State rather
than the personal fortune of the ruling family, needs to be learned. A firt -e'lass
job of editing The Federalist to eiiminate purely dated or local circumstantial
material, and to retain the political principles, might well be distributed by
millions. At any rate a main point is a trernendous increase in the informa-
tion flow concerning the principles of advanced politics in free nations, but with
the first thing first: the primer.

IS THE TIME RIPE ?

The climate of opinion is not entirely favorable, as was made clear earlier
in the discussion of inhibiting factors.

There is, however, rather broad evidence that the climate of ideas has
been changing, that new ideas are emerging and beginning to gain acceptance.
This is in continuity with the emergence of "evonomic development' as a con-
cept, propounded most prominently by Rostow about 5 years ago, and the con-
cept of Ocounterinsurgency' just a little later. The facts mentioned earlier to
support the idea that the technical resources are now or soon will be available
also imply strongly that the time is ripe in the large-scale historical sense.
These are forerunners of the shift of views from those set by the conditions of
the late 1940's and early 1950's to the changed condition of the world today.

Comment in the press and other media and in professional journals and
books is surely far more sophisticated than it was 15 years ago. There has
been, it seems fair to state, increasing recognition that economic and military
aid can be ineffective in the absence of a strong political system in the country
concerned. There has also been increasing recognition that the 'takeoff" stage
of economic development is not easy to spark in the absence of suitable politi-
cal conditions. Congress has expressed itself in a negative fashion, through a
tendency to reduce aid appropriations. Surely this is, by implication, a partial
withdrawal of credit from the now conventional concept. There is no clear ex-
position of a new theory available. However, there is a considerable body of
work that carries an entirely new attitude toward the problem.

There is also the situation in Vietnam. This has brought a high degree
of public concern, and of anxiety at the apparent dilemma presented. For what
it is worth, this amounts to a major asset, an opportunity toward fair acceptance
of a fresh approach if one can be devised.

The current indications given by the technical journals, the public press,
and discussion and concern within the branches of the government imply that
the time may be ripe in the short-term sense as well as in the lon&'Pr view.
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